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This study aims to provide a broad glossary of key Qur’anic
terms and set forth these terms’ meanings, both semantically
and linguistically, within their Qur’anic context. The format
is organised in such a way as to facilitate ease of understanding, guiding the lay reader carefully and logically through
the various nuances of usage and meaning. The meaning of a
given Qur’anic term will vary depending on the manner and
the context in which it is used, and on the issues and questions
in relation to which reference is made to it, and just as a
concept gives rise to a term, so also does the term and its usage
act to shape the concept. These and other aspects of the
Divine communication are mapped and explored, leaving us
with a greater appreciation of the Qur’an’s depth and what
makes it a linguistic and literary miracle.
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There is no way to understand the Qur’an properly, or to
elucidate as accurately as possible the meaning of its verses,
without studying Qur’anic terminology and concepts. Taken
together these sum up the universal truths of the Faith (the
great moral code), not only animating the text and giving it
incredible life, precision, and flexibility, but also enriching the
communication of the Qur’anic message through their
beautiful and comprehensive nature.
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Foreword
balil abd al-karim’s Qur’anic Terminology: A Linguistic and
Semantic Analysis is a detailed work aiming to provide a broad
glossary of key Qur’anic terms and set forth these terms’ meanings,
both semantically and linguistically, within their Qur’anic context.
There is no way to understand the Qur’an properly, or elucidate
as accurately as possible the meaning of its verses, without studying
Qur’anic terminology and concepts. Taken together these not only
sum up the universal truths of the religion (the great moral code), but
also animate the text and give it incredible life, precision, and flexibility, enriching the communication of the Qur’anic message through
their beautiful and comprehensive nature.
The IIIT has undertaken in recent years to produce abridged
versions of its key publications, and this translation is taken from the
abridged Arabic edition Al-Maf¥^Ïm al-Mift¥^iyyah li Na·ariyyah alMa¢rifah fÏ al-Qur’¥n al-KarÏm.
We live in an age in which time is at a premium in virtually all
spheres of life, including those of writing and production. Copious
intellectual, cultural and informational output continues unabated as
part of efforts to keep pace with changes in the public and private
spheres alike, while publishing houses and websites vie to provide
people with the latest, and most up-to-date information in the easiest,
most effective manner. The knowledge economy that now dominates
the world requires a process of ‘creative adaptation’ of information as
one of the building blocks of the world community at large, hence the
IIIT’s series of abridged works. The aim is to help readers benefit from
available information as easily, effectively, and efficiently as possible
and to further develop their critical faculties so they become better able
to contribute to the development of humanity.
The abridged texts have been written in a clear, easy to read style,
and while the essential contents of the original works have been preserved, readers will note that, in the interests of space, the abridged
editions contain far fewer endnotes than do the original works. The
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Foreword
only notes retained are those needed for clarification or the proper
establishment of an idea, since the principle aim of this endeavor is to
facilitate rapid absorption of the content being conveyed. Readers who
wish to go more deeply into the topics of concern or to find full documentation of quotes may refer to the original works, which contain all
necessary citations.
The work is being published to widen discourse, and increase awareness of the question of Islamic artistic expression and its ultimate aims
and objectives. No doubt the subject is a specialized one, but it is hoped
that for the most part both general and specialist readers alike will
benefit from the perspective offered and the overall issues examined.
Where dates are cited according to the Islamic calendar (hijrah)
they are labelled ah. Otherwise they follow the Gregorian calendar
and labelled ce where necessary. Arabic words are italicized except for
those which have entered common usage. Diacritical marks have been
added only to those Arabic names not considered modern. English
translations taken from Arabic references are those of the translator.
Qur’anic verses are quoted either in part or in their entirety.
Since its establishment in 1981, the IIIT has served as a major center
to facilitate serious scholarly efforts. Towards this end it has, over the
decades, conducted numerous programs of research, seminars and
conferences as well as publishing scholarly works specialising in the
social sciences and areas of theology which to date number more than
four hundred titles in English and Arabic, many of which have been
translated into other major languages.
We would like to thank the author, translator, as well as editorial
and production team at the IIIT London Office, and all those who were
directly or indirectly involved in the completion of this book. May God
reward them for all their efforts.
j a n u a r y , 2017
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Introduction
p r a i s e b e t o g o d , who revealed the Qur’an from on high as a
balance in which to weigh truth and falsehood. He has commanded us
to reflect on the Qur’an, bearing in mind that it can only be properly
understood by those firmly established in knowledge, and will only be
kept in remembrance by those who are endowed with insight.
The epistemological aspect of the Qur’an deals with the act of
reflecting and investigating (al-na·ar), which jurists and philosophers
alike agree to be human beings’ foremost duty. This process is essential
in order for people to know their Creator, themselves, and the world
around them. Knowledge of the Creator and of ourselves leads us to
search for satisfying answers to life’s pressing questions. The better we
understand the sources, types and purposes of knowledge, ways of
applying and benefitting from knowledge, and the ways in which
knowledge is compiled, transmitted and developed, the better able we
will be to test the knowledge we have and to link it to the laws and
patterns of the cosmos.
The Qur’anic Revelation sets forth a set of concepts which, taken
together, sum up the universal truths of the religion. However, there is
no way to understand the Qur’an properly without studying its terminology, which is key to accessing the will of God. Consequently, this
study contains a glossary of key terms that sets forth these terms’ meanings within their Qur’anic context.
The meaning of a given Qur’anic term will vary depending on the
manner and the context in which it is used, and on the issues and questions in relation to which reference is made to it. Just as a concept gives
rise to a term, so also does the term and its usage act to shape the concept. As a terminological analysis of the Qur’an, this study examines
terms within their respective semantic and linguistic contexts.

1
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Sound communication can only take place when the concepts being
discussed are clearly defined and understood, and when terms are used
precisely. Unless terms are defined with precision, discussions and
debates will revolve not around facts, but around mere words. It is not
acceptable to employ terms that are ambiguous or overly general;
hence, those who do use such terms should be asked to explain and
clarify them in order to make dialogue constructive and genuine.
Differences among debaters are often attributable to their use of
words, either because various terms are being used to refer to the same
entity, or because the same word is being used to refer to more than one
entity. But if intended meanings are explained and ambiguities clarified, it becomes possible to distinguish true from false, and what is
meant from what is not meant.
balil abd al-karim
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Studying Concepts from an
Epistemological Perspective

c o n c e p t s c a n b e viewed from various angles and subjected
to a variety of approaches. They can be studied linguistically, psychologically, philosophically, or epistemologically. In the latter case, the
structures of concepts are subjected to an analysis which clarifies how
relationships among concepts are formed to create integrated epistemological fields.
In this chapter we will be discussing the problem of meaning, that is,
the changes that occur in a concept and its signification. In the course
of this discussion we will touch upon the epistemological necessity of
concepts, concept structure analysis, changes in concepts, networks of
key concepts, and the method of categorizing epistemological concepts
in the Qur’an. The discussion will take place on three levels of meaning: (1) lexical (al-dil¥lah al-mu¢jamiyyah), (2) practical (al-dil¥lah alisti¢m¥liyyah), and (3) interpretative (al-dil¥lah al-ta’wÏliyyah).
first: the epistemological necessity of concepts
Any cultural system will be made up of a set of integrated epistemological fields. Such fields include, for example, the realms of religion,
metaphysics, mathematics, logic, language and linguistics, society and
sociology, and so on. Each of these epistemological fields in turn consists of a set of concepts that are related to each other in specific ways.
1) The value of concepts
Each epistemological field is set apart from others by particular features and concepts, while various epistemological fields are linked
together to form an integrated epistemological system. The analysis of
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an epistemological structure is based on three foundations: (1) concepts, (2) the relationships that join concepts into a semantic field, and
(3) the relationships that join differing semantic fields into a larger
epistemological system. Concepts are a necessary, but not a sufficient,
condition for the presence of an epistemological field. It is concepts
that highlight the features of a given field; however, the vagueness or
distortion of ideas and concepts has caused many writers to conflate or
confuse different meanings. Hence, thinkers should make sure to clarify
the overall concepts that make up a given field or system.
2) Concepts in the logical sense
A concept is a set of specific characteristics and features that distinguish one entity from another. In the context of this discussion,
however, we will be adopting the view that the vast majority of concepts are marked by unlimited flexibility. Hence, their meanings
broaden at some times and narrow at others, while at the same time
preserving their own semantic field. Concepts are to be viewed as a
type of universal or abstraction, salient examples of which include:
freedom and tyranny, justice and injustice, truth and falsehood, good
and evil, beauty and ugliness.
3) Concept formation
A concept embodies a meaning or set of meanings which we express by
means of either a single word, such as “knowledge,” or an expression
such as, “divine knowledge.” When a particular word is used to communicate a particular meaning, the result is a term which is agreed
upon by specialists in a particular field. Such a term may continue to be
used exclusively by those who have agreed upon it. However, a problem arises when a particular word comes to be used to communicate
several different meanings without the aid of linguistic contexts that
make it possible to distinguish which particular meaning of the word is
intended. This situation differs from that in which a single word is used
to convey two or more different meanings but in which we can deduce
which meaning of the word is intended based on the linguistic context.
This difficulty does not arise in relation to concepts with clearly
specified meanings. An example of such a situation involves the concept
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of “democracy,” whose lexical definition – ‘the rule of the people’ – is
agreed upon, but whose meaning in actual usage is the subject of
debate.
When the order of concepts is disturbed, relationships among members of the Muslim community are affected such that their ties based on
doctrine become secondary rather than primary. This sort of reordering might take place due to influences from atheistic and existentialist
philosophies which place the individual front and center, and that may
even go so far as to make the individual the source of legislation and the
measure of what is good and bad, true and false.
second: concept structure analysis
In order to define a concept, we need to deconstruct its elements and
identify their hierarchical arrangement.
1) Identifying a concept’s structure
A concept’s structure consists of numerous elements, some of which
are fundamental and others of which are complementary. The fundamental elements enjoy logical priority in the structure, given that they
are not derived from anything else. In this respect they resemble the
axioms in mathematical and logical systems. Semanticists draw a distinction between basic meanings and additional meanings. The basic
meaning performs the most important function of language, which is
communication and the transfer of ideas. Therefore, the precise understanding of a concept requires us to analyze its structure and identify its
component elements.
2) The importance of concept structure analysis
To illustrate the importance of the analytical process for a precise and
correct understanding of concepts, let us take as an example the concept of al-¢aql, translated generally as “mind” or “reason.” Concepts
may be divided into three different types: (1) epistemological concepts
such as knowledge (¢ilm), understanding (fahm), thought (tafakkur)
and realization or perception (idr¥k); (2) volitional concepts such as
determination (¢azm), choice (ikhtiy¥r), intention (qa|d), and will
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(ir¥dah); and (3) sensation- or feeling-related concepts, such as anger
(gha\ab), fear (khawf), pleasure (ladhdhah) and pain (alam). When we
analyze the structure of the concept of ¢aql in this manner, we impact
the nature of the dialogue that takes place around it, as well as the way
in which the dialogue proceeds and the conclusions to which it leads.
Scholars have long recognized that there is a link between the structure
of language, the structure of mind, and the structure of reality.
Analyzing a concept’s structure enables us to see further concepts that
underlie it, and which evolve over time as their content and range of
application expand. It is thus important to observe the meanings
acquired by concepts in specific historical phases.
In order to understand a word’s precise meaning, you will also need
to understand the constellation of words that are semantically related
to it. This involves studying the relationships among individual terms
within a single semantic field or subfield, since a word’s meaning is the
outcome of its relationships with other words. Similarly, the aim
behind semantic field analysis is to compile all words that belong to a
particular semantic field, identify the relationships among them, and
clarify their links to the overall concept that ties them together.
third: concepts and the problem of meaning
On what basis can we judge a concept to be clear, vague, or meaningless? We use speech to communicate about things such as doctrine,
human affairs, literature, nature, and mathematics, among others.
Consequently, the attention Arab scholars down the ages have devoted
to the issue of meaning in the linguistic sciences and the philology has
been with a view to avoiding what has been termed “semantic maladies” which afflict concepts in various epistemological fields. This
concern can be observed particularly in the disciplines of philosophy,
linguistics, and the fundamentals of jurisprudence.
1) The issue of language as approached by linguists
In his book, Al-Kha|¥’i|, Ibn JinnÏ stated:
The Arabs have concerned themselves with the vocabulary of their
language, refining it, studying words’ particular contexts, and observing
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grammatical structures and rules, whether in poetry, oratory, or the
rhymed prose which they have taken such care to perpetuate and preserve.
Consequently, the meanings conveyed by their language have a powerful,
profound impact on their souls. The words of a language are thus the
vessels that convey its meanings and the path along which its ends and
purposes are revealed.

Linguists’ interest in semantics has manifested itself in their study of
lexicology, in compilations of Qur’anic terms that recur with differing
facets of meaning (al-na·¥’ir), and in the study of metaphors. It should
be remembered that the vocalization of the text of the Qur’an was an
exercise in semantics. Indeed, the science of grammar and syntax arose
in part due to the fact that when reading S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:3, a certain Qur’an reciter had mispronounced the phrase ras‰luhu (“His
Apostle” in the nominative case) as ras‰lihi (“His Apostle” in the genitive case), which drastically changed the meaning of the verse from
“God disavows all who ascribe divinity to aught beside Him, and [so
does] His Apostle (wa ras‰luhu),” to “God disavows all who ascribe
divinity to aught beside Him, and [He likewise disavows] His Apostle
(wa ras‰lihi).”
2) The issue of meaning as approached by rhetoricians
Rhetoricians have taken a special interest in the semantic aspects of
language, such as literal meaning vs. metaphor, sentence structure, and
the study of linguistic modes, such as the imperative mode (commands
and prohibitions), the interrogative mode (questions), exclamations
and others. Al-Jurj¥nÏ (d. 474 ah/1078 ce), for example, proposed the
notion of al-na·m (meaning order, arrangement, poetic verse), which
he developed into a sophisticated literary theory. According to alJurj¥nÏ:
The term al-na·m refers to the process of ordering speech in the manner
required by the rules of grammar and syntax, and of familiarizing yourself
with and adhering to prevailing linguistic norms.

3) The issue of meaning as approached by philosophers
The issue of words and meaning has been investigated by a number of
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Muslim philosophers, including al-KindÏ (259 ah/873 ce), al-F¥r¥bÏ
(339 ah/951 ce), Ibn SÏn¥, or Avicenna (428 ah/1037 ce), Ibn Rushd,
or Averroes (594 ah/1198 ce), Ibn ¤azm (456 ah/1064 ce), and alGhaz¥lÏ (504 ah/1111 ce), most of whose treatises on logic and
language addressed this topic. Most of these scholars held that words
indicate meaning in three different ways, which came to be known as:
(1) correspondence (dil¥lat al-mu~¥baqah), (2) inclusion (dil¥lat alta\mÏn), and (3) association (dil¥lat al-iltiz¥m), the last of which refers
to the way in which a word or expression points to something beyond
what has been named. According to al-Ghaz¥lÏ:
Based on the manner in which they are related to meanings, words may be
divided into four categories: (1) homonyms (al-mushtarakah), (2) generic
nouns (al-mutaw¥~i’ah), (3) synonyms (al-mutar¥difah) and (4) dissimilar
terms (al-mutaz¥yilah). The first type, the homonym, is a single word
which is used to refer to several different entities with distinct definitions.
The second type, the generic noun, includes a whole group or class and, as
such, refers to several different entities that share a feature, or features, in
common. The third type, the synonym (al-mutar¥difah), is a set of different
words that refer to the same entity and share the same definition. And the
fourth and last type, dissimilar terms (al-mutaz¥yilah), applies to words
which have none of these features in common.

4) The issue of meaning as addressed by scholars of the fundamentals
of jurisprudence
Scholars of the fundamentals of Islamic jurisprudence have concerned
themselves with both language and meaning due to the intimate link
that exists between the understanding of language and the understanding of the Divine Law revealed in the Arabic tongue.
The science of the fundamentals of jurisprudence aims to deduce
legal rulings from specific texts, a process that requires an understanding of the words of the texts from which the rulings are being deduced.
Legal scholars divide words into four categories – synonyms (mutar¥difah), homonyms (mushtarakah), unrestricted (mu~laqah) and
restricted (muqayyadah). Such scholars take a clear interest, of course,
in commands and prohibitions given the fact that it is commands and
prohibitions which constitute the focal point of all speech addressed to
morally responsible agents.
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They also concern themselves with context, which determines the
meanings of the legal categories into which actions are classified, such
as permissibility (al-ib¥^ah), obligation (wuj‰b), impossibility (ta¢jÏz),1
and advisement (irsh¥d),2 which are based on the Qur’an’s consideration for meaning and structure.
fourth: change in concepts
Concepts are embedded in specific environmental and cultural frameworks. Hence, the general, everyday use of terms associated with
philosophy, science and literature can cause confusion because, rather
than being mere signs pointing to an external reality, the words and
expressions we use become bound to a certain mental conceptualization. We should thus be aware of certain words’ association with the
epistemological content of philosophy and the system of thought to
which it gave rise. At the same time, we should take care to distinguish
between the phenomenon of conceptual change, and that of conceptual
distortion.
1) Reasons for conceptual change
Cultural concepts change due to a variety of causes, including the
emergence of new needs and psychological and social factors such as
bans and taboos. For although the concepts we express through words
are abstractions, they are nevertheless shaped by concrete situations.
2) Conceptual distortion
The process of semantic change is a natural one. The meaning of a
word may pass through various stages of evolution. At each stage, the
modification in the concept will then meet with acceptance by speakers
of the language concerned, including their academic institutions.
However, this process is to be distinguished from semantic distortion,
which occurs when the significance a word develops over time is
inconsistent with its original meaning.
An example of this phenomenon may be seen in relation to the concept of the mind, or reason (¢aql). At one stage, methods of researching
the mind consisted in demonstrating the way in which mind had
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emerged out of matter. The conclusion that some researchers drew
from this was that the mind is nothing but a physical organ. However,
this materialistic theory of mind was eventually demolished based on
irrefutable scientific evidence.
Materialistic trends in science and philosophy distorted the concept
of ‘mind’ or ‘reason’ based on their exclusive focus on physical function. The fallacy of materialism lies in confusing the part with the
whole, that is, in concluding that because the mind functions via matter,
the mind itself consists of matter and nothing more. The Islamic conception of knowledge, by contrast, holds that the human mind is a
spiritual entity created by God Almighty in association with the body.
3) Steps to be followed in the treatments of concepts
There are specific steps which need to be followed if we are to approach
concepts in a proper and precise manner. The first step is to acknowledge the distinguishing features of the language and cultural context in
which a concept has been formulated. The second step is to determine
whatever lexical and technical meanings are associated with the terms
in which the concept is expressed. The third is to identify the semantic
process through which the concept has passed by distinguishing
between the meanings with which it was linked upon its initial formulation, and the meanings which it has acquired during its historical
evolution. And the fourth is to analyze the concept’s semantic structure, which involves the identification of its fundamental and
complementary elements. This process will help us to distinguish
between a concept’s natural semantic evolution and its distortion, be it
in the form of narrowing, broadening, or whatever else.
fifth: the network of key concepts in the qur’an
Given that for Muslims, the Qur’an is the primary source of knowledge, it will be necessary to enumerate the Qur’anic terms which
describe the act of knowing, the means by which knowledge is
acquired, and the value of knowledge. We must then translate these
terms into concepts. Some Qur’anic terms have clearly defined,
relatively self-contained meanings, while others are bound up with
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additional terms that relate to a given concept. Some terms occur frequently in the Qur’an, and others only rarely. Consequently, we have
organized them into thematic groups. Under the category of ‘mind’, for
example, we list all terms having to do with mental processes, such as
thought (tafakkur), reflection (tadabbur), investigation (na·ar), hearing (sam¢) and sight (ba|ar), while under the concept of revelation we
list terms connected with prophecy (nubuwwah), ‘the book’ (al-kit¥b),
and ‘the message’ (al-ris¥lah).
sixth: the method of classifying
epistemological terms in the qur’an
There is a set of Qur’anic terms whose meanings are bound to the
concepts of ¢ilm and ma¢rifah, and which have been derived through a
reading of Qur’anic commentaries.
The meanings of such terms may be classified into three types: (1)
lexical, (2) practical, and (3) interpretative.
1) Lexical meaning (al-dal¥lah al-mu¢jamiyyah)
The term “lexical meaning” is used to refer to what scholars of the
fundamentals of jurisprudence have judged to be a word’s original
denotation. The original denotation of a term can only be modified
based on valid evidence. A term’s lexical meaning is based on its
relative placement in a semantic field vis-à-vis other related words.
Relationships among these different terms needs to be clarified due to
the existence of homonyms, synonyms, and antonyms, as well as subtle
distinctions among terms. A lexical definition embodies the mental
conceptualization that is triggered by the term being defined outside its
usual context of social customs and religious beliefs. Apart from a
more specific context, however, a word bears numerous possible interpretations. Hence, the linguistic content that precedes and follows a
term is the most important factor for determining its meaning and the
semantic field to which it belongs.
2) Practical signification (al-dal¥lah al-isti¢m¥liyyah)
The term “practical signification” refers to the meaning that a word
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conveys in actual use or to its metaphorical meanings in a particular
context, since individual words are only used to convey their meanings
in conjunction with other words. In order to understand particular
words in the Qur’an, we need to ascertain what meaning the word in
question conveyed during the time when the Qur’an was revealed.
There are words which took on precise, heretofore unfamiliar meanings and features based on the way in which they were used in their
Qur’anic context or in the overall religious milieu.
3) Interpretative signification (al-dal¥lah al-ta’wÏliyyah)
Interpretation (ta’wÏl) is a means of determining what a speaker
intended to say by the words he or she uttered or wrote. However, this
aim cannot be attained without adhering to the rules of the language
being used. Hence, if one claims that the meaning of something someone has said or written is different from what it appears to be on the
surface, one must back up this claim with evidence. Otherwise, we may
lose confidence in language and its ability to perform its communicative function. Interpretation involves affirming that a word or set of
words conveys a metaphorical rather than a literal meaning. Such an
affirmation, in turn, involves understanding the word or words within
their surrounding context, and if the affirmation is well-founded, it
enables us to arrive at a sounder grasp of the truth being conveyed by
the words.
Well-founded interpretation requires that we study the way words
were or are actually used in their respective contexts; it requires that we
appreciate the link between literal meaning and metaphor, that we be
on the lookout for the use of homonyms, and that we be well-versed in
scholastic theological thought given the way it has shaped the evolution of certain words’ meanings. Al-Sh¥~ibÏ stipulated that in order for
the interpretation of a word in the Qur’an to be correct, it must be consistent with the word’s original lexical meaning, with the meaning it
bore in commonly accepted usage at the time the Qur’an was revealed,
with its legal definition, and with its metaphorical sense. It must also be
consistent with the rules and structure of the language, the semantic
context, and what we know about what occasioned the revelation of
the verse in question.
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Ma¢rifah, ¢Ilm and Wahy
.
c o n c e p t s a r e clarified through the study of words’ lexical
meanings. We begin by ascertaining the root and derivations of the
word being studied in keeping with the rules of the language we are
dealing with. We then examine the ways in which words are used in
order to determine their practical significations.
I have gleaned both practical and interpretative approaches from
the following works: Al-Mufrad¥t by al-I|fah¥nÏ, Al-Ta¢rÏf¥t by alJurj¥nÏ, Al-Kulliyy¥t by al-KufawÏ, Kashsh¥f I|~il¥^¥t al-Fun‰n by
al-TahanawÏ, I|l¥^ al-Wuj‰h by al-D¥migh¥nÏ, Nuzhat al-A¢yun wa
al-Na·¥’ir by Ibn al-JawzÏ, and Wuj‰h al-Na·¥’ir by Sulaym¥n alQar¢¥wÏ. Based on a study of the features that distinguish various epistemological concepts from a Qur’anic perspective, I have divided them
into three groups based on whether they are related to ¢ilm, ma¢rifah,
or wa^y.
first: concepts relating to Ma¢rifah
1) The concept of ma¢rifah
There are two basic meanings derived from the triliteral root ¢-r-f. The
first of these is that of a continuous succession of entities, while the second relates to quietness and tranquility. The verb ¢arafa, from which
we derive the verbal noun ma¢rifah, means to know or perceive something as it is, the assumption being that this perception was preceded by
ignorance, or that one had forgotten some or all of one’s initial perception or realization. Some have defined it as the perception of something
through reflection on its effects. Someone who knows something (al¢¥rif bi al-shay’) is someone who had a clear perception of it previously,
after which he denied it due to some ambiguity or uncertainty. Hence,
the term ma¢rifah, which is associated with sensation, the ‘seeing’ of
the heart, and the distinction between what is known and what is not,
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is both more specific and more complete than the word ¢ilm, which is
taken from the world of abstract thought. Scholars hold that it is not
permissible to attribute ma¢rifah to God due to its association with a
previous lack of knowledge and denial, and due to the fact that it
entails an incomplete knowledge that has been arrived at via reflection
and contemplation.
The word ma¢rifah, which appears less often in the Qur’an than the
word ¢ilm and its derivatives, occurs 24 times as a verb with various
practical meanings. These meanings may be divided into seven groups:
(1) physical recognition (al-ma¢rifah al-^issiyyah). S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:146 reads, “They unto whom We have vouchsafed revelation aforetime know it (ya¢rif‰nahu) as they know (ya¢rif‰na) their own
children.” The word ma¢rifah signifies the opposite of denial or disavowal. As we read in S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:69, “Or is it, perchance,
that they have not recognized (lam ya¢rif‰) their Apostle, and so they
disavow him?” (2) Identification (ta¢rÏf), as when one identifies a goal
sought. This sense of the word is found in S‰rah Mu^ammad, 47:6,
where we are told that God “will admit them [believers] to the paradise
which He has brought them to know (¢arrafah¥ lahum).” (3) Mutual
acquaintance (ta¢¥ruf). This sense is illustrated in S‰rah al-¤ujur¥t,
49:13, where God declares, “Behold, We have…made you into nations
and tribes, so that you might come to know one another (li ta¢¥raf‰).”
(4) Acknowledgment or confession (i¢tir¥f). In S‰rah al-Tawbah,
9:102 we read, “And [there are] others – [people who] have become
conscious of their sinning (i¢taraf‰ bi dhun‰bihim) after having done
righteous deeds side by side with evil ones.” (5) An act of goodness
(something that people generally acknowledge to be a source of blessing and righteousness) (ma¢r‰f, ¢urf). As God declares in S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:110, “You are indeed the best community that has ever been
brought forth for [the good of] mankind: you enjoin the doing of what
is right (al-ma¢r‰f) and forbid the doing of what is wrong,” while in
S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:199, God tells the Prophet to “enjoin the doing of
what is right (al-¢urf).” (6) Mount Arafat (¢araf¥t): “And when you
surge downward in multitudes from Arafat, remember God at the holy
place” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:198). (7) Al-a¢r¥f, which refers to an
elevated place on the earth. This use is found in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:48,
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where we read, “The men on the heights (a|^¥b al-a¢r¥f) will call to certain men whom they will know from their marks, saying: ‘Of what
profit to you were your hoards and your arrogant ways?’”
The verb form translated above as mutual acquaintance (ta¢¥ruf) is
based on what is accessible to the mind and the senses. As for that
which is concealed from human perception, it is known to God alone.
As we read in S‰rah Mu^ammad, 47:30, “And God knows (ya¢lamu)
all that you do.” As for the act of acknowledgment (i¢tir¥f), it derives
from knowledge that is certain, but acquired through experience
rather than possessed inherently, such as the knowledge of God. The
words ma¢r‰f and ¢urf both refer to actions and words that are generally
agreed to be virtuous and beneficial. Whatever actions or words are
not explicitly forbidden by the Divine Law are agreed to be permissible; this principle contributes to the preservation of peoples’ cultures,
traditions and distinctive identities even when they are ruled by Islamic
Law.
A summary of the uses of the term Ma¢rifah in the Qur’an
The term ma¢rifah is employed in the Qur’an in the sense of an acquired
perception. In numerous places it is accompanied by mention of a visible sign, either in the face, in which case the instrument of perception
will be the eye, or in speech, in which case the instrument of perception
will be the ear. The Qur’an contains numerous examples of this phenomenon, including God’s statement that “upon their faces you will
see (ta¢rifu) the brightness of bliss” (S‰rah al-Mu~affifÏn, 83:24).
At times ma¢rifah reaches the level of complete certainty, as in
God’s declaration in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:146 that “They unto whom
We have vouchsafed revelation aforetime know it (ya¢rif‰nahu) as they
know (ya¢rif‰na) their own children: but, behold, some of them knowingly suppress the truth.” It might also be noted that most occurrences
of the term ma¢rifah in the Qur’an are coupled with something that
stands opposed to it. In S‰rah al-Na^l, for example, it is contrasted
with denial: “They [who turn away from it] are fully aware of God’s
blessings, but none the less they refuse to acknowledge them [as such],
since most of them are given to denying the truth” (16:83). In S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:89, ma¢rifah is contrasted with unbelief: “whenever there
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came unto them something which they recognized [as the truth], they
would deny it (disbelieve in it).” In S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:68, we find
ma¢rifah being contrasted with ignorance: “behold, thanks to what We
had imparted unto him, he was indeed endowed with the knowledge
[that God’s will must always prevail]; but most people know it not.” In
the case of the Prophet, on the other hand, the polytheists’ denial of
him was a result of lying and knowing denial of the truth he had
brought. Moreover, ma¢rifah as mentioned in the Qur’an is described
in different terms depending on whether it is attributed to polytheists
or to those who affirm God’s oneness. When attributed to the former,
it refers simply to acknowledgment – something that is common to the
righteous and the unrighteous, the obedient and the disobedient. But
when it is attributed to those who worship God in His oneness, it refers
to a knowledge that prompts humility before God, love for Him, attachment to Him, and longing for His presence.
Whether supporting evidence is derived from the written Revelation or the Creation, it fosters inward certainty. The written Revelation
is being alluded to in the statement, “whenever there came unto them
something which they recognized [as the truth], they would deny it”
(S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:89). Concerning rational evidence, God declares,
“And say: ‘All praise is due to God! In time He will make you see [the
truth of] His messages, and then you shall know them [for what they
are]’” (S‰rah al-Naml, 27:93). There are thus two doors to ma¢rifah:
(1) contemplation of the verses of the Qur’an, and (2) reflection on the
visible signs in the created order and the divine wisdom, power and
mercy reflected therein (cf. S‰rah Mu^ammad, 47:30).
2) The concept of nakirah
The Arabic word nakirah is derived from the triliteral root n-k-r meaning not to know, to be ignorant of, to disavow or to deny, while the
related noun, munkar, meaning a wrong or bad deed, is the opposite of
ma¢r‰f, meaning a righteous or good deed.
Derivatives of the root n-k-r occur 36 times in the Qur’an. God declares in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:110, “You are indeed the best community
that has ever been brought forth for [the good of] mankind: you enjoin
the doing of what is right (al-ma¢r‰f) and forbid the doing of what is
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wrong (al-munkar).” The word munkar refers to whatever a prudent,
sound-minded person would find abhorrent, and everything that is
forbidden by Islamic Law. The root n-k-r is used in contrast to knowledge in the Qur’anic account in which, when Abraham received certain
angelic guests, he had misgivings, saying to himself (51:25), “They are
strangers (qawmun munkar‰n).” Similarly in S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:58 we
are told that although Joseph recognized his brothers (¢arafahum),
they did not recognize him (wa hum lahu munkir‰n). The active participle munkir‰n in this context conveys the sense of ignoring or
disregarding, as if to say that Joseph’s brothers related to God’s blessings as though they were unaware of their Source. This disregard is a
result of ingratitude, which is likewise one of the meanings of the word
kufr. Another instance of the root n-k-r, also in contrast to knowledge,
is found in S‰rah al-Naml, 27:41, where Solomon commanded the jinn
to “alter her [the Queen of Sheba’s] throne so that she may not know it
as hers (nakkir‰ lah¥ ¢arshah¥).” This use is consistent with the original meaning of the root n-k-r as referring to whatever is contrary to
trustworthy knowledge.
3) The concept of kufr
The triliteral root k-f-r means to cover or conceal, and the intensified
passive participle mukaffar is used to refer to a man covered in armor.
The verbal noun kufr, often translated as unbelief, is used in contrast to
Ïm¥n, or faith, since the action of kufr in relation to God’s blessings
involves not only denying them, but concealing them as well. The
active participle k¥fir, often translated as unbeliever, originally
referred to a dark night (which conceals what would otherwise be visible). Derivatives of the root k-f-r occur 503 times in the Qur’an in four
different senses: (1) Ingratitude, as in the statement, “Behold, as for
those who are bent on denying the truth – it is all one to them whether
you warn them or not: they will not believe” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:6).
(2) Denial. This sense is found in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:89: “whenever
there came unto them something which they recognized [as the truth],
they would deny it (kafar‰ bihi).” (3) Disavowal or repudiation. In
S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:22, Satan is quoted as saying to idolaters on the Day
of Resurrection, “I have [always] refused to admit (kafartu) that there
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was any truth in your erstwhile belief that I had a share in God’s
divinity. Verily, for all evildoers there is grievous suffering in store.”
(4) Turning away. In S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:13, we read that “they who
had turned away from the message (al-ladhÏna kafar‰) spoke [thus]
unto their apostles: ‘We shall most certainly expel you from our land,
unless you return forthwith to our ways!’”
All four of these meanings are related in one way or another to the
act of covering or concealment. As we read in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:88,
the unbelievers said of themselves, “Our hearts are the wrappings
[which preserve God’s Word: we need no more].” In other words, their
hearts are closed to whatever truth or knowledge others might attempt
to introduce to them.
4) The concept of idr¥k
The triliteral root d-r-k conveys the sense of something’s reaching, or
catching up with, something else. When one’s mind “reaches” or
“catches up with” an idea, it has understood it. This root occurs ten
times in the Qur’an in four different senses: (1) Restraining, reining in.
S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:90, for example, speaks of Pharaoh’s being overwhelmed, and restrained, by the waters of the sea (…adrakahu
al-gharaq). (2) Overtaking. S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:61 relates that when
Pharaoh’s army approached, Moses’ company cried out, “Behold, we
shall certainly be overtaken (inn¥ la mudrak‰n)!” (3) Coming together
(as those at the front of a line and those at its end). Describing the state
of those who have rejected God as they approach the hellfire, S‰rah alA¢r¥f, 7:38 tells us that “when they all shall have passed into it, one
after another (^att¥ idh¥ idd¥rak‰ fÏh¥ jamÏ¢an), the last of them will
speak [thus] of the first of them: ‘O our Sustainer! It is they who have
led us astray – give, them, therefore, double suffering through fire.’”
(4) Seeing. Speaking of God, S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:103 tells us that “No
human vision can encompass Him (l¥ tudrikuhu al-ab|¥r), whereas He
encompasses all human vision (wa huwa yudriku al-ab|¥r).”
The meaning of the verb adraka/yudriku as used in the Qur’an is
consistent with its lexical definition relating to overtaking, catching up
with, and the coming together of successive elements. As for its epistemological signification, it consists in the formation of a mental image
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devoid of judgment, in which case it is referred to as conceptualization.
When it is accompanied by judgment, by contrast, it is referred to as
affirmation. Idr¥k is the representation of something’s image to the
mind of the person engaging in the idr¥k; in other words, he/she
‘witnesses’ the entity perceived via said image.
5) The concept of dir¥yah
The triliteral root d-r-y is more or less synonymous with the verb
¢alima, to know in a theoretical sense. It occurs thirteen times in the
Qur’an as part of the phrase m¥ adr¥ka, or m¥ yudrÏka. One of these
occurrences is in S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:63: “People will ask you about
the Last Hour. Say: ‘Knowledge thereof rests with God alone; yet for
all you know (wa m¥ yudrÏka), the Last Hour may well be near!’” Like
the verbs ¢arafa and ¢alima, dar¥ refers to an act of knowing that follows a state of not knowing. Dir¥yah, or knowledge, exists in varying
degrees; hence, it may be more or less complete. As such, the Arabic
term for agnosticism, l¥-dir¥yah, refers to the position taken by someone who holds that the human mind is incapable of grasping the true
nature of things.
6) The concept of |idq
Implying power or strength, the word |idq refers to the opposite of
falsehood, which has no strength or power inherent within it. Other
derivatives of this root include the word |id¥q, which refers to a
woman’s dower, since this is something rightfully hers; |iddÏq, an
intensive form referring to someone who is always truthful; |idq,
which refers to the correspondence between a person’s words and the
reality to which they refer in the belief of the speaker; and mi|d¥q,
which refers to the criterion by which the truth of a statement is determined. Derivatives of the root |-d-q occur 127 times in the Qur’an.
These include S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:32-33: “And who could be more
wicked than he who invents lies about God, and gives the lie to the
truth (al-|idq) as soon as it has been placed before him? … But he who
brings the truth (j¥’a bil-|idqi), and he who wholeheartedly accepts it
as true (wa |addaqa bihi) – it is they, they, who are [truly] conscious of
Him!” S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:23 reads, “And if you doubt any part of
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what We have bestowed from on high, step by step, upon Our servant
[Muhammad], then produce a surah of similar merit, and call upon
any other than God to bear witness for you – if what you say is true (in
kuntum |¥diqÏn)!” In S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:74, the inhabitants of
Paradise exclaim, “All praise is due to God, who has made His promise
to us come true (|adaqan¥ wa¢dahu), and has bestowed upon us this
expanse [of bliss) as our portion.” We are asked in S‰rah al-Nis¥’,
4:122, “whose word could be truer (a|daqu) than God’s?” In S‰rah
Maryam, 19:41, the Prophet Abraham is described as “a man of truth”
(|iddÏq). Other derivatives of this root include “friend” (|adÏq), which
occurs in S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:61, alms (|adaqah) in S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:196, and bridal dowers (|aduq¥t) in S‰rah al-Nis¥’ 4:4.
7) The concept of ^aqq
The triliteral root ^-q-q conveys the sense of validity, rightness, justice,
duty, worthiness, and truth. Derivatives of this root occur 267 times in
the Qur’an. S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:71 reads, “But if the truth (al^aqq) were in accord with their own likes and dislikes, the heavens and
the earth would surely have fallen into ruin,” while in a reference to the
Qur’an, S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:48 relates, “And yet, now that the truth
(al-^aqq) has come unto them from Us, they say, ‘Why has he not been
vouchsafed the like of what Moses was vouchsafed?’” In a reference to
Islam, S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:81 reads, “The truth (al-^aqq) has now come
[to light], and falsehood has withered away.” In a reference to justice,
S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:25 declares, “On that day God will pay them in full
their just due (dÏnahum al-^aqq).” S‰rah al-ß¥ff¥t, 37:37 tells us that
“he [whom you call a mad poet] has brought the truth (al-^aqq),”
where “the truth” refers to affirmation of the oneness of God. In S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:73, the word al-^aqq is used to refer to truthfulness
(“whenever He says, ‘Be,’ His word comes true (qawluhu al-^aqq);
and His will be the dominion…”). Set in contrast with falsehood, we
read in S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:62, “Thus it is, because God alone is the
Ultimate Truth (al-^aqq) so that all that men invoke beside Him is
sheer falsehood.” In S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:282, the word al-^aqq is used
to refer to money: “let him who contracts the debt (alladhÏ ¢alayhi) dictate…” S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:247 uses the superlative a^aqqu to mean
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“having a better claim to.” S‰rah al-Ma¢¥rij, 70:24 uses the root ^-q-q
to mean an acknowledged share of someone’s possessions (^aqqun
ma¢l‰m). The word ^aqq is used to mean “need” in S‰rah H‰d, 11:79,
“we have no use (^aqq) whatever for thy daughters.” In S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:71, the word ^aqq refers to plain truth, while in S‰rah
al-Ra¢d, 13:14 it refers to the affirmation that there is no god but God.
S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:111 uses the word ^aqq as an adverbial meaning
“in truth.” S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:61 speaks of how certain prophets
were slain “without right” (bi ghayri ^aqq). All of the aforementioned
usages of this root are close to its lexical meaning. For when the Qur’an
speaks of God as “the Ultimate Truth (al-^aqq)” (S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n,
23:116), it is affirming that God is the One with the right to rule and
govern, who always has been and always will be. Similarly, the Qur’an
addresses someone whose belief conforms to reality with the words,
“that in which you believe is truth self-evident (innaka ¢al¥ al-^aqq almubÏn)” (S‰rah al-Naml, 27:79). The word ^aqq is likewise used in
contexts that describe a person’s words and actions as conforming to
what they ought to be. Thus God declares in S‰rah al-Sajdah, 32:13,
“that word of Mine has come true (^aqq al-qawlu minnÏ),” while
S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:8 speaks of how God wills to “prove the truth to be
true…” (li yu^iqqa al-^aqqa), where proving the truth to be true
involves a dual aspect of: (1) revealing evidence and signs, and (2) fulfilling the Divine Law.
8) The concept of yaqÏn
The triliteral root y-q-n refers to an end to doubt and uncertainty.
Derivatives of this root occur 28 times in the Qur’an in four different
senses: (1) Certain truthfulness. S‰rah al-Naml, 27:22 quotes the
hoopoe bird as saying to Solomon, “I have come to you from Sheba
with a tiding sure! (ji’tuka min saba’in bi naba’in yaqÏn).” This sense is
also found in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:4, where God praises those “who in
their innermost are certain of the life to come (wa bi al-¥khirati hum
y‰qin‰n).” (2) Death. S‰rah al-¤ijr, 15:99 refers to death with the
word yaqÏn, saying, “worship your Sustainer till death comes to you
(^att¥ ya’tÏka al-yaqÏn).” (3) The certainty of an eyewitness. S‰rah alTak¥thur, 102:7 warns unbelievers that they will see reality clearly on
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the Day of Resurrection, when they will surely “behold it with the eye
of certainty (¢ayn al-yaqÏn).” (4) Knowledge. The word yaqÏn is used
adverbially in this sense in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:157, where we are told
that “of a certainty, they did not slay him (m¥ qatal‰hu yaqÏnan).”
Al-yaqÏn is the term with which the Qur’an speaks of verification
and the elimination of doubt, a confident realization untainted by illusion, surmise, conjecture, or skepticism. The verb tayaqqana cannot be
ascribed to God, because yaqÏn is the knowledge of something that one
attains after a state of uncertainty, and after one has accumulated sufficient evidence to make a solid conviction possible. YaqÏn is associated
with ¢ilm, but not ma¢rifah or dir¥yah. Common collocations containing the term yaqÏn are ¢ilm al-yaqÏn, ¢ayn al-yaqÏn, and ^aqq al-yaqÏn,
among which there are certain distinctions.
The person with yaqÏn has arrived at a clear belief. The hoopoe
introduces his report to Solomon with evidence and signs that what he
is about to relay is fully truthful and will yield certain knowledge based
on the nature of its source and the reliability of its transmission. He
begins by saying, “I have encompassed [with my knowledge] something that you have never yet encompassed [with yours].” Only then
does he go on to add, “- for I have come to you from Sheba with a tiding
sure (ji’tuka min saba’in bi naba’in yaqÏn)” (S‰rah al-Naml, 27:22).
The phrase “have encompassed” (a^a~tu) used by the hoopoe communicates a sense of comprehensiveness, while the noun used for “tiding”
(naba’) is one generally reserved for a report of weighty significance or
a warning of some grave and imminent danger. The hoopoe then
describes his tiding with the word yaqÏn, or “sure.” In this way he seeks
to demonstrate the veracity of what he is saying and to offer an excuse
for his absence.
9) The concept of kadhib
The triliteral root k-dh-b is associated with untruth, either in the sense
of communicating an untruth, usually with the intent to deceive, or of
attributing untruth to a statement, a person, one’s senses, etc. The
Qur’an employs derivatives of this root in 251 places, and in six
differing senses. (1) Hypocrisy. The root k-dh-b is used in this sense in
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:10, which states that “grievous suffering awaits
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them [the hypocrites] because of their persistent lying” (bi m¥ k¥n‰
yakdhib‰n). (2) Slander. S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:7 uses this root to refer to
the act of bringing a false accusation against one’s spouse. (3) Rebuttal.
S‰rah al-W¥qi¢ah, 56:2 uses the noun k¥dhibah to refer to evidence
that would disprove the reality of the Resurrection. (4) Denial.
Speaking of a vision which the Prophet had, S‰rah al-Najm, 53:11
states: “The [servant’s] heart did not give the lie to (m¥ kadhdhaba)
what he saw.” (5) Disbelief. S‰rah Q¥f, 50:5 speaks of those who
“have been wont to give the lie to this truth (kadhdhab‰ bi al-^aqq)
whenever it was proffered to them.” (6) Fabrication of untruths. S‰rah
al-Zumar, 39:60 speaks of those “who invented lies about God” (kadhab‰ ¢al¥ All¥h).
The word kadhib refers to a verbal report or behavior that does not
correspond to reality. The Qur’an thus describes hypocrisy (nif¥q) as a
type of lying, or kadhib, since a hypocrite’s words and actions do not
reflect the reality within his or her conscience. In other words, hypocrisy
is to put on an appearance of faith to conceal unbelief and thereby
deceive others. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:8-10 states that
there are people who say, “We do believe in God and the Last Day,” the
while they do not [really] believe. They would deceive God and those who
have attained to faith – the while they deceive none but themselves, and perceive it not. In their hearts is disease, and so God lets their disease increase;
and grievous suffering awaits them because of their persistent lying (bi m¥
k¥n‰ yakdhib‰n).

Of this group of people we read in S‰rah al-Muj¥dalah, 58:14 that
“they swear to a falsehood (ya^lif‰na ¢al¥ al-kadhib) the while they
know [it to be false],” and in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:78 that “they tell a lie
about God, being well aware [that it is a lie].”
10) The concept of ifk
The triliteral root i-f-k refers to the act of reversing something or
diverting it from its course, and is used in a sense similar to that of
kadhib. Al-Mu’tifik¥t is a term that refers to the cities inhabited by the
people of Lot and that were overthrown, while the term ma’f‰k refers
to someone who is weak-minded.
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Derivatives of the root i-f-k occur 30 times in the Qur’an with seven
different senses: (1) Lying. S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:11 speaks of unbelievers
who describe God’s message as “an ancient falsehood (ifkun qadÏm).”
(2) False worship. In S‰rah al-ß¥ff¥t, 37:86, idolaters are asked, “Is it a
lie that you want [to worship] as deities besides God (a’ifkan ¥lihatan
d‰n All¥hi turÏd‰na)?” (3) Claiming that God has a son. We read in
S‰rah al-ß¥ff¥t, 37:151-152, “Oh, verily, it is out of their own [inclination to] falsehood (min ifkihim) that some people assert, ‘God has
begotten [a son].’” (4) Accusing chaste women of indecent behavior.
S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:11 refers to “those who would falsely accuse others
of unchastity” (al-ladhÏna j¥’‰ bil-ifk). (5) Delusion. This sense of the
word is found S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t, 51:9, which speaks of how “such as
would be deluded…are deluded [away from the Truth]” (yu’faku
¢anhu man ufika) (Yusuf Ali). (6) Overturning. S‰rah al-Najm, 53:53
speaks of “cities that were overthrown” (al-mu’tafikah). (7) Sorcery.
In relating the account of Moses’ encounter with the sorcerers of
Pharaoh who caused ropes to appear as though they were serpents,
S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:45 tells us that when Moses cast down his staff,
“it swallowed up all their deceptions (m¥ ya’fak‰n).”
11) The concept of iftir¥’
The verb iftar¥ is derived from the triliteral root f-r-y, one meaning of
which is to cut or split something. The verb form far¥ refers to the act of
cutting something in a way that distorts or mars it. It can also be used in
connection with the fabrication of lies, as in the phrase, far¥ al-kidhb,
he invented a lie. When speaking of tanned leather, the verb afr¥ refers
to the act of cutting it in order to ruin or destroy it, while the verb form
far¥ refers to the act of cutting it in order to repair or improve it.
The verb iftar¥ occurs 60 times in the Qur’an, most frequently in
relation to lies or falsehoods. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:94 speaks of those
who “invent lies about God” (man iftar¥ ¢al¥ All¥hi al-kadhib). In
some cases it is associated with wrongdoing, as in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:48,
which speaks of someone who worships idols as having “contrived an
awesome sin” (iftar¥ ithman ¢a·Ïman). S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:37 declares
that the Qur’an “could not possibly have been devised by anyone save
God” (m¥ k¥na h¥dha al-qur’¥nu an yuftar¥ min d‰ni All¥h). It may
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also be used in connection with some unheard-of action, as in S‰rah
Maryam, 19:27, which relates that after Mary gave birth to Jesus, her
people said to her, “O Mary! Thou hast indeed done an amazing thing
(la qad ji’ti shay’an fariyyan)!” It is used in S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:36 in
connection with the word for magic (al-si^r), which Muhammad Asad
translates as “spellbinding eloquence.” We are told that Pharaoh and
his entourage described Moses’ message from God as “nothing but
spellbinding eloquence devised [by man] (m¥ h¥dha ill¥ si^run muftaran).” Similarly, some people of the Prophet’s day described the
Qur’an as being “nothing but a falsehood invented [by human beings]
(m¥ h¥dha ill¥ ifkun muftaran)” (S‰rah Saba’, 34:43). And in S‰rah alMumta^anah, 60:12, the verb is linked to slander. We are told that
women wanting to join the Muslim cause must pledge not to “indulge
in slander, falsely devising it out of nothingness” (l¥ ya’tÏna bi
buht¥nin yaftarÏnahu bayna aydÏhinna wa arjulihinna).”
12) The concept of buht¥n
The word buht¥n refers to baseless slander, the act of accusing someone wrongly of something he or she did not do. Other senses of the verb
bahita or bahuta include: to be bewildered and confused, to be defeated
in an argument, or to fade (said of a color). Derivatives of the root b-h-t
occur six times in the Qur’an in four different senses: (1) Sexual
immorality. The verse quoted above from S‰rah al-Mumta^anah,
60:12 is translated by Muhammad Sarwar as stating that women must
not “bring false charges against anyone (such as ascribing others children to their husbands)” (l¥ ya’tÏna bi buht¥nin yaftarÏnahu bayna
aydÏhinna wa arjulihinna). (2) Falsehood. In S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:16, God
tells the Muslim community that they should not believe a vicious
rumor but, rather, view it as “an awesome calumny” (buht¥nun
¢azÏm). (3) Dishonest gain. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:20 tells the man who
intends to divorce one wife and take another that he must return the
first wife’s dower no matter how much it may have been, since otherwise, he will be guilty of a serious wrong (buht¥n). (4) Bewilderment or
confusion. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:258 describes the denier of truth who
disputed with Abraham as being “confounded” (Yusuf Ali) or “dumbfounded” (Asad) (buhita alladhÏ kafara).
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13) The concept of si^r
There are three distinct meanings associated with the triliteral root
s-^-r. When vowelized as sa^r, it refers to the pulmonary region of the
body immediately next to the esophagus and the trachea. When vowelized as si^r, it refers to the act of deceiving or charming by causing
something unreal to appear as real; as such, it relates to magic or sorcery. And when vowelized as sa^ar, it refers to the early dawn hours.
Derivatives of this root occur 61 times in the Qur’an in five different
senses: (1) Knowledge. In S‰rah al-Zukhruf, 43:49, the word s¥^ir,
normally translated as “sorcerer,” is used in the positive sense of one
with knowledge. (2) Delusion. S‰rah al-Qamar, 54:2 tells us that if
deniers of the truth were confronted with some miraculous sign of the
coming judgment, they would deem it to be “an ever-recurring delusion (si^run mustamirr).” (3) Deception of the eye. We are told in
S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:116 that when Pharaoh’s magicians cast down their
staffs, “they cast a spell upon the people’s eyes (sa^ar‰ a¢yun al-n¥si).”
(4) A person who has been charmed or had a spell cast upon him or her.
S‰rah al-Furq¥n, 25:8 tells us that some of the Prophet’s enemies
described him as “a man bewitched (rajulan mas^‰ran).” (5) Being
blinded to the truth. S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:89 asks those who refused
to believe in spite of the evidence, “How, then, can you be so deluded
(fa’ann¥ tus^ar‰n)?”
14) The concept of qir¥’ah
The triliteral root q-r-y or q-r-’ refers, among other things, to the act of
collecting, bringing together. The Qur’an was named thus because it
brings together precepts, judgments, stories and the like.
Excluding the terms al-qur’¥n, al-qir’, and al-qaryah, forms of the
verb qara’a appear approximately 17 times in the Qur’an. The term alqur’¥n occurs 70 times, while the same term as applied specifically to
the speech revealed by God through the Prophet occurs 68 times. It
occurs twice in the sense of recitation in S‰rah al-Qiy¥mah, 75:17-18,
where God says to the Prophet concerning the Qur’an: “Behold, it is
for Us to gather it [in thy heart,] and to cause it to be read [as it ought to
be read] (¢alayn¥ jam¢ahu wa qur’¥nahu). Thus, when We recite it, follow its wording (fa idh¥ qara’n¥hu, fattabi¢ qur’¥nahu).” In S‰rah
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al-A¢l¥, 87:6, an intensive form of the verb is used in the sense of
“teach”. God tells the Prophet, “We shall teach you (sanuqri’uka), and
you will not forget.” The knowledge gleaned through recitation or
reading depends on whether the reading is superficial or deep. Having
read and recited the revelation to Moses, the Children of Israel were
aware of the validity of what God had revealed to His Prophet
Muhammad. Hence, we read in S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:94 that God said to
him, “if you are in doubt about [the truth of] what We have [now]
bestowed upon you from on high, ask those who read the divine writ
[revealed] before your time.”
The verbal noun qir¥’ah refers to the act of combining letters and
words in recitation of something either written or memorized. The
word is used in this sense in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:98, which instructs the
Muslims, when reading or reciting the Qur’an, to “seek refuge with
God from Satan, the accursed.” Similarly, individuals brought before
God on Judgment Day are instructed to “read” the book that contains
their deeds on earth (S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:14). And in S‰rah al-¢Alaq,
96:1, the Prophet was commanded to “read” in the name of his
Sustainer.
15) The concept of dir¥sah
The triliteral root d-r-s denotes hiddenness; the word dars means,
among other things, a hidden path. The verb darasa can refer to the act
of threshing, as of wheat, which in olden times was done by tramping
the plants with the feet in order to separate them from the grain. The
verb darasa can also refer to the act of studying, since the person who
engages in the act of dir¥sah is ‘treading over’ or tracing what was previously read, as one treads on or traces a path. Hence, another meaning
of the noun dars is a lesson. The verb darasa occurs six times in the
Qur’an in the present and past tenses, and as a verbal noun. In a challenge to those who disbelieve in the Islamic message, God asks, “Have
you, perchance, a [special] divine writ which you study (tadrus‰n)?”
(S‰rah al-Qalam, 68:37). In S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:156, the verbal noun is
used in the sense of studying and passing on what one studies, while
S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:105-106 uses the verb darasa in the sense of
thorough study and application. God says to the Prophet, “And to the
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end that they might say, ‘You have taken [all this] well to heart (darasta)
… follow what has been revealed to you by your Sustainer.” The name
of the Qur’anic prophet IdrÏs is said to be a derivative of the verb darasa
based on his intensive study of the Divine Revelation.
16) The concept of ta^|Ïl
The triliteral root ^-|-l denotes gathering, acquiring and preservation.
From this root we get the word ^aw|alah, which refers to the craw of a
bird where it stores food it has gathered. It is said that the verb ^a||ala
originally referred to the act of extracting gold or silver from rock or
soil, while the noun ^¥|il refers to the final, enduring outcome of a
process. When connected to speech, the verb ^a||ala refers to the act of
gleaning meaning from what one has heard. The verb ^a||ala occurs
once in the Qur’an in the passive voice. We read in S‰rah al-¢®diy¥t,
100:10 about the Day of Resurrection, when “all that is [hidden] in
men’s hearts is bared (^u||ila m¥ fÏ al-|ud‰r),” that is brought out for
all to see. In modern-day usage, the verb ^a||ala refers not simply to
the acquisition of material wealth, but to the acquisition and retention
of academic knowledge; hence, it is sometimes used alone to refer to
academic performance.
17) The concept of i^|¥’
There are three distinct semantic ranges associated with the root ^-|-y.
The first of these has to do with prevention, and the second with enumeration, comprehension and confinement. As for the third, it takes
the form of the noun ^a|¥, which refers to gravel or pebbles.
Derivatives of the root ^-|-y occur eleven times in the Qur’an in two
different senses: (1) Enumeration and computation. This sense is illustrated in S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:34, where we read, “should you try to count
God’s blessings, you could never compute them (l¥ tu^|‰h¥),” and
S‰rah al->al¥q, 65:1, which speaks of “reckoning” (computing, keeping track of) a divorced woman’s waiting period. (2) Recording and
exhaustive accounting. In S‰rah Y¥sÏn, 36:12 God declares that on
Resurrection Day He will say, “We shall record whatever [deeds] they
[those who have died] have sent ahead” (wa kulla shay’in a^|ayn¥hu fÏ
im¥min mubÏn).” We are told in S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:49 that upon seeing
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the record of their unconfessed wrongs on Judgment Day, people will
cry out, “Woe unto us!...It leaves out nothing, be it small or great, but
takes everything into account (l¥ yugh¥diru |aghÏratan wa l¥ kabÏratan
ill¥ a^|¥h¥)!” The sense of comprehensive accounting is likewise found
in S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:28, which reminds us that God “takes count, one
by one, of everything [that exists].”
18) The concept of taqdÏr
The triliteral root q-d-r has to do with an entity’s extent, scope, and
essential nature. The noun qadar refers to divine foreordainment and
God’s power over the creation, while the verbal noun taqdÏr refers to
the act of settling or disposing of affairs, or assessing something or
someone with reference to something or someone else.
This root occurs 146 times in the Qur’an in various forms, and in
four different senses: (1) Appreciation or assessment. In S‰rah alZumar, 39:67 we are told that idolaters have “no true understanding
of God (m¥ qadar‰ All¥ha ^aqqa qadrihi).” (2) Scanty apportionment.
S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:26 tells us that “God grants abundant sustenance, or
gives it in scant measure (wa yaqdiru), unto whomever He wills.” (3)
Power. S‰rah al-Balad, 90:5 asks concerning the arrogant and self-sufficient: “Does he…think that no one has power over him (aya^sabu an
lan yaqdiru ¢alayhi a^adun)?” (4) Determination of human beings’ formation in the womb, the cycles of nature, and the measure of everything in existence. In S‰rah al-Mursal¥t, 77:23 God says, “Thus have
We determined [the nature of man’s creation] (faqadarn¥): and excellent indeed is Our power to determine [what is to be]! (fa ni¢ma
al-q¥dir‰n).” In S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:5 we read about how God has “has
determined for it [the moon] phases (qaddarahu man¥zila)” to enable
people “to compute the years and to measure [time].” Similarly in
S‰rah al-Muzzammil, 73:20 we are told that it is “God who determines
the measure of night and day” (yuqaddiru al-layla wal-nah¥r).” S‰rah
al-Furq¥n, 25:2 tells us that God has made everything and determined
its nature (fa qaddarahu taqdÏran), while S‰rah al->al¥q, 65:3 reminds
us that “unto everything has God appointed its [term and] measure
(ja¢ala All¥hu li kulli shay’in qadran).”
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19) The concept of ba^th
In its original meaning, the triliteral root b-^-th denotes the act of seeking something in the ground. Its meaning has since been extended to
the act of searching for anything or anyone, investigating a matter, or
exerting effort in connection with an issue or concern. In more recent
times the verb ba^atha has been associated more narrowly with academic or scientific research, since it is a process that strives to reveal
what has been hidden or unknown. S‰rah al-Tawbah (also known as
S‰rah Bar¥’ah) has sometimes also been referred to as S‰rah al-Bu^‰th
because of its references to the search for hypocrites in the Muslim
community and their secrets.
20) The concept of kashf
The triliteral root k-sh-f refers to the removal of something from something else in such a way as to reveal it. The noun kashaf refers to a bald
spot on a horse’s forelock; the verb takashshafa is used of lightning
when it appears in the sky, and the noun k¥shifah refers to something
that reveals or removes something else. Derivatives of this root appear
20 times in the Qur’an. In S‰rah Q¥f, 50:22 God addresses the godless
on the Day of Judgment, saying, “You have been unmindful of this
[Day of Judgment]; but now We have lifted from you your veil
(kashafn¥ ¢anka ghi~¥’aka), and sharp is your sight today!” Used in
nominal form, k-sh-f is found in S‰rah al-Najm, 53:58 which, speaking of the Last Hour, says that “none but God can unveil it” – literally,
it has no unveiler but God (laysa lah¥ min d‰n All¥hi k¥shifah).
Similarly, S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:17 tells us that if God allows misfortune
in our lives, no one can remove it but He (fa l¥ k¥shifa lahu ill¥ huwa).
Similarly, we are told in S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:41 that if He so wills, God
can remove affliction when we call upon Him (fa yakshifu m¥ tad¢‰na
ilayhi).
21) The concept of naqÏb
The triliteral root n-q-b refers generally to an opening in something, or
to the act of boring a hole. Another sense of the word is to traverse, as in
traversing a country in flight from a pursuer. The noun naqÏb can refer
to a woodwind instrument resembling the oboe (a mizmar) which has
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holes bored in it, while the noun naqÏbah refers to a person’s soul or
spirit, or to penetrating vision or insight. The same noun can refer to a
large-uddered she-camel, while the verb naqqaba can be used to refer
to the act of digging up news.
The root n-q-b occurs three times in the Qur’an. One of these is
found in S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:12, where it is used in the sense of leader
(naqÏb). In S‰rah Q¥f, 50:36, the verb naqqaba is used in the sense of
wandering the land in search of refuge (fa naqqab‰ fÏ al-bil¥di hal min
ma^Ï|). In S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:97, the root n-q-b is used in the sense of
piercing a hole in something (naqb). This root had the original denotation of digging; the meaning then shifted to the broader sense of
searching, so that a scholar or anyone who is intelligent and insightful
may be referred to as a naqq¥b, one who digs or searches for knowledge. The fact that the n-q-b root is associated with digging and
penetration to reach the heart, or innermost aspect of something, the
soul, spirit or mind has been referred to as al-naqÏbah.
22) The concept of ba¢tharah
The original root associated with this root is b-th-r, the letter ¢ayn
being a later addition. Its basic meaning has to do with looking and
examining. The verb ba¢thara means to dissipate, scatter, strew about,
or throw into disorder. It can also refer to the act of turning upside
down, overturning, or extracting. This root occurs only twice in the
Qur’an. One of these instances is in S‰rah al-Infi~¥r, 82:4, which
speaks of graves being overturned (wa idh¥ al-qub‰ru bu¢thirat). A
similar usage is found in S‰rah al-¢®diy¥t, 100:9, which speaks of that
which is in the graves being “raised and brought out” (idh¥ bu¢thira m¥
fÏ al-qub‰r). The reference in these two verses is to the swift transfer of
those lying in their graves to a place of harsh judgment for what is hidden in their hearts. In both verses the verb is in the passive voice, which
serves to draw our attention to the action or movement itself. A point
to be noted is that the second verse cited speaks not of those who are in
the graves, but of that which is in the graves. The reason for this might
be that most of what lies underground is non-living, hence, the neuter
reference. Another way of explaining the use of the neuter is to suppose
that when they are raised from their graves, the dead are not conscious,
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but only become so again after they have been brought out. And in fact,
the resurrection is referred to in the Qur’an as al-ba¢th.
23) The concept of kit¥bah
The root consisting of the letters k-t-b denotes the act of joining one
thing to another. Derivatives of this root occur 319 times in the Qur’an
in five different senses: (1) Prescribe. Addressing the Muslim community, God says, “O you who have attained to faith! Fasting is
prescribed for you (kutiba ¢alaykum al-|iy¥mu) as it was prescribed for
those before you (kam¥ kutiba ¢al¥ alladhÏna min qablikum)” (S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:183). (2) Ordain. In S‰rah al-Muj¥dalah, 58:21 we read:
“God has thus ordained (kataba All¥hu): ‘I shall most certainly prevail,
I and My apostles’…” (See also S‰rah al-¤ijr, 15:4 and S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:235). (3) Inscribe. Speaking of the believers, S‰rah
al-Muj¥dalah, 58:22 tells us that God “has inscribed” (kataba) faith in
their hearts. When the Qur’an says that God has “inscribed faith” in
believers’ hearts, it means that God has caused, or enabled, them to
believe in what they should believe in. (4) Promise. In S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:21, Moses tells his people to enter the holy land which God
has promised (kataba All¥hu) them. (5) Write. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:79
speaks of those “who write down…” (lilladhÏna yaktu- b‰na alkit¥b).”
In keeping with the meaning mentioned earlier, the process of writing involves joining letters to one another in the form of script. The
image of writing, or a book, is used metaphorically to refer to God’s
speech even though God’s speech is not actually written down (cf.
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:2). Similarly, as we see in the verses quoted above,
the image of writing or a book is used metaphorically to speak of divine
command, divine ordainment, and divine promise. The basis for this
metaphor lies in the fact that before something is written down, it is
willed, then spoken. The process begins with an act of will and concludes with an act of writing. S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:157 states that the
Prophet is “mentioned” (makt‰ban) in the scriptures of the Jews and
the Christians. We find the word kit¥b used to refer to the revelation
given to Moses and to the Christian scriptures, just as it is used to refer
to the Qur’an (S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:12; cf. S‰rah Fu||ilat, 41:3 and ®l
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¢Imr¥n, 3:78). The word kit¥b is also used in ways that go beyond its
original sense. In S‰rah al-J¥thiyah, 45:28 and S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:49, it
is used in the sense of an accounts ledger containing a record of people’s deeds for which they will be held accountable on Judgment Day.
24) The concept of zubur
The root consisting of the letter z-b-r is associated with two distinct
meanings. One of these is that of securing or reinforcing something.
One might use the verb zabara to speak of reinforcing a well with
stones, for example. A derivative of this sense of the root is the noun
zubrah (plural, zubar), which refers to a piece of iron. The noun (or
adjective) zubayr refers to a cunning, self-possessed person. The other
set of meanings related to the root z-b-r has to do with reading and
writing. From this we derive the word zab‰r, which is used to refer to
the Psalms of David, the word mizbar, or a pen, and zubur, or holy
scriptures.
This root occurs nine times in the Qur’an in four different senses:
(1) Books of divine wisdom. The word zubur is used in this sense in
S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:184 and S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:44. (2) The revelation
given to David. God states in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:163, “We vouchsafed
unto David a book of divine wisdom (zab‰r).” (3) The divine record of
people’s deeds (S‰rah al-Qamar, 54:52). (4) Pieces of iron (S‰rah alKahf, 18:96). In S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:53, the word zubur is used to
mean “pieces” in a metaphorical sense.
25) The concept of sifr
The triliteral root s-f-r conveys the sense of unveiling, exposure, openness and clarity. The noun safar is used to refer to travel because, when
traveling, people leave their homes and are exposed to new places and
people. The verbal noun safr refers to writing, since it yields (reveals,
brings to light) written material that is needed. As for the noun sifr
(plural, asf¥r), it refers to a large book or to a section of the Jewish scriptures, while the plural noun safarah means “writers” or “messengers,”
in which sense the word is used in S‰rah ¢Abasa, 80:15. The word
safarah as used here may refer to the angels who “travel” back and
forth between God and God’s messengers as bearers of revelation. It
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bears noting that the Arabic word for ambassador is safÏr (plural,
sufar¥’), the ambassador being one who seeks to promote reconciliation among different parties.
Derivatives of this root occur in twelve places in the Qur’an in five
different senses: (1) Journey-stages (asf¥r; see S‰rah Saba’, 34:19). (2)
Books (asf¥r; see S‰rah al-Jum¢ah, 62:5). (3) Brightness. S‰rah ¢Abasa,
80:38 describes the faces of the righteous on the Day of Resurrection as
“bright” (musfirah). (4) Daybreak. S‰rah al-Muddaththir, 74:34 uses
the verb asfara to refer to the breaking of dawn. (5) Travel. S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:184 uses the noun safar to refer to being “on a journey”
(¢al¥ safar).
26) The concept of ¢ahd
The root consisting of the letters ¢-h-d has numerous shades of meaning. It has to do with knowledge and familiarity, assignment and
commitment, pledge and promise. One meaning of the noun ¢ahd
(plural, ¢uh‰d) is a dwelling to which a tribe returns again and again.
The noun ma¢had (plural, ma¢¥hid), defined in modern parlance as
‘institute’ is likewise a familiar, well-known location. From this root we
derive words such as mu¢¥hadah (a treaty or agreement), al-ta¢ahhud
(contracting), and ¢uhdah, a contract of sale or other contractual obligation. All of the meanings mentioned thus involve a commitment of
some sort, as they are entities that need to be adhered to. As such, this
root is related to the concepts of sacredness, safety, responsibility, and
protection.
Derivatives of this root occur in 46 places in the Qur’an, and in
three broad senses: (1) Enjoining or commanding. S‰rah Y¥sÏn, 36:60
uses the verb ¢ahida in the sense of enjoining or commanding. See also
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:125, where God declares, “thus did We command
Abraham and Ishmael: ‘Purify My Temple…’ (wa ¢ahidn¥ il¥ Ibr¥hÏma
wa Ism¥¢Ïla an ~ahhir¥ baytÏ…).” The same sense of the verb ¢ahida is
found in S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:115 with respect to Adam. (2) Covenant. In
S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:134, we read that the Children of Israel cried out to
Moses in the wilderness, saying, “O Moses, pray for us to your
Sustainer on the strength of the covenant [of prophethood] which He
has made with you” (bi m¥ ¢ahida ¢indaka). (3) Promise or pledge. S‰rah
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al-Baqarah, 2:177 praises those “who keep their promises whenever
they promise” (al-m‰f‰n bi ¢ahdihim idh¥ ¢¥had‰). Similarly, S‰rah alMu’min‰n, 23:8 praises those who are faithful to their pledges
(¢ahdihim). (Cf. S‰rah al-Ma¢¥rij, 70:32, al-Baqarah, 2:80, and ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:76. For the verbal form, see also S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:1, alNa^l, 16:91, and al-Fat^, 48:10).
27) The concept of kal¥m
The root consisting of the letters k-l-m denotes two sets of meanings,
one of which has to do with meaningful speech, and the other with
wounds. In its former sense, the k-l-m root yields derivatives such as
kal¥m, ‘speech’, and kalimah, ‘word’. In its latter sense, the k-l-m root
yields the words kalm, ‘wound’ (plural, kil¥m or kul‰m). The word
kul¥m refers to rugged land.
Derivatives of the root k-l-m occur 75 times in the Qur’an in two
overall senses: divine speech and human speech. (1) Divine speech.
S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:164 tells us that God spoke His word to Moses (kallama All¥hu M‰s¥ taklÏman), S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:75 speaks of “the
word of God” (kal¥m All¥h) coming to those who reject it, and S‰rah
al-Kahf, 18:109 states that even if twice the seas’ measure were ink for
God’s words (kalim¥tu rabbÏ), the seas would be exhausted before
God’s words were exhausted. Referring specifically to the Qur’an,
S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:6 instructs Muslim fighters to grant protection to
any polytheist who might request it so that he might “hear the word of
God” (^att¥ yasma¢a kal¥m All¥h). We are told in S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:37 that “Adam received words [of guidance] (kalim¥tin) from his
Sustainer,” and in a reference to the trials Abraham passed through in
connection with circumcision and the possible sacrifice of his son,
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:124 states that God “tried Abraham by [His]
commandments” (bi kalim¥tin). (2) Human speech. S‰rah Maryam,
19:29 quotes the people of Mary’s day asking how they can talk to
(nukallimu) a newborn infant. Speaking of someone approaching
death who cries out to God simply because he fears judgment, we are
told in S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:100 that this is merely “a word he has
spoken” (innah¥ kalimatun huwa q¥’iluh¥) without meaning what he
says. S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:5 contains a criticism of those who disseminate
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distorted spiritual teachings, saying, “dreadful is this saying (kaburat
kalimatan) that comes out of their mouths (takhruju min afw¥hihim).”
Jesus is also said to be “the word of God” (S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:171),
having been brought into being directly by the creative command,
“Be.” The title “the word of God” (kalimat All¥h) may have been given
to Jesus due to the statement he is reported by the Qur’an to have made
from the cradle, saying, “Behold, I am a servant of God. He has vouchsafed unto me revelation and made me a prophet” (S‰rah Maryam,
19:30).
The Qur’an states that recipients of former revelations “distort the
meaning of the [revealed] words, taking them out of their context”
(yu^arrif‰na al-kalima ¢an maw¥\i¢ihi) (S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:13).
Some have understood the phrase yu^arrif‰na al-kalima ¢an maw¥\i¢ihi
to mean that the words of divine writ were actually changed. However,
once manuscripts of a scripture have been widely disseminated, it
becomes extremely difficult to do such a thing. Hence, this phrase is
best understood to refer to distorted interpretations of scriptures.
28) The concept of qawl
The root consisting of the letters q-w-l relates to the act of speaking or
verbal articulation. The noun qawl (plural, aqw¥l, aq¥wÏl) refers to
something said, or to the act of saying it, and can be associated with
both good and evil; as for the expression, al-qÏl wa al-q¥l, it is associated
with evil, as it bears the sense of harmful innuendo or gossip. Similarly,
the expression taqawwala ¢alayhi means to fabricate lies or spread
rumors about someone, while the verbs q¥wala and taq¥wala have to
do with negotiating and conferring with.
Derivatives of the root q-w-l occur 1,722 times in the Qur’an. The
word qawl is used in a number of senses, the most prevalent of which
have to do with combinations of letters made accessible to the hearer
through spoken language, whether in the form of single words, or of
complete statements. The verb q¥la can be used to refer to the thoughts
one thinks to oneself. Hence, we read in S‰rah al-Muj¥dalah, 58:8,
“They say to themselves… (yaq‰l‰na fÏ anfusihim).” The verb taqawwala is used in S‰rah al-¤¥qqah, 69:44 in the sense of attributing one’s
own sayings to someone else. What one says might, of course, be
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inconsistent with what one believes and does. Hence, S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n,
3:167 tells us that the hypocrites uttered “with their mouths something
which was not in their hearts,” while we read in S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’,
26:226 that poets “say what they do not do.”
29) The concept of nu~q
The triliteral root n-~-q comprises two basic semantic fields, one of
which has to do with speech and articulation, and the other with a type
of apparel known as a ni~¥q, which is a kind of sash or belt. The verb
na~aqa refers to the act of articulating meaningful sounds.
Derivatives of the root n-~-q occur twelve times in the Qur’an in two
basic senses: (1) Sounds that issue from one’s mouth. In S‰rah alß¥ff¥t, 37:92, for example, Abraham mocks his people’s idols, saying
to them, “What is amiss with you that you do not speak (m¥ lakum l¥
tan~iq‰n)?” (2) Written speech. In S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:62, God
declares that on Judgment Day there will be “a record that speaks the
truth (kit¥bun yan~iqu bil-^aqq).”
The adjective n¥~iq, which refers to an entity capable of producing
meaningful sound, is applied most often to human beings; when
applied to other entities, it is used in a qualified or metaphorical sense.
In S‰rah al-Naml, 27:16, where Solomon states that he has “been
taught the speech of the birds” (¢ullimn¥ man~iq al-~ayr), the Qur’an
refers to the sounds made by the birds as “speech”, since this is how
these sounds were perceived by Solomon, who understood what birds
such the hoopoe communicated to him. This was something unique to
Solomon. To Solomon, then, the birds were “speaking”, since he
understood their language, whereas to someone who did not understand their language, they would have been, for all intents and
purposes, “silent.” Similarly in S‰rah al-J¥thiyah, 45:29, God tells
those gathered on Resurrection Day, “This Our record speaks (h¥dha
kit¥bun¥ yan~iqu) of you in all truth.” Though in written form, the
divine record of people’s works “speaks” by communicating a message
that is deciphered by the eye; similarly, spoken words can be referred to
as a “book” that is deciphered by the ear. God’s record bears witness
against people, causing them to remember the things they have done.
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30) The concept of lis¥n
The root consisting of the letter l-s-n denotes a body part that is connected to the rest of the body from one end, and which is of a length
appropriate to its location and function. The tongue (lis¥n, plural,
alsun or alsinah) is a known example of such an organ. Derivatives of
this root occur 24 times in the Qur’an in four different senses: (1)
Language. S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:103 uses the word “tongue” to refer to
human language. See also S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:22. (2) Words. S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:78 tells us that those of the Children of Israel who had
rebelled against God were “cursed by the tongue (words) of David and
of Jesus, the son of Mary” (¢al¥ lis¥ni D¥w‰da wa ¢¬s¥ Ibni Maryam).
(3) The actual tongue. The word lis¥n is used in this sense in S‰rah alQiy¥mah, 75:16, God instructs the Prophet not to move his tongue in
haste when he is receiving the Qur’an. (4) The ability to convey truth
(lis¥na |idqin) (S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:84; cf. Maryam, 19:50; alShu¢ar¥’, 26:195). A similar sense of the word lis¥n is also found in
S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:27, where Moses prays for God to “loosen the knot
from my tongue” (wa^lul ¢uqdatan min lis¥nÏ), where the word
‘tongue’ refers not to the physical member of his body, but to his ability
to convey God’s message. A related shade of meaning is that of eloquence (see S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:34). The tongue is likened also to a
sword “smite you with sharp tongues” (S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:19), to the
person speaking (S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:116), and to an instrument for distorting truth (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:78).
31) The concept of bukm
The triliteral root b-k-m refers to the inability to speak, whether partial
(for example, a stammer) or complete. Derivatives of this root occur
six times in the Qur’an in association with deafness. S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:18 and 171, for example, associate it with deafness and blindness. In
S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:97, being “blind and dumb and deaf” is described as
the punishment in the afterlife for having refused to use one’s faculties
in obedience to God during one’s life on earth.
32) The concept of ^adÏth
The triliteral root ^-d-th denotes coming to pass or coming to be, as
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well as newness. Speech, being something from which other realities
come to be, is referred to with the verbal noun ^adÏth, which can also
mean a conversation, or an account of something that the Prophet did,
said, or approved. As an adjective, the word ^adÏth means new or
recent, while the verbal noun mu^¥dathah means conversation or the
act of conversing.
Derivatives of the root ^-d-th occur 36 times in the Qur’an in five
different senses: (1) To inform. The verb ^addatha is used in this sense
in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:76: “Do you inform them of what God has disclosed to you? (atu^addith‰nahum bi m¥ fata^a All¥hu ¢alaykum)?”
(See also S‰rah al-Ta^rÏm, 66:3). (2) What one says. S‰rah al-Nis¥’,
4:87 asks, “Whose word could be truer than God’s (man a|daqu min
All¥hi ^adÏthan)?” (3) Discourse. In S‰rah al->‰r, 52:34, scoffers are
challenged to produce “a discourse” (^adÏth) that can compare in eloquence with the Qur’an. (4) Teachings. S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:23 tells us
that God has revealed “the best of all teachings” (a^san al-^adÏth) in
the form of the Qur’an. (5) A tale of things past that serves as an example to others. This sense is found in S‰rah Saba’, 34:19, where God
states that He scattered the once great people of Sheba, causing them to
become “[one of those] tales [of things long past] (ja¢aln¥hum
a^¥dÏtha).” (See also S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:101 and al-Najm, 53:59).
33) The concept of khabar
The triliteral root kh-b-r has two primary denotations. The first is
knowledge of something. From this denotation we derive the noun
khabar, meaning report or tiding. The term khabar is broader than
that of naba’ in that it implies a more intimate knowledge of the true
nature of something. From the same root we derive the adjectives
khabÏr, kh¥bir, and khabir, meaning knowledgeable or experienced.
Used with the definite article and applied to God, the adjective alkhabÏr means the All-Knowing. The words khibrah, khubr, and
mikhbarah all refer to knowledge or experience of something, while
the verbs istakhbar and takhabbar refer to the act of gathering knowledge or information. The second denotation is that of softness,
affluence, and prosperity. The term khabr¥’ refers to soft soil, while the
noun khabÏr refers to a plowman, because he softens and prepares the
soil for planting.
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Derivatives of the root kh-b-r occur 52 times in the Qur’an, all of
which have to do with knowledge in some way or another. In S‰rah alNaml, 27:7, we read that Moses, having seen a fire in the distance, told
his family that he would investigate it and bring back some “tiding”
(khabar) concerning what he found (cf. S‰rah al-Qasa|, 28:29; for the
plural, “tidings,” see S‰rah al-Zalzalah, 99:4). S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:94
uses the plural akhb¥r in a similar sense, while S‰rah Mu^ammad,
47:31 uses the plural akhb¥r to refer to the “assertions” of those who
did not want to go to war for the cause of Islam. S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:68
and 91 use the nominal form khubr to refer to knowledge or experience
of something.
The word khabÏr occurs 45 times in the Qur’an as one of the 99
names of God, Whose knowledge encompasses everything that is, has
been, and will be, and all aspects of what is, both outward and inward.
The word khabÏr is applied in the Qur’an to no one but God Himself.
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:234 reads, “God is aware of all that you do”
(All¥hu bi m¥ ta¢mal‰na khabÏr; cf. S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:14), while God is
described in S‰rah H‰d, 11:1 as the One Who is “Wise, All-Aware”
(^akÏmin khabÏr). God is “unfathomable [in His wisdom], All-Aware”
(la~Ïfun khabÏr) (S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:63); “All-Knowing, All-Aware”
(¢alÏmun khabÏr) (S‰rah Luqm¥n, 31:34) and “Fully Aware, AllSeeing” (S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:31).
34) The concept of bal¥gh
The root consisting of the letters b-l-gh conveys the idea of reaching
something, whether temporally or spatially, in a tangible sense or an
intangible sense. The verbal noun bal¥gh can mean, among other
things, a communiqué or statement, while the verbs ablagha (verbal
noun, ibl¥gh) and ballagha (tablÏgh) mean to convey a message.
Derivatives of this root occur 77 times in the Qur’an; of these instances,
twenty-five have to do with the conveyance of knowledge. In ten of the
Qur’anic uses of this root, it conveys the sense of delivering the divine
message. In S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:67, God instructs the Prophet to
communicate everything he has received by way of revelation, and that
if he does not he will “not have delivered His message” (fa m¥ ballaghta
ris¥latahu). In S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:106, the word bal¥gh is used to
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refer to God’s message to human beings (cf. S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:52),
and S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:20 uses the same term to refer to the act of
delivering the message. S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:6 instructs Muslim fighters who have been asked for protection from a polytheist to grant his
request and “convey him to a place where he can feel secure” (ablighhu
ma’manahu). The word bal¥gh is most often qualified in the Qur’an by
the adjective mubÏn, meaning “clear”, since a clear message places
more of an onus on the message’s recipient. Using the verb balagha in
the sense of ‘reaching’, S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:22 speaks of when Joseph
“reached full manhood” (balagha ashuddahu).
35) The concept of bushr¥
The triliteral root b-sh-r is related to the emergence of something good
and pleasant. The root is occasionally associated with bad tidings;
when it is, however, this must be specified by the context. Otherwise, it
is assumed that the event concerned is a welcome one. The noun bushr¥
refers to good news, and the verb bashshara to the announcement of
good news. The words tab¥shÏr and bushr¥ may also refer to the first
fruits of date palms or some other plant to be harvested.
Derivatives of the root b-sh-r occur in 123 places in the Qur’an in
five different senses: (1) Good news. The verb bashshara (bashshartum‰nÏ, tubashshir‰n, bashsharn¥ka) is used in S‰rah al-¤ijr, 15:
54-55. (2) Sexual intercourse. In S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:187, the verb
b¥shara is used to refer to sexual intercourse in the sense of one person’s skin being in direct contact with another’s. (3) Nourishing rain.
S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:46 speaks of God sending winds that “bear glad tidings” (yursila al-riy¥^a mubashshir¥t) by heralding rain’s arrival. (4)
Someone who brings good news. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:119 speaks of
God’s Messenger as a “bearer of glad tidings” (cf. S‰rah al-M¥’idah,
5:19). (5) Human beings (the word bashar being both singular and plural). The word bashar is used in this sense in S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:18.
Human beings are referred to as bashar in Arabic based on the
appearance of hair on their skin (al-basharah) as opposed to fur, wool
and the like. The association between the verbs bashshara and abshara
and pleasant tidings is that when you give someone good news, it causes
the features of his or her face (basharah) to brighten and relax. As for
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the use of the verb bashshara in association with unpleasant or dreaded
news, this is the exception to the rule (see S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:21; S‰rah
al-Na^l, 16:59, and S‰rah al-Zukhruf 43:17).
36) The concept of nu|^
The triliteral root n-|-^ refers to harmony or reconciliation between
two entities; hence, the verb na|a^a has been used to refer to the act of
sewing (which involves joining pieces into a harmonious whole), being
pure, and watering or giving to drink. In origin, the active participle
n¥|i^ once referred to a tailor. The words nu|^ and na|Ï^ah, which
refer to heartfelt, sincere advice or counsel, denote the opposite of
fraud, deceit or deception. Genuine repentance is thus referred to as altawbah al-na|‰^.
Derivatives of the root n-|-^ occur thirteen times in the Qur’an and
in two primary senses: (1) To admonish or advise. This sense is found
in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:62, which relates Noah’s statement to his people,
“I am…giving you good advice” (an|a^u lakum), while S‰rah al-A¢r¥f
7:79 narrates that the Prophet ß¥li^ told his people, “I…gave you good
advice” (na|a^tu lakum), the implication being that the advice has
been proffered in good will, and with the sincere hope of helping the
person to whom it is addressed. (2) Purity and sincerity. S‰rah alTa^rÏm, 66:8 enjoins those who believe to “turn unto God in sincere
repentance” (t‰b‰ il¥ All¥hi tawbatan na|‰^an).
37) The concept of qa|a|
In its origin, the root q-|-| refers to the act of following or tracking.
From this we derive the word qi|¥|, which refers to the legal practice of
exacting retribution for physical harm done to others by inflicting similar harm on the perpetrator, since it is as if the person being punished is
“following in the tracks” of the one whom he had injured at an earlier
time. The verb qa||a means to relate or narrate, while the word qi||ah,
or story (plural, qi|a|) involves ‘following’ the events being related.
This root occurs 30 times in the Qur’an in five different senses: (1)
To mention or name. In S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:164, God tells the Prophet
about messengers He has “mentioned” to him before. There are “apostles whom We have mentioned to you before this…” (rusulan qad
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qa|a|n¥hum ¢alayka min qablu). (2) To relate or tell (a story). S‰rah alQa|a| 28:25 tells us how Moses came to his future father-in-law “and
told him the story [of his life]” (wa qa||a ¢alayhi al-qa|a|). See also
S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:176 and S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:99. (3) To explain. S‰rah alNaml, 27:76 tells us that the Qur’an “explains to the children of Israel
most [of that] whereon they hold divergent views” (inna h¥dha alqur’¥na yaqu||u ¢al¥ banÏ isr¥’Ïla akthar alladhi hum fÏhi yakhtalif‰n).
(4) To follow a trail. S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:64 tells us that Moses and his
servant “turned back, retracing their footsteps” (irtadd¥ ¢al¥ ¥th¥rihim¥ qa|a|a). (5) Just retribution (qi|¥|) in cases where murder has
been committed. See S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:178.
38) The concept of jalw
The triliteral root j-l-w is used to speak of the act or process of becoming clear or visible. It might be used in a statement such as, “I unveiled
the bride” (jalawtu al-¢ar‰s). The feminine adjective jalw¥’ can be used
to describe a clear sky (sam¥’un jalw¥’u). Followed by the preposition
¢an, the verb jal¥/yajl‰ can mean to leave or evacuate a place: jal¥ alqawmu ¢an man¥zilihim, “The people evacuated their homes.” As a
transitive verb, jal¥ can mean to polish, as in “he polished the sword”
(jal¥ al-sayf), to relieve someone of a concern (jal¥ ¢anhu al-hamm), or
reveal a matter (jal¥ al-amr).
This root occurs five times in the Qur’an in two different senses: (1)
Coming to light or making visible. This is sense is found in S‰rah alShams, 91:3, which tells us to consider “the day as it reveals the world”
(al-nah¥ri idh¥ jall¥h¥), in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:187, which tells us that
none but God will reveal the Last Hour when the time comes (l¥ yujallÏh¥ li waqtih¥ ill¥ huwa), and in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:143, which uses the
verb tajall¥ to refer to God’s revelation of his glory on Mount Sinai. (2)
Leaving home. S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:3 uses the verbal noun jal¥’ to refer
to banishment from one’s homeland.
39) The concept of indh¥r
The root n-dh-r revolves around the notion of fearing or causing to
fear. The verb andhara, of which indh¥r is the verbal noun, means to
inform someone of something that is to be feared – in other words, to
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warn. Derivatives of the root n-dh-r occur 130 times in the Qur’an, and
in four different senses: (1) Warning. In S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:2, God commands to “warn the people” (andhir al-n¥s). The word andhar in the
sense of warning is also found in S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:21, which tells of a
prophet sent to the tribe of ¢®d who “warned his people” (andhara
qawmahu). (See also S‰rah Fu||ilat, 41:13). (2) A warning. S‰rah alNajm, 53:56 states, “This is a warning (h¥dha nadhÏrun) like those
warnings of old (min al-nudhuri al-‰l¥).” (3) Messengers from God
who came as “warners” (nudhur, S‰rah al-Qamar, 54:23). S‰rah
F¥~ir, 35:37 tells how those who were unrepentant in their lifetimes
plead with God to be released from their chastisement in the afterlife,
only to be reminded that “a warner” (nadhÏr) had come to them, leaving them without excuse. (4) A vow. Those engaged in the pilgrimage
to Makkah should “perform their vows” (y‰f‰ nudh‰rahum) (S‰rah
al-¤ajj, 22:29; S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:270).
40) The concept of ta^dhÏr
The triliteral root ^-dh-r conveys the sense of vigilance and wariness.
The noun ^adhar denotes avoidance of something out of fear. The
adjective ^adhir means cautious, vigilant, on one’s guard (cf. ^¥dhir,
“at the ready”), while the noun ta^dhÏr refers to a warning. Derivatives
of this root occur 21 times in the Qur’an, and in three different senses:
(1) Instilling fear. In S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:28 and 30, we read that “God
warns you to beware of Him” (yu^adhdhirukumu All¥hu nafsahu). (2)
Exercising caution. See S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:41, “be on your guard”
(i^dhar‰). (3) To dread. Addressing the hypocrites who sought to do
the Muslim community harm, S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:64 declares, “God
will bring to light the very thing that you are dreading” (inn¥ All¥ha
mukhrijun m¥ ta^dhar‰n). Similarly, S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:9 uses the
verb ^adhara in the sense of reverent awareness when it speaks of
someone who, “ever-mindful of the life to come (ya^dharu al-¥khirah),” spends part of the night in prayer, while S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:71
uses the noun ^idhr in the sense of precautions in war time, saying,
“Take your precautions” (khudh‰ ^idhrakum).
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41) The concept of bal¥’
The root b-l-y (or b-l-w) has two primary denotations: (1) to become
worn out, or to wear something out (baliya/yabl¥), and (2) to put to the
test (ibtal¥/yabtalÏ or bal¥/yabl‰). The testing or affliction (bal¥’)
might come in the form of either evil or good; if in the form of evil
(mi^nah), it tests a person’s faith and patient endurance, and if in the
form of good (min^ah), it tests one’s gratitude.
Derivatives of this root occur 37 times in the Qur’an, and in six different senses: (1) Testing or affliction. In S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:155,
God tells believers, “Most certainly shall We try you by means of danger, and hunger, and loss of worldly goods” (wa la nabluwannakum bi
shay’in min al-khawfi wal-j‰¢i wa naq|in min al-amw¥li). Similarly,
God declares in S‰rah Mu^ammad, 47:31, “most certainly We shall
try you all (wa lanabluwannakum)…We shall put to a test [the truth
of] all your assertions” (wa nabluwa akhb¥rakum). The sense of testing is found also in S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:11, where we are told that the
believers were “tried” (ubtuliya al-mu’min‰n). S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:124 tells us that God “tried Abraham” (ibtal¥ ibr¥hÏma rabbuhu)
through the commands He had given him. In a related sense, the word
yabl‰ is used in S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:30, which tells us that on Judgment
Day, each soul will “prove [the fruits of] (tabl‰ kullu nafsin) the deeds
it sent before (m¥ aslafat).” (3) To be made visible. S‰rah al->¥riq,
86:9 tells us that on the Day of Resurrection, secrets will be “laid bare”
(tubl¥ al-sar¥’iru).
second: ¢Ilm-related concepts
1) The concept of ¢ilm
The triliteral root ¢-l-m denotes an effect by which something is distinguished from other entities. From it we derive the noun ¢al¥mah, which
refers to a sign or indication, the word ¢alam, which refers to a flag or
banner, and ¢ilm, sometimes translated as ‘science’, and at other times
simply as ‘knowledge’, and which is contrasted with ignorance, or jahl.
The active participle ¢¥lim (plural, ¢ulam¥’), which means ‘knowing,’
refers to a scientist or scholar. It is used of God in S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n,
23:92, where we read that God is the One Who knows both what is
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hidden and what is accessible to human perception (¢¥limu al-ghaybi
wa al-shah¥dah); similarly we have the noun ¢alÏm, meaning highly
knowledgeable and which, when joined to the definite article (al-¢alÏm)
is one of the Divine Names meaning All-Knowing. The verb ¢alima
means to know or discover something, while the intensified form ¢allama means to teach (verbal noun, ta¢lÏm), and the verbal noun ma¢lam
refers to a landmark or guidepost (something by means of which a road
or path is known, or recognized).
Derivatives of the root ¢-l-m occur 856 times in the Qur’an, and in
four basic senses: (1) Marking or distinguishing. In S‰rah Mu^ammad,
47:31, God declares that He will test people in order to “mark out
(na¢lama) those of you who strive hard [in Our cause] and are patient in
adversity” (al-muj¥hidÏna minkum wa al-|¥birÏn). (2) Knowledge. We
are assured in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:19 that “God knows (All¥hu ya¢lamu)
all that you keep secret as well as all that you bring into the open” (m¥
tusirr‰na wa m¥ tu¢lin‰n). Similarly, the noun ¢ilm is used in S‰rah
H‰d, 11:14, where we are told that the Qur’an was revealed by God’s
knowledge (unzila bi ¢ilmi All¥h). (3) Teaching. This derivative of the
root is found in S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:4 to refer to the training of hunting
animals. The active participle, mu¢allim, or “teacher,” does not occur
in the Qur’an. However, the passive participle, mu¢allam, is used in
S‰rah al-Dukh¥n, 44:14, which tells us that the Prophet’s opponents
accused him of having been taught the Qur’an by others. (4) Learning.
The verb ta¢allam, meaning to learn, is used in S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:102 in relation to people who have been learning about sorcery.
2) The concept of ^ibr
The triliteral root ^-b-r is related to happiness, delight, and beauty, and
is used to speak of the remaining traces of something positive and
good. The noun ^ibr is used to refer to ink, the substance used in writing (a process which may be seen as a form of beautification), while the
noun ^abr or ^ibr (plural, a^b¥r) refers to the person who does the
writing. (Scholars have disagreed over whether the noun should be
written as ^ibr or as ^abr; according to al-JawharÏ, if the word refers to
ink, it is more proper to write and pronounce it as ^ibr, whereas if it is
associated with learning and prose, it should be pronounced ^abr).
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More specifically the noun ^abr is used to refer to a Jewish or Christian
scholar or cleric, or simply an upright person. S‰rah al-M¥’idah, the
fifth surah in the Qur’an, is also known as S‰rah al-A^b¥r. Other
forms of the noun include ^abrah, ^ubrah, ^ibir, and ^ibirah, while the
act of improving or beautifying one’s written script or poetry is
referred to as ta^bÏr.
The plural form a^b¥r occurs four times in the Qur’an in reference
to scholars (see, for example, S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:63), and twice in
other senses. Scholars are referred to as a^b¥r due to the traces of their
learning which remain in the form of both written works and memories in people’s minds and hearts.
3) The concept of rabb¥nÏ
The r-b-b root conveys a number of different meanings: (1) to repair
and/or maintain something. From this sense we derive the noun rabb,
which refers to an owner, proprietor, master, creator, or caretaker.
Hence, the verb rabba can also mean to raise or bring up (a child). (2)
To remain with (someone) or in (a place). If we speak of land as
marabb, for example, it implies that it continues to receive rain, and for
this reason clouds are sometimes referred to as rab¥b. (3) To include
and embrace something. The noun rabb¥nÏ refers to someone who has
knowledge of God Almighty. It has been said that the word rabb¥nÏ
was introduced into Arabic from Syriac or Hebrew with the meaning
of deified, divine, or heavenly.
The word rabb¥nÏ occurs four times in the Qur’an. S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:44, for example, refers to “…the [early] men of God
(al-rabb¥niyy‰n) and the rabbis (wa al-a^b¥r).” (See also S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:63). These were scholars to whom God’s word was
entrusted, who bore witness to its truth, and who were assigned the
task of nurturing people spiritually, teaching them, issuing them rulings based on the Jewish law, and acting in the capacity of prophets and
compassionate caregivers. As for the term al-a^b¥r, it referred to highly
influential, leading scholars whose teachings were authoritative and
who were known for speaking the truth among their peoples. Those
described as rabb¥niyy‰n, being of a higher status than the rabbis,
or a^b¥r, were highly knowledgeable, deeply steadfast individuals
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endowed with insight into how to guide people, manage their affairs
and serve their interests. It has been said that they were the scholarly
descendents of Aaron who adhered to the path of the prophets. One
notes that while the terms rabb¥niyy‰n and a^b¥r are linked in the two
verses just quoted from S‰rah al-M¥’idah, the term rabb¥niyy‰n
appears alone in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:146.
4) The concept of kursÏ
The triliteral root k-r-s refers to the process of being accumulated,
gathered or compressed on top of something else. From this root we
derive the noun kurr¥sah (plural, kar¥rÏs), meaning notebook or copybook, which consists of pages stacked on top of one another. The noun
kursÏ (plural, kar¥sin) can refer to knowledge, or to a seat, chair,
throne or bed. The verb inkiras means to apply or dedicate oneself to
something; the noun kirs refers to piled up ruins or remnants, as well as
to something’s cause or origin; while the noun karkasah refers to repetition or intonation.
The term kursÏ occurs twice in the Qur’an in two different senses. In
one of these instances it connotes knowledge, as when we are told in
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:255 that God’s kursÏ – that is, His knowledge or
rule – encompasses the heavens and the earth. In the second instance,
and in keeping with the lexical definition of kursÏ as something firm
which one sits on, the word is used to refer to Solomon’s throne (S‰rah
ß¥d, 38:34).
Lastly, it has been proposed that the word kursÏ refers to the celestial sphere that encompasses the heavenly bodies.
5) The concept of ath¥rah
The triliteral root a-th-r conveys three primary meanings: (1) the presentation of something, (2) the mention of something, and (3) the
remaining effect of something. The word ath¥rah (plural, ath¥r¥t)
refers to a remainder or lasting effect. The words uthrah, ma’tharah
and ma’thurah refer to an honorable deed, accounts of which are
passed down from one generation to another. The word athar refers to
what remains of something – a trace or effect; the noun uthr refers to a
scar, that is, the trace that remains from a wound that has healed, and
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the noun ithr refers to clarified butter extract. In a similar vein, the
word athar can refer to a protrusion on a camel’s hoof which leaves
tracks that others can follow, while the noun athÏrah refers to a pack
animal whose hoofs leave large tracks.
Derivatives of the root a-th-r occur in 31 places in the Qur’an, and
in four different senses: (1) Enduring effects or legacy. S‰rah Gh¥fir,
40:21 refers to bygone peoples whose lasting impact (¥th¥r) on earth
was greater than others’ (cf. S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:9). In S‰rah Y¥ SÏn,
36:12, God speaks of how, on Judgment Day, He will have recorded
“the traces [of good and evil]” that people have left behind (¥th¥rahum). (2) Footsteps. S‰rah al-ß¥ff¥t, 37:70 criticizes polytheists for
being so eager to follow in their forefathers’ footsteps (¥th¥rihim). (3)
Preference. S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:9 praises those who offer others refuge
from harm and “give them preference over themselves” (yu’thir‰na
¢al¥ anfusihim). (4) Unique favor. S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:91 relates how
Joseph’s brothers, upon discovering the high position he has attained
in Egypt, exclaim, “Most certainly has God raised you high above us”
(la qad ¥tharaka All¥hu ¢alayn¥).
The verb athara denotes the action of transmitting something or
passing it on, particularly teaching and knowledge. The word ath¥rah
or atharah refers to a place about which accounts have been told or
written with the result that its effects remain to subsequent generations, while the phrase ath¥ratin min ¢ilm (literally, “vestige of
knowledge” – S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:4) may also be used to refer to a
scholar with an enduring, effective legacy.
6) The concept of qabas
The root q-b-s in its origin was used in relation to fire, and was then
employed in relevant metaphors. In connection with knowledge, one
might say that someone iqtabasa ¢ilman, that is, he sought out or
acquired knowledge, or that he passed on or shared knowledge with
someone else (aqbasahu ¢ilman). This root occurs three times in the
Qur’an. S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:10 relates how, when Moses sees a fire in the
wilderness, he tells his family that he may be able to bring them “a
brand therefrom” (minh¥ biqabasin ; cf. S‰rah al-Naml, 27:7) And in
S‰rah al-¤adÏd, 57:13, we are told that on the Day of Resurrection, the
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hypocrites will say to the believers, “Let us borrow from your Light
(un·ur‰n¥ naqtabis min n‰rikum)!” Hence, the original meaning of
qabas was related to fire; its meaning was then extended metaphorically
to refer to guidance and light.
7) The concept of rus‰kh
The original denotation of the root r-s-kh has to do with firmness,
rootedness, and penetration of the soil. When applied to a stream or
pond, the verb rasakha means for its water to dry up due to its having
soaked into the ground. The adjective r¥sikh means stable, firmly rooted or well-grounded. Hence, al-rus‰kh fÏ al-¢ilm that is, well-groundedness in knowledge, refers to a grasp of knowledge based on established
and credible evidence and/or irrefutable arguments. The word r¥sikh
occurs twice in the Qur’an. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:7 refers to those who are
“deeply rooted in knowledge” (al-r¥sikh‰n fÏ al-¢ilm), while S‰rah alNis¥’, 4:162 uses the term in the same manner. Ab‰ ¢Amr quotes
al-Mubarrad as saying that “those who are deeply rooted in knowledge are those who study together.” According to al-Mubarrad, only
those who have memorized the Qur’an can become deeply rooted in
knowledge, while Ibn ¢Abb¥s interprets the reference to al-r¥sikh‰n fÏ
al-¢ilm in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:7 as meaning “those who are so fully realized in knowledge that nothing could cast doubt upon it.”
8) The concept of sayyid
The word sayyid is derived from the root s-w-d, meaning to rule over/
govern. This meaning was in turn derived from the fact that a sayyid is
someone who rules or governs the majority of a people – that is, the
common people (saw¥d al-n¥s). The word sayyid (plural, s¥dah) is
thus used to mean a leader, a master, a ruler and, more generally, someone who is discerning, understanding, and possessed of wealth and
beneficial influence. The term sayyid occurs three times in the Qur’an
in reference to a ruler who is magnanimous and knowledgeable. (1) In
S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:25, the word is used to refer to a husband. (2) S‰rah alA^z¥b, 33:67 uses the plural form, s¥dah, in the sense of “leaders.” (3)
Noble or outstanding among men. It is in this sense that the word is
used in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:39 in reference to the prophet Ya^y¥ (John
the Baptist).
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9) The concept of ^ujjah
The root ^-j-j conveys four basic senses: (1) to intend – specifically, to
intend to reach a given goal or destination. From this we derive the
noun ma^ajjah, which can refer to a destination, a place of pilgrimage,
a shrine, or a road, as well as the noun ^ajj, which refers to the pilgrimage to Makkah. (2) To argue or dispute with (^¥jaja). From this verb
we derive the noun ^ujjah, meaning evidence, proof, or an argument in
favor of a given position. (3) The orbital bone, which is referred in
Arabic as the ^ij¥j. (4) Retreat or withdrawal, referred to as ^aj^ajah.
Related to this is the word mi^j¥j, meaning argumentative.
Derivatives of the root ^-j-j occur 20 times in the Qur’an in two different senses. The first of these is that of enmity or opposition. This
sense is found in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:139, which asks the Jews and
Christians, “Do you argue with us about God?” (a tu^¥jj‰nan¥ fÏ
All¥h). Similarly, S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:66 says, “You are the ones who
would argue (^¥jajtum) about that which is known to you (fÏm¥ lakum
bihi ¢ilm).” And the second is that of clear evidence. This usage is found
in S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:149, which reminds us that “the final evidence
[of all truth] rests with God alone” (falill¥hi al-^ujjatu al-b¥lighah).
Similarly, the evidence advanced by those bent on wrongdoing holds
no validity in argumentation. As we read in S‰rah al-Sh‰r¥, 42:16,
“And as for those who would [still] argue about God (yu^¥jj‰na fÏ
All¥h) after He has been acknowledged [by them] (min ba¢di ma ustujÏba lahu) – all their arguments are null and void in their Sustainer’s
sight” (^ujjatuhum d¥^i\atun ¢inda rabbihim). Each side’s aim is to
dissuade the other side of the stance for which it is arguing, and everything cited in support of one’s claims is referred to as a ^ujjah, even if it
is invalid, as we saw in the quote above from S‰rah al-Sh‰r¥, 42:16
(“…all their arguments are null and void…” – ^ujjatuhum d¥^i\atun).
There are two different types of ^ujjah. One of these, referred to as a
persuasive argument (^ujjah iqn¥¢iyyah), is helpful for people who
lack the ability to deal with complex rational proofs, and might lead
them to certainty by providing multiple types of evidence. The second
type, referred to as a ^ujjah burh¥niyyah, is a well-established argument based on irrefutable evidence. An example of this type of argument is found in S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:22: “had there been in heaven or
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on earth any deities other than God, both [those realms] would surely
have fallen into ruin!” If there were multiple deities, they would be in
competition for control over all that exists, which would plunge the
Cosmos into complete disorder. However, if we define ‘God’ as the
Being that possesses ultimate power, then no alternate deity could even
exist, still less compete for control and authority with the one God.
10) The concept of burh¥n
The root of this verbal noun is b-r-h-n, which means to establish proof
for something. The verb abraha likewise means to support proof. The
term burh¥n occurs in the Qur’an eight times in four different senses:
(1) A manifestation of the truth. We read in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:174: “O
mankind! A manifestation of the truth (burh¥n) has now come unto
you from your Sustainer.” And in S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:24, we are told that
when Joseph was tempted to succumb to the seductive advances of his
master’s wife, he “saw an evidence of his Sustainer’s truth” (burh¥na
rabbihi) that strengthened him to resist. (2) Evidence. We are told in
S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:117 that there is no evidence (burh¥n) for the
existence of any god but God. (3) A sign of divinely granted authority.
S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:32 states that after giving Moses the ability to
perform two types of miracles before Pharaoh, God referred to these
as “two signs” (burh¥n¥n) that Moses had come bearing a divine
message.
The noun burh¥n is on the pattern fu¢l¥n based on the triliteral root
b-r-h, which means to turn white. The word burh¥n refers to the most
certain of all evidence, and denotes uncompromising truthfulness.
According to scholars of the principles of jurisprudence, burh¥n is
what separates truth from falsehood, the sound from the corrupt.
11) The concept of sul~¥n
This word is derived from the triliteral root s-l-~, which has to do with
power, force, authority, and mastery. The word sul~¥n can refer to a
powerful argument or proof, or to the power of a monarch or governor. The sul~¥n of something is its strength or intensity. Used as a
verbal noun, sul~¥n cannot be pluralized. When used to refer to a ruler,
however, its plural is sal¥~Ïn.
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The word sul~¥n occurs 35 times in the Qur’an and in two different
senses: (1) Power and authority. S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:22 uses the word in
this sense when it states that on the Day of Judgment, Satan will confess
to his erstwhile followers, “I had no power (sul~¥n) at all over you” (cf.
S‰rah Saba’, 34:21). (2) Proof or evidence of an assertion. It is used in
this sense in S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:68, as well as in 28 other places. The
word sul~¥n is used to mean evidence or proof (^ujjah) because of the
force that is sometimes exercised on people’s minds and hearts by powerful arguments or evidence, particularly if they are knowledgeable,
discerning people of faith. As for its use to denote governing power or
sovereignty (mulk), the word sul~¥n points to God’s authority over the
Earth.
12) The concept of ¥yah
The word ¥yah is derived from the root a-y-y, which may refer to sight
or consideration, or to the intention to address a particular person. The
noun ¥yah refers to a sign. According to al-A|ma¢Ï, a man’s ¥yah is his
person. Hence, in an example cited by al-KhalÏl, if we say that the tribe
went out with its ¥y¥t (plural of ¥yah), we mean that it went out with
all its people together (kharaja al-qawmu bi ¥y¥tihim). The word ¥yah
can also be used to refer to a unit of the Qur’anic text (plural, ¥y), a
moral lesson, or time.
The word ¥yah occurs 382 times in the Qur’an in the following
senses: (1) A sign. “And among His wonders (signs – ¥y¥tihi) is this: He
creates you out of dust” (S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:20; cf. S‰rah al-¢Ankab‰t,
29:44). Such “wonders” or “signs” give people access to greater or
lesser degrees of knowledge of God depending on their individual
capacities or their willingness to reflect and learn. In a divergent but
related sense, S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:128 refers to pagan altars as
“signs” of wanton folly and idolatry. (2) A unit of the Qur’an. The
word ¥yah can refer to any phrase in the Qur’an that communicates a
divine ruling, whether this phrase takes up an entire surah or only part
of one; the word ¥yah can also be used to refer to each of the units set
apart by numbers in the Qur’anic text. For this sense, see S‰rah ®l
¢Imran, 3:7 and S‰rah al-J¥thiyah, 45:8. (3) A miracle. S‰rah al-Qa|a|,
28:36 refers to the miracles Moses wrought as ¥y¥t. (4) A sign of God’s
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grace. Jesus is referred to in S‰rah Maryam, 19:21 as an ¥yah. (5) A
command or prohibition. For this sense, see S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:187.
13) The concept of jid¥l
The meaning associated with the root j-d-l is that of a growing rivalry
or opposition. The noun ajdal is a name for a hawk, while the noun
jadal can refer to the vehemence of opposition. The verb jadala refers
to the act of tightly weaving or twisting, as well as to the strengthening
and growth of grain in the ear. Similarly, the phrase jaddalahu (passive, injadala, tajaddala) means, “he wrestled him to the ground”
(|ara¢ahu ¢al¥ al-jid¥lah).
Derivatives of the root j-d-l occur in the Qur’an 29 times in the sense
of wrangling, quarreling, debating and discussing. S‰rah al-Ra¢d,
13:13 speaks of those who “stubbornly argue about God” (yuj¥dil‰na
fÏ All¥h), S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:197 states that those engaged in the pilgrimage to Makkah must abstain from quarrelling (jid¥l), and S‰rah
al-Kahf, 18:54 describes human beings as being primarily “given to
contention” (al-ins¥nu akthara shay’in jadalan). S‰rah al-Na^l,
16:125 instructs the Prophet to “argue” (j¥dil) with those who disagree with him in a kindly manner. Dialogue or discussion for the
purpose of persuasion might be likened to the act of knotting or braiding (al-jadal) in the sense of weaving or “plaiting” one’s arguments
together in such a way that they are strong enough to draw one’s opponent to one’s side.
14) The concept of s‰’¥l
The root s-’-l conveys the notion of a question or inquiry. Derivatives
of this root occur 128 times in the Qur’an in the following senses: (1) A
request for a legal ruling. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:189 tells us that “They
will ask you about the new moons (yas’al‰naka ¢an al-ahillah).” (See
also S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:215, 217, 219 and 220). (2) Asking for assistance – begging. S‰rah al-™u^¥, 93:10 refers to the person who asks
for material aid with the active participle s¥’il, ‘one who asks’. (3)
Supplication. The word s¥’il is also used to refer to someone who
makes supplication to God (see S‰rah al-Ma¢¥rij, 70:1). (4) Petition,
request or seek. When Noah asks God to save his unbelieving son from
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the great flood, God tells Noah not to ask of Him things of which he
has no knowledge (l¥ tas’alni m¥ laysa laka bihi ¢ilmun – S‰rah H‰d,
11:46). A similar sense of the word is used in S‰rah al-Ra^m¥n, 55:29,
which describes how everything in existence seeks God out of need.
(Cf. S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t, 51:19). (5) Call to account. This sense of the
word is used in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:6, where God declares, “We shall
most certainly call to account all those unto whom a [divine] message
was sent (falanas’alanna al-ladhÏna ursila ilayhim), and We shall most
certainly call to account the message-bearers [themselves] (wa lanas’alanna al-mursalÏn).” (6) To dispute among one another (see S‰rah
al-Naba’, 78:1).
The verbal noun s‰’¥l refers to the act of seeking knowledge or the
means of acquiring it. We are urged to seek knowledge in this way (see
S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:7). Similarly, it can refer to the act of seeking out
material wealth or the means of acquiring it (see S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t,
51:19, cited above). It would be contradictory for God to seek knowledge when He is the All-Knowing. Hence, when asking is predicated of
God, its purpose is to rebuke, to alert the person questioned to something, or to induce him or her to acknowledge, approve, or do something. In S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:116, for example, we are told that God
asked Jesus son of Mary whether he had told people to worship him
and his mother as deities beside God. God asked this question not in
order to acquire knowledge, of course, but rather, to communicate
something to those around them, to rebuke people for false teachings,
and to induce them to acknowledge a truer doctrine.
A question resembles a wish. However, whereas a wish (umniyah)
has to do with the hope of fulfilling something one has identified as a
possibility, a question (s‰’¥l) involves a request for an answer. A
rhetorical question may be exactly the same as its answer. However, in
the case of a question which is asked in order to learn something or to
seek guidance, one’s teacher will be like a doctor who strives to heal a
sick person. In this role, he pays attention to what the illness requires,
not to what the patient says. When answering a question such a teacher
may refrain from giving the information that has been requested and
instead give the information that the inquirer should have requested or
which the inquirer actually needs. This approach is referred to by some
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as “the sage’s approach.” When this approach is being employed, the
answer will be more general than the question. In S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:1718, for example, God asks Moses what he is holding in his right hand.
To this Moses replies, “It is my staff.” Then he adds, “I lean on it; and
with it I beat down leaves for my sheep; and [many] other uses have I
for it.” In S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:70-71, we are told that Abraham asked
his father and his people what it was that they worshipped. To this they
replied, “We worship idols.” Then, as if to anger Abraham, they
added, “and we remain ever devoted to them.” Answering a question
with more information than what was requested might also be intended
to motivate the questioner to action. This sort of situation is illustrated
in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:113-114, where Pharaoh’s sorcerers ask him
whether they will be rewarded if they prevail over Moses, and he
replies, “Yes; and, verily, you shall be among those who are near unto
me.” In some situations, the answer might be terser than what the questioner hopes it will be, while in others, the person asked may not
answer the question at all, particularly if the query has been posed not
with a desire to know, but simply out of obstinacy.
15) The concept of jaw¥b
The triliteral root j-w-b conveys two primary meanings. The first is
that of piercing, penetrating or traversing. One might say, jubtu alar\a (“I traversed the land”). In this case, the verbal noun will be jawb,
while the active participle will be j¥’ib or jaww¥b. The second meaning
is to reply to something that has been said. One might say, aj¥bahu
(“He replied to him”). From this root we derive the nouns jaw¥b
(answer, reply), j¥’ibah (plural, jaw¥’ib), meaning unexpected or
extraordinary news, the verb j¥waba (verbal noun, muj¥wabah),
meaning to respond to or cooperate with and taj¥waba (verbal noun,
taj¥wub), meaning to be responsive or interact harmoniously (with).
Still other derivatives include the verb istajwaba (verbal noun, istijw¥b)
meaning to interrogate, istaj¥ba (verbal noun, istij¥bah), meaning to
answer (a prayer), or respond to.
Derivatives of the root j-w-b occur 43 times in the Qur’an in the following senses: (1) To cut or penetrate. In S‰rah al-Fajr, 89:9 we are
told that the people of Tham‰d “hollowed out rocks in the valley”
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(j¥b‰ al-|akhra bi al-w¥d). (2) To answer, comply with, respond to.
God says of Himself 2:186, “I respond to (ujÏbu) the call of him who
calls” (da¢wata al-d¥¢i idh¥ da¢¥ni). See also S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:89. (3)
To obey. S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:31 reads, “Respond to God’s call” (ajÏb‰
d¥¢Ïa All¥hi), while S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:172 speaks of the believers
“who responded to the call of God” (istaj¥b‰ lill¥hi). (4) Response to a
question (jaw¥b). See S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:82.
If a question mentioned in the Qur’an has already been asked of the
Prophet, the answer he is given to say is preceded by the command,
“Say” (qul) without a preceding fa, or “then.” In S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:85,
for example, we are told that people have asked the Prophet about the
nature of inspiration (yas’al‰naka ¢an al-r‰^), and he is commanded to
answer them with the word qul…, “Say…” (cf. S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:187).
Elsewhere, by contrast, the question cited is one that has not yet been
asked; hence, the present tense used in the Qur’an actually refers to the
future. In S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:105, for example, we read, “And they will
ask you about [what will happen to] the mountains [when this world
comes to an end]. Say, then…”. In this case, God’s command concerning what to say is preceded by fa, meaning “then” (faqul…). The
meaning is thus: If they ask you…then say…
16) The concept of fatw¥
The root consisting of the letter f-t-y denotes two basic meanings. The
first is that of youth, newness and freshness, from which we derive the
noun fat¥ (plural, fityah or fity¥n), meaning a youth or a young camel.
The second is that of clarifying a legal ruling. The verb aft¥ is used to
describe the action undertaken by a jurist who rules on a legal question
or issue.
Derivatives of the root f-t-y occur 21 times in the Qur’an, and in two
different senses. (1) A young man. We read in S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:60
about Abraham, to whom the people of his day referred as “…a youth”
(fat¥) who had spoken scornfully of their gods. (2) Clarification of a
legal ruling. In S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:127 the word aft¥ is used in the sense
of providing a legal ruling, as we are told that God Himself would provide the people with a ruling (All¥hu yuftÏkum) concerning the women
of their day. It is the second of these two meanings that concerns us in
this context.
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The verbal form of f-t-y occurs eleven times in the Qur’an in the
sense of seeking knowledge and understanding of a specific issue or
question. It is in this sense that the word is used in S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:43
where, after having a mysterious dream, the king asks his noblemen to
explain it to him, saying, aft‰nÏ fÏ ru’y¥ya: “Enlighten me about [the
meaning of] my dream.” The word fatw¥ is used to refer to the answer
given by a legal scholar concerning a problematic legal matter, while
the verbal noun ift¥’ refers to the process of providing such an answer.
17) The concept of bay¥n
The root b-y-n yields the verb b¥na/yabÏnu, which refers to a process of
separating or distancing one thing from another, or of being exposed,
becoming clear, or coming to light. Other verbal derivatives are ab¥na,
bayyana, istab¥na, and tabayyana, while the words bay¥n and tiby¥n
(see S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:89) are verbal nouns from the same root.
Derivatives of this root occur 258 times in the Qur’an in the following senses: (1) to give something long, thorough consideration. In
S‰rah al-¤ujur¥t, 49:6 God tells believers, “If any iniquitous person
comes to you with a [slanderous) tale (in j¥’akum f¥siqun bi naba’in),
use your discernment (fa tabayyan‰).” (2) Evidence and arguments.
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:185 uses the plural noun bayyin¥t to refer the
“clear signs” revealed in the Qur’an (for the singular, bayyinah, see
S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:57). (3) To become clear or manifest. In S‰rah
Ibr¥him, 14:45, God tells those who are resisting His message how “it
was made obvious” (tabayyana) to them how He had dealt with disobedient peoples before them. (4) To become distinguishable. During
the month of Ramadan, Muslims may continue to break their fast until
a black thread is distinguishable from a white one (hatt¥ yatabayyana…
al-khay~u al-abya\u mina al-khay~i al-aswadi), 2:187. (5) Clear. God’s
revelation consists in “messages clearly showing the truth” (¥y¥tin
mubayyin¥tin) (S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:34). (6) The capacity for self-expression. We are told in S‰rah al-Ra^m¥n, 55:4 that God has granted
human beings “articulate thought and speech” (¢allamahu al-bay¥n).”
The quadriliteral form appears either with a hamzah in the beginning (ab¥na), or with a doubled second consonant (bayyana), whereas
the triliteral form does not occur in the Qur’an in the sense of revealing
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or clarifying. Rather, we have the quadriliteral (ab¥na, bayyana) and
quintiliteral (tabayyana) forms in past and present. We also have the
active participle mubayyin in S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:34, and in S‰rah al>al¥q, 65:11. As for the imperative voice, it occurs only three times in
the form of tabayyan‰ (twice in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:94, and once in S‰rah
al-¤ujur¥t, 49:6).
Another active participle derived from this root is mubÏn (from the
verb ab¥na/yubÏnu), meaning clear or manifest. S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:1, for
example, describes the Qur’anic revelation as “a revelation clear in
itself and clearly showing the truth” (mubÏn). The verb form tabayyana
occurs eighteen times in either the past tense (S‰rah Saba’, 34:14), the
present tense, or the imperative voice.
The verbal noun bay¥n, used in the sense of revealing or clarifying
something, is more general in meaning than the word nu~q, which is
used exclusively in relation to human beings and not to other creatures.
The process of elucidation entailed in bay¥n can involve either speech
or action. Speech can be referred to as bay¥n because it reveals a meaning which a person intends to express. In S‰rah al-Qiy¥mah, 75:19,
God declares that He is the One who will clarify the Qur’an, saying, “It
will be for Us to make its [the Qur’an’s] meaning clear” (¢alayn¥
bay¥nuhu). Indeed, whatever specifies the general or clarifies the
obscure, be it speech or action, can be referred to as a kind of bay¥n. In
S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:138, for example, events from the past are described
as a bay¥n, or “a clear lesson.”
There are five different ways in which the process of bay¥n can take
place through speech and action. The first is referred to as bay¥n altaqrÏr, that is, an act which clarifies and confirms the meaning of
something that has been said. In S‰rah al-¤ijr, 15:30-31, we are told
that when God commanded the angels to bow down before Adam, all
of them did so with the exception of IblÏs. By their action, these angels
confirmed the binding nature of what God had commanded. This type
of bay¥n is also illustrated in S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:38, which refers to a
bird that “flies on its two wings.” This is a confirmation of the literal
import of what has been said due to the possibility that the statement
might have been metaphorical, since it is possible to say, for example,
that a person “is flying with enthusiasm,” or some such thing. In the
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present context, the reference to the bird’s wings confirms that the
Qur’an is speaking here about literal, not figurative, flight. The second
is referred to as bay¥n al-tafsÏr, that is, interpretation or explanation of
words whose meaning may be vague due to the use of homonyms,
generalities, or ambiguous expressions. The third is referred to as bay¥n
al-taghyÏr, which is the act of changing the import of a word or expression through stipulation, exception, or specification. The fourth is
known as bay¥n al-tabdÏl, which is the same as abrogation. And the
fifth is referred to as bay¥n al-\ar‰rah, or clarification by necessity.
This type of bay¥n is a clarification which takes place despite a silence
about the matter at hand due to some necessity in the surrounding
context.
Bay¥n al-\ar‰rah, or clarification by necessity, is in turn divided
into four subtypes: (1) That which is discerned not only by what is stated
but by what is unstated. This is illustrated in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:11 which
in a discussion of inheritance rights and distributions, tells us that if the
deceased “has left no child and his parents are his [only] heirs, then his
mother shall have one-third…” Although it is not stated in the text, we
can infer through bay¥n al-\ar‰rah that the remaining two-thirds of
the bequest go to the father. We infer this not simply based on the
silence concerning the father’s portion, but based on the necessary
import of what has been said about the need for the inheritance to be
shared. (2) That which is made clear by virtue of the identity or specialization of the person speaking (or writing) on the subject in question.
(3) That which demonstrates the necessity of protecting the buyer from
harm. (4) That which is clarified based on the meaning of the linguistic
context. Someone might say, for example, “I owe him one hundred and
three dirhams (103) (lahu ¢alayya mi’atun wa thal¥thatu dar¥him),”
“three robes (thal¥thatu athw¥bin)”, “horses (afr¥sin),” or the like.
The phrase thal¥thatu dar¥him, “3 dirhams”, which is conjoined via
the word “and” (wa) to the preceding mi’atun (one hundred), makes it
clear that the number 100 is associated with dirhams, not with robes or
horses. If, by contrast, the person had said, “103 robes (mi’atun wa
thal¥thatu athw¥bin),” then the phrase “three robes” (thal¥thatu
athw¥b), being conjoined by the word “and” (wa) to the preceding
mi’atun, or 100, would make clear that the speaker means 103 robes,
not dirhams or horses.
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18) The concept of shar^
The triliteral root sh-r-^ denotes the act of opening, laying bare,
expanding, and clarifying. The verb shara^a can mean to explain or
make clear, while the intensified form sharra^a means to slice (cheese,
meat, etc.). Derivatives of the root sh-r-^ occur five times in the Qur’an
in the sense of spreading out or expanding. If one uses the verb shara^a
in relation to the chest, it refers to the act of opening the mind and heart
to receive something, such as guidance, knowledge of the truth, and
obedience to God, and making it a receptacle of wisdom, self-composure, and courage. The word is used in this sense in S‰rah al-Zumar,
39:22, which speaks of the one whose heart has been opened to Islam
(man shara^a All¥hu |adrahu lil-isl¥m) and who has received enlightenment (fa huwa ¢al¥ n‰rin min rabbihi). (See also S‰rah al-An¢¥m,
6:125, S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:25, and S‰rah al-Inshir¥^, 94:1). The Arabic
word |adr, though it refers anatomically to the chest, is used to refer in
such situations to the heart and mind (cf. S‰rah al-N¥s, 114:5). The
chest can also be seen as the ‘fortress’ (^i|n) within which the heart is
shielded from attack by evil forces.
Lastly, it should be noted that the verb shara^a can also be used to
refer to the act of opening someone to evil influences. S‰rah al-Na^l,
16:106, for example, refers to someone who has opened his heart to a
denial of the truth (shara^a bil-kufri |adran). The verb shara^a thus
refers originally to a physical act, and is used to refer metaphorically to
spiritual realities.
19) The concept of tafsÏr
The triliteral root f-s-r denotes the act of clarifying, uncovering, or
bringing to light. The quadriliteral verbal form, fassara (verbal noun,
tafsÏr), has been said to be synonymous with the verb awwala (verbal
noun, ta’wÏl), which means to interpret, to reveal what is intended by
speech that is ambiguous or problematic. Ta’wÏl is the process of determining which understanding of a word or phrase reflects the meaning
it was intended to express in its particular context. The word fasr (or
tafsÏr) refers to a physician’s examination of water and the act of
rendering a judgment concerning it, while the verbal noun tafsarah is
the process of diagnosing a disease. The noun tafsÏr occurs once in the
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Qur’an in S‰rah al-Furq¥n, 25:33, in which God assures the Prophet
that He will provide Him through the Qur’an with “the best explanation” (a^sana tafsÏran). Similarly, anything by means of which one
comes to know what something means is referred to as tafsarah. The
difference between ta¢rÏf and tafsÏr is that while ta¢rÏf refers to an
explication of a word’s meaning, tafsÏr is the clarification of a word or
phrase through the use of terms that are better understood or more
familiar. As for the difference between tafsÏr and ta’wÏl, tafsÏr operates
on the level of the apparent meanings of terms or words, while ta’wÏl
operates on the level of hidden or symbolic meanings.
20) The concept of ^ikmah
The root ^-k-m denotes the act of curbing or checking. From this root
we derive the noun ^ukm, or rule, which refers primarily to the curbing
of evil through the prevention of injustice. Similarly, the noun ^ikmah,
generally translated as ‘wisdom’, refers to the prevention of ignorance.
The active participle ^¥kim, or ruler, refers to someone who carries out
legal rulings (a^k¥m, singular, ^ukm). More generally the word ^ikmah
is associated with justice (¢adl), knowledge (¢ilm), magnanimity (^ilm),
prophecy (nubuwwah), and revealed scriptures. The verb a^kama is
more or less synonymous with the verb atqana, which means to master, to do skillfully or properly, or to make something so sound and
strong that it cannot be corrupted or undermined. Accordingly, speech
described with the derivative adjective mu^kam is unambiguous
speech whose words and meanings are subject to neither doubt nor
equivocation.
Derivatives of the root ^-k-m occur eleven times in the Qur’an and
in five different senses: (1) A means of admonition. In S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:231 God urges the recipients of the Qur’an to take
seriously “the revelation and the wisdom which He has bestowed on
you from on high in order to admonish you thereby” (m¥ anzala ¢alaykum min al-kit¥bi wa al-^ikmati ya¢i·ukum bihi). (2) Understanding
and knowledge. Speaking of John the Baptist (Ya^y¥), God declares in
S‰rah Maryam, 19:12: “We granted him wisdom (¥tayn¥hu al-^ukm)
while he was yet a little boy.” Similarly, God declares in S‰rah al-Nis¥’,
4:54 that He has granted “revelation and wisdom (al-kit¥ba wa al^ikmah) unto the House of Abraham.” (See also S‰rah al-Baqarah,
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2:269). (3) The act of ruling on legal matters. Thus God commands the
Prophet (5:42), “if you judge, judge between them with equity” (fa in
^akamta, fa^kum baynahum bi al-qis~).”
The word ^akÏm, meaning “wise” or “a wise man,” conveys several
different senses. One of these is that of a scholar or learned individual,
it being said that in order to be described as ^akÏm, one must combine
knowledge with action. As S‰rah Fu||ilat, 41:33 asks: “Who could be
better of speech than he who calls [his fellow-men] unto God, and does
what is just and right, and says, ‘Verily, I am of those who have surrendered themselves to God?’” Another is that of someone who masters
(a^kama) the work he does. A third sense conveyed by the word ^akÏm
is that of ‘manifest’ or ‘clear.’ Given the fundamental sense of the root
^-k-m as that of prevention or curbing, it came to be used to speak of
regulating the precision of knowledge and action via direct examination of the meanings of things and the kind of keen observation that
comes with accumulated experience. The Arabs once called their
nobility ^ukam¥’, or sages, in recognition of their sound opinions,
prudence, and integrity. Al-¤akÏm is also one of the 99 names of God,
whose notice nothing escapes, and Who controls, regulates and rules
the Universe with His almighty power and knowledge (cf. S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:118, S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:18, etc.). In this sense, the word
^akÏm is more or less synonymous with ^¥kim, meaning ruler or governor, although the term ^ukm (rule, governance, judgment) is broader
than ^ikmah (wisdom, sagacity).
One proposed definition of ^ikmah is knowledge of things as they
are. In order to be classified as ^ikmah, knowledge must also be accompanied by balanced attitudes and actions, that is, with an avoidance of
both excess and neglect. This is consistent with the fact that according
to the majority of scholars, ¢ilm is not simply abstract understanding,
but a balance of knowledge and action, with one or the other of the two
taking priority depending on the nature of the situation.

ጥጦ
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The foregoing has been an overview of the Qur’anic terms relevant to
the concept of ¢ilm in its various facets. Other terms might have been
included; however, given the length of this study, I have chosen simply
to mention them without discussing them in detail. These additional
terms include: ^ilm (intelligence, understanding), rushd (prudence,
maturity, sensibility), lu~f (subtlety), i^s¥n (virtue, action on others’
behalf), and Ïn¥s (perception, discernment, observation); khawf (fear),
khishyah (apprehension), and in¥bah (return, repentance); fa|¥^ah
(eloquence, skilled verbal expression) and la^n (grammatical incorrectness); ¢alan (public disclosure), istikhr¥j (extraction, deduction)
and ^a|^a| (to become clear, plain, manifest), all of which relate in one
way or another to speech and to information presented to a listener or
reader.
21) The concept of hud¥
The root consisting of the letters h-d-y denotes two basic meanings.
The first is that of guidance along a path, with the active participle,
h¥din, referring to someone who goes ahead of others to show them the
way. As such, the nouns hid¥yah and hud¥, meaning right guidance,
denote the opposite of error. The second basic meaning of this root is
that of a bestowal of grace, that is, a gift (hadiyyah). The term al-h¥dÏ is
one of the names of God (S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:54), who grants sight to His
servants and shows them the way of knowledge so that they can perceive and acknowledge His lordship and divinity.
The term hud¥ with its various general and specific meanings
occurs in 316 places in the Qur’an. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:5 speaks of
those “who follow the guidance (hudan) [which comes] from their
Sustainer.” Similarly in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:120, God instructs the
Prophet, “Say: ‘Behold, God’s guidance is the only true guidance’”
(inna hud¥ All¥hi huwa al-hud¥). For a contrast between hud¥ and
\al¥lah, guidance and error, see S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:16. The verbal
form is found in S‰rah al-Sh‰r¥, 42:52, where God tells the Prophet,
“you will guide [others] onto a straight path” (wa innaka la tahdÏ il¥
|ir¥~in mustaqÏm). (See also S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:38, S‰rah >¥h¥,
20:50, S‰rah al-A¢l¥, 87:3, S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:2, and S‰rah Y‰nus,
10:35, and S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:56). In S‰rah al-Naml, 27:41, another
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form of the verb occurs (tahtadÏ, yahtad‰n), meaning ‘to allow oneself
to be guided.’
All of the aforementioned uses of the derivatives of h-d-y thus
revolve around the notions of guidance and inspiration. As used in the
Qur’an, the word hid¥yah refers to the act of granting understanding
and success, steering others away from the path of error and onto the
path of faith which leads in turn to goodness and blessedness. When
ascribed to human beings, the word describes the acts of supplication
and of showing others the right path. Some apply the word hid¥yah
whether one’s efforts to guide others are successful or not, while others
apply it only if one’s efforts succeed, since hid¥yah is contrasted with
\al¥lah, or error.
As for the guidance ascribed to God, it may take one of four different forms. The first form is that which is granted to every morally
accountable human being in the form of insight and the ability to reason (see S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:50 and S‰rah al-Balad, 90:10). The second is
the type of guidance given to the prophets through a special divine call,
the revelation of the Qur’an, and the like (see S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:73
and S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:90). The third type is the success granted specially to those who have allowed themselves to be guided, and which is
denied to those who reject faith. And the fourth is guidance to Paradise
in the afterlife.
22) The concept of ittib¥¢
The root t-b-¢ denotes the act of following or succeeding. Derivatives of
this root occur 175 times in the Qur’an, and in the following eight
senses: (1) Accompanying. In S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:66, Moses asks a figure
of great knowledge and wisdom if he can “follow” him in the sense of
traveling with him (hal attabi¢uka). (2) Emulating. In S‰rah Y¥sÏn,
36:21 we read the admonishment to emulate (ittabi¢‰) “those who ask
no reward of you” (ittabi¢‰ man l¥ yas’alukum ajran). (3) Adhering to.
People are urged in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:123, to adhere to (ittabi¢) “the
creed of Abraham.” (See also S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:48). (4) Following a
path. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:115 speaks of someone who “follows (yattabi¢)
a path other than that of the believers (ghayra sabÏli al-mu’minÏn). (See
also S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:153). (5) Engaging in. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:102
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speaks disapprovingly of those who engage in (ittaba¢‰) certain evil
practices that were prevalent during the days of Solomon, (S‰rah alNis¥’, 4:157). (6) Adopting, turning toward. In S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:145, God speaks to the Prophet about how the Jews and Christians
have not adopted (tabi¢‰) his direction of prayer. (7) Obedience. S‰rah
al-Nis¥’, 4:83, God tells the believers that were it not for His grace and
generosity, most of them would have obeyed (laittaba¢tum) Satan. (8)
Seeking. We read in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:162 about the one who “strives
after God’s goodly acceptance” (man ittaba¢a ri\w¥n All¥h). (See also
al-M¥’idah, 5:16). (9) Chasing. Moses is warned in S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’,
26:52 to move quickly with the Children of Israel as they flee Egypt,
since they will be pursued (innakum muttaba¢‰n).
23) The concept of sh‰r¥
The root sh-w-r denotes two basic meanings: (1) to reveal or express
something, and (2) to take something. One might say, for example,
shurtu al-d¥bbah, “I took the pack animal,” while the noun mishw¥r
refers to the path along which an animal is taken. The same verb might
also be used in association with honey, as in sh¥ra al-¢asal, or ash¥ra al¢asal (he took the honey) where the beehive from which the honey is
taken is referred to as a mish¥r. Another verbal derivation is the verb
sh¥wara, meaning to consult with someone (see S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n,
3:159). The meaning is derived from the verb sh¥ra in the sense of taking because, when one consults with another person, one seeks to
“take” his or her point of view on something. Similarly, the verb
istash¥ra/yastashÏru means to seek someone’s counsel (sh‰r¥), while
the noun sh‰r¥ can refer to the act of mutual consultation (see S‰rah alSh‰r¥, 42:38). The noun mustashÏr may also refer to a camel that can
distinguish a pregnant she-camel from one that is not pregnant. The
verb ash¥ra/yushÏru can mean to point or gesture with one’s hand, as in
S‰rah Maryam, 19:29.
24) The concept of fi~rah
The triliteral root f-~-r denotes several different notions. These include
(1) opening and making visible, (2) creation and newness, (3) breaking
fast, (4) granting something a particular nature or constitution.
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Derivatives of this root occur 20 times in the Qur’an: (1) Creation.
This sense is found in S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:101, which uses the active participle to refer to God as the “Originator of the heavens and the earth”
(f¥~ir al-sam¥w¥ti wal-ar\). (2) Fault or weakness. This sense is found
in S‰rah al-Mulk, 67:3, which tells us that we will see no “flaw” (fu~‰r)
in God’s creation. (3) Innate constitution or temperament. S‰rah alR‰m, 30:30 refers to “the natural disposition which God has instilled
into people” (fi~rat All¥hi allatÏ fa~ar al-n¥sa ¢alayh¥). (4) Splitting or
cleaving lengthwise. S‰rah al-Infi~¥r, 82:1 speaks of the Day of
Resurrection as the time when the sky will be “cleft asunder” (idh¥ alsam¥’u infa~arat).
25) The concept of ^ayy
The root consisting of the letter ^-y-y has two primary meanings. The
first is that of being alive, while the other is that of shame, timidity, or
bashfulness. In relation to the former sense of the root we have the
derivatives ^ay¥h (life) and ^ayaw¥n (animal, living creature, derived
from ^ayay¥n). Rain has sometimes been referred to as ^ayy due its
association with life on Earth and its renewal and sustenance. A clear
path is sometimes referred to as ~arÏq ^ayy, while the verb ^ayiya/
ya^y¥ is synonymous with istab¥na/yastabÏnu, meaning to become
plain or evident, or to see, perceive, notice.
The words ^ayy/a^y¥’ occur 35 times in the Qur’an, i^y¥’ (bringing
to life) 50 times, and ista^y¥ four times. It occurs once in the sense of
living one’s life (S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:97), 44 times in the sense of greeting
(ta^iyyah), four times in the sense of keeping someone alive in order to
make a prisoner of war (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:49; S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:127
and 141; S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:6), and twice in the sense of being alive
(^ayy) (see S‰rah Y¥sÏn, 36:70 and S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:122).
26) The concept of ·ann
The root consisting of the letters ·-n-n actually denotes two opposite
meanings: certainty and doubt. The verb ·anna/ya·unnu can be synonymous with the verb ayqana/y‰qinu, to be certain. S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:249, for example, refers to certain men “who knew with
certainty (alladhÏna ya·unn‰n) that they were destined to meet God
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(annahum mul¥q‰ All¥h).” This use of the verb is frequent in the
Qur’an. On the other hand, this same verb can mean to doubt or suspect. From this sense of the root we derive the word ·innah, meaning
suspicion, misgiving, or accusation. As for the verbal noun ·ann, it can
refer either to knowledge, or to vacillation between two unconfirmed
beliefs.
The term ·ann occurs 69 times in the Qur’an, and in four different
senses: (1) Cautious certainty with a consciousness of God. S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:230 states that a formerly married man and woman may
return to each other “provided that both of them think (·ann¥) that
they will be able to keep within the bounds set by God.” (2) Doubt or
unconfirmed belief. S‰rah al-J¥thiyah, 45:32 quotes skeptics saying
about the Last Hour: “we think it is no more than an empty guess (in
na·unnu ill¥ ·annan), and [so] we are by no means convinced! (wa m¥
na^nu bi mustayqinÏn).” (A similar sense is found in S‰rah al-Inshiq¥q,
84:14). (3) Paranoid or vain thoughts. S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:10 addresses
those who were near death on the battlefield, saying, “conflicting
thoughts about God passed through your minds” (ta·unn‰na bill¥hi
al-·un‰na). The words ·ann and shakk are related in meaning.
However, the word ·ann implies that one possibility is more strongly
weighted than the other. A person may have reason to believe that a
certain thing is true, though he also holds out the possibility that the
opposite is true. His belief (·ann) that something is a possibility (rather
than a certainty) distinguishes it from knowledge (¢ilm), while the existence of evidence supporting a given possibility distinguishes it from
mere suspicion (shakk).
27) The concept of ^asab
The root ^-s-b relates to four basic denotations: (1) counting or computation (^asaba/ya^subu), (2) considering, regarding, or supposing
(^asaba/ya^sibu or ^asiba/ya^sibu), (3) a small pillow referred to as a
^usb¥nah (plural, ^usb¥n), and (4) a disease that causes whitening of
the skin and damage to the hair, the person afflicted with it being
referred to as a^sab.
Derivatives of this root occur 110 times in the Qur’an, and in five
different senses: (1) Counting or computing. S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:5 uses
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the word ^is¥b in relation to the measurement of time. (2) Holding
accountable. This sense of the word is found in S‰rah al->al¥q, 65:8,
which refers to a severe accounting (^is¥ban shadÏdan) to which God
subjected those who despised His commands. (3) Sufficiency. In S‰rah
al-Tawbah, 9:129, God instructs the Prophet to say to those who
refuse to believe, “God sufficeth me. There is no god but He. In Him
have I placed my trust.” (4) One who takes account of human beings’
actions. The word ^asÏb is used in this sense in relation to God in S‰rah
al-Nis¥’, 4:6. (5) Thinking, supposing. The verb ^asaba is used in this
sense in S‰rah al-¢Ankab‰t, 29:2 and S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:142.
We are told in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:37 that when Zachariah visited
Mary in the sanctuary and found her with food whose source he could
not identify, he asked her where she had gotten it, and she replied, “It is
from God; behold, God grants sustenance unto whom He wills,
beyond all reckoning (bi ghayri ^is¥b).” The phrase bi ghayri ^is¥b,
translated here as “beyond all reckoning,” can be understood to mean
that what God grants, He grants without its being deserved. It can also
be understood to mean that what God gives, He does not take back
again. Thirdly, it can mean that God gives more than human beings
could ever measure.
28) The concept of jahl
The root j-h-l denotes two primary meanings. The first is opposed to
knowledge, while the second is opposed to stillness. Used in the
first sense, we derive the noun majhal (plural, maj¥hil) meaning an
unknown, unexplored region or territory, and mijhalah, which refers
to something that leads to ignorance. The verbal noun is jahl or
jah¥lah; the verb taj¥hala means to feign ignorance or lack of knowledge, while the active participle, meaning ‘ignorant’, is j¥hil or jah‰l
(plural, juhh¥l or juhal¥’). A she-camel with no identifying markings is
referred to as a n¥qah majh‰lah; the verb istajhala means to regard
someone as ignorant or uneducated.
Used in the second sense, we derive the noun mijhal, which refers to
the poker used to stir embers. Similarly, the statement, istajhalat alrÏ^u al-ghu|na means that the wind stirred a branch as it blew over it.
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Derivatives of the root j-h-l occur 24 in the Qur’an. In all these cases
they relate in one way or another to a lack of knowledge. In many cases
the lack of knowledge is viewed as willful and blameworthy (cf. S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:67), but in some cases it is not. In S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:273, the word j¥hil is used simply to mean “unaware,” without any
criticism implied. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:17 states that God accepts the
repentance of those who do wrong “out of ignorance” (bi jah¥lah).
S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:154 refers to “pagan ignorance” (j¥hiliyyah), while
S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:64 records words addressed by the Prophet to
unbelievers as “O you who are unaware [of right and wrong]” (ayyuh¥
al-j¥hil‰n).
29) The concept of b¥~il
The root consisting of the letters b-~-l denotes something’s departure or
the brevity of its stay or duration (the verb being ba~ala/yab~ulu, verbal
noun bu~ul/bu~‰l). It is frequently used in opposition to the concept of
truth. The active participle, b¥~il (plural, ab¥~Ïl), is used to refer to that
which is false, null, void, or invalid.
Derivatives of this root occur in approximately 36 places in the
Qur’an, and in three different senses: (1) Falsehood. The word b¥~il is
used in this sense in S‰rah Fu||ilat, 41:42. See also S‰rah al-Isr¥’,
17:81, S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:62, which describes all that people worship
other than God as “falsehood” (al-b¥~il) and S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:42,
where people are commanded not to “overlay the truth with falsehood” (l¥ talbis‰ al-^aqqa bil-b¥~il). (2) Nullification. People are
exhorted in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:264 not to “nullify” their good works
(l¥ tub~il‰ |adaq¥tikum) by reminding others of how good they have
been to them. (3) Injustice. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:188 urges people not
to consume each other’s resources “wrongfully” (bil-b¥~il).
30) The concept of haw¥
The triliteral root h-w-y denotes the idea of falling, and of emptiness.
From this root we derive the noun haw¥’, which refers to air due to its
apparent emptiness. The verb haw¥/yahwÏ means to fall (verbal noun,
haw¥), from which we derive the noun h¥wiyah, meaning pit or chasm
(something into which one falls). With the definite article, this noun
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also refers to Hell (al-h¥wiyah, the pit into which the denier of truth
falls). Another sense of the noun haw¥ is caprice, craving, and passion,
which are viewed as being devoid of all benefit. Similarly, the word
haw¥ can refer to romantic love in both its positive and negative aspects.
Derivatives of this root occur in 38 places in the Qur’an, and in the
following senses: (1) To fall. S‰rah al-Najm, 53:1 refers to God’s
message as it “comes down” (idh¥ haw¥). Using the verb in a more
metaphorical sense, S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:37 contains Abraham’s prayer
that people’s hearts would “incline” (tahwÏ) toward the inhabitants of
the valley where he has settled. (See also S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:31). (2)
Craving. S‰rah al-N¥zi¢¥t, 79:40 uses the term haw¥ to refer to “base
desires.” (3) To perish. S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:81 employs the verb haw¥ in
this sense, telling us that he who brings divine condemnation upon
himself “has thrown himself into utter ruin” (fa qad haw¥). (4) Empty
space. S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:43 describes the hearts of evildoers as “an
abysmal void” (af’idatuhum haw¥’), so terrified and confounded are
they from what they witness on the Day of Judgment (cf. S‰rah alQa|a|, 28:10). (5) Hell. This sense of the word is found in S‰rah
al-Q¥ri¢ah, 101:9, which, in an indirect reference to Hell, speaks of the
“abyss” (h¥wiyah) in which sinners find themselves. (6) Whim,
caprices. For this use, see S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:145, where the plural
ahw¥’ahum is translated by Asad as “errant views” (cf. S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:48).
third: Wa^y-related terms in the qur’an
1) The concept of Wa^y
The root consisting of the letter w-^-y refers to the act of communicating knowledge of some kind in a rapid, subtle manner. The noun wa^y
refers to a signal, sign or rapidly delivered message. As for the noun
wa^¥, it refers to an inspiration or quiet voice. The verb tawa^^¥
means to hurry or act quickly, while the adjective wa^iyyun means
hurried or hasty. As for the verb istaw^¥, it means to call someone and
send him out and to seek understanding, insight, or understanding
from him. Similarly, the verb wa^^¥ means to hasten someone or
something.
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Derivatives of the root w-^-y occur 79 times in the Qur’an in five
different senses: (1) Sign, signal or gesture. S‰rah Maryam, 19:11 tells
us how Zachariah came out of the temple and gestured to his people
(aw^¥ ilayhim) to praise God morning and evening. (2) To suggest
thoughts, whisper. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:112 describes evil forces that
“whisper unto one another” in attempts to deceive and mislead. (3)
Inspiration. In S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:7 God declares, “We inspired [thus]
the mother of Moses (aw^¥yn¥ il¥ ummi m‰s¥): Suckle him [for a
time], and then, when thou hast cause to fear for him, cast him into the
river.” (4) God-given instincts. S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:68 tells us how God
has “inspired the bees” (aw^¥…il¥ al-na^l) to build dwellings for themselves in mountains and trees. (5) Divine revelation. The verb aw^¥ is
also used to describe God’s communication of His revelation to the
prophets, as in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:163, where God states, “We inspired
(aw^ayn¥ il¥) Abraham, and Ishmael, and Isaac, and Jacob, and their
descendants.” The noun wa^y is also found in S‰rah al-Sh‰r¥, 42:51 in
the sense of “sudden inspiration.” The process of wa^y – sudden inspiration, or revelation – occurs by seeing a messenger from God and
hearing what he says, such as when Gabriel delivered God’s messages
to the Prophet. In other cases, however, one may hear a message without seeing a messenger, such as when Moses heard God speak, yet
without seeing Him. The Qur’an warns against claiming falsely to have
received divine inspiration; hence we read in S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:93,
“And who could be more wicked than he who invents a lie about God,
or says, ‘This has been revealed unto me’ (q¥la ‰^iya ilayya), the while
nothing has been revealed to him (wa lam y‰^a ilayhi shay’un)?” The
verb aw^¥ can also refer to God’s inspiration of people to do good
works. In speaking of Isaac and his son, God states in S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’,
21:73, “We inspired them [with a will] to do good works” (aw^¥yn¥
ilayhim fi¢l al-khayr¥t). God inspired Jesus’ disciples to believe in him
(S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:111). This same verb, however, can be used to
refer to evil insinuations (see S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:121). The Arabic word
most often used to refer to inspiration given to people other than the
prophets is ilh¥m, while the inspiration granted to other creatures – the
bees, for example – is taskhÏr.
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2) Ilh¥m
The triliteral root l-h-m denotes the act of devouring, consuming, or
swallowing up. Hence, the verb alhama/yulhimu in the sense of inspiration is a metaphorical expression derived from the image of ‘feeding’
someone something that is good. It can describe the act of introducing
a good thought into someone’s mind with a view to carrying it out in
action, or the thought of something evil with a view to avoiding it. The
only derivative of the root l-h-m found in the Qur’an is the verb alhama
in S‰rah al-Shams, 91:7-8, which tells us that God has ‘enlightened’ the
soul concerning both its vices and its virtues. In other words, He has
shown the individual what he or she should pursue by way of goodness
and obedience to God, and what to avoid by way of evil and disobedience. Every believer has been a recipient of ilh¥m to some degree by the
mere fact of having been guided to faith without his or her having
sought out evidence or proof. Ilh¥m thus consists in the knowledge
that inspires an individual to undertake whatever action is necessary to
achieve the good and provide guidance for others in society.
The process of ilh¥m involves the introduction of ideas into the
mind and heart such that the individual immediately grasps their
meaning and significance. If we say someone is mulham, ‘inspired’, we
mean that he or she comes to know things by virtue of his or her astuteness and intelligence without necessarily having witnessed them
directly. Wa^y is specific to prophets, while ilh¥m is more general. And
whereas wa^y takes place through the mediation of an angel or direct
communication from God, ilh¥m takes place through the introduction
of a thought into one’s mind or heart in such a way that the individual
realizes the truth without having exerted a special effort to investigate
the matter at hand or research evidence for and against it. As for i¢l¥m,
meaning notification, it is more general than ilh¥m, since it consists
simply in announcing or conveying information to someone about
something.
3) Lu~f
The root l-~-f denotes gentleness, daintiness, and delicacy. When preceded by the definite article, the adjectival form la~Ïf is one of the 99
names of God (cf. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:103; S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:63), and
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translates roughly as “unfathomable” (Muhammad Asad) or “above
all comprehension” (Abdullah Yusuf Ali). The divine name Al-La~Ïf
often appears in conjunction with Al-KhabÏr which, as we saw earlier,
denotes God’s knowledge of all things. S‰rah al-Mulk, 67:14 reads, al¥
ya¢lamu man khalaqa wa huwa Al-La~Ïf Al-KhabÏr? This is rendered
by Asad as, “How could it be that He who has created [all] should not
know [all]? Yea, He alone is unfathomable [in His wisdom] (wa huwa
Al-La~Ïfu), Aware (Al-KhabÏr)!”, and by Abdullah Yusuf Ali as,
“Should He not know – He that created? and He is the One that understands the finest mysteries (wa huwa Al-La~Ïfu) [and] is well-acquainted
[with them] (Al-KhabÏr).”
As applied to God, the word la~Ïf describes God’s goodness to His
servants, which is demonstrated by His gracious, gentle provision of
the blessings they need. It also points to God’s nature as the One who
knows that which is concealed, the intricacies of things. When applied
to speech, la~if means mysterious, vague and subtle, and when one says
tala~~aftu bi ful¥n, it means, “I gained access to his secrets through
subterfuge.”
Derivatives of the root l-~-f occur eight times in the Qur’an. In S‰rah
Y‰suf, 12:100, Joseph states: rabbÏ la~Ïfun li m¥ yash¥’u. This is translated by Abdullah Yusuf Ali as, “Verily my Lord understands best the
mysteries of all that He plans to do,” and by Muhammad Asad as,
“Verily, my Sustainer is unfathomable in [the way He brings about]
whatever He wills.” Both translations bring out the element of mystery
and “beyondness” conveyed by the term la~Ïf when applied to the
Divine. The word la~Ïf describes someone who operates so covertly and
discreetly that his actions escape others’ notice. This sense of the root l~-f is found in S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:19, where we are told that one of the
“Companions of the Cave” is sent out to bring food from the nearby
town with instructions that he should “behave with great care (walyatala~~af) and by no means make anyone aware of you (wa l¥
yush¢iranna bikum a^adan).” Similarly, the plural la~¥’if refers to realities that are too subtle to be perceived by the senses.
4) Ris¥lah
The root r-s-l denotes emanation and extension. The noun rasl refers to
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a leisurely gait, while the verb tarassal means to proceed leisurely, take
one’s time. The noun rasl can also refer to sheep that have been sent out
to pasture. The plural of rasl is sometimes used as an adverb, as in j¥’ alqawmu ars¥lan, “the people came in one group after another.” The
noun ras‰l (plural, rusul) refers to a messenger or apostle, while winds
are sometimes referred to as mursal¥t, “sent ones.” As for the verb rassala (verbal noun, tarsÏl), it is more or less synonymous with the verb
rattala (tartÏla), meaning to chant or sing.
Derivatives of the root r-s-l occur 513 times in the Qur’an, and in
the following senses: (1) To let loose upon. This sense is found in S‰rah
Maryam, 19:83, where God declares that He has “let loose all [manner
of] satanic forces upon those who deny the truth” (arsaln¥ al-shay¥~Ïna
¢al¥ al-k¥firÏn). (See also S‰rah al-Qamar, 54:27). (2) To send a person
out. In S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:79 God tells the Prophet, “We have sent you
as an apostle unto all mankind” (arsaln¥ka lil-n¥si ras‰lan). Similarly,
we read in S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:53 that in the time of Moses, Pharaoh
“sent heralds unto all cities” (arsala fir¢awnu fÏ al-mad¥’ini ^¥shirÏn).
Used in the sense of release from bondage, the word arsala is found in
S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:17, where Moses tells Pharaoh to “Let the children of Israel go with us!” (arsil ma¢an¥ banÏ isr¥’Ïl). (3) One who
releases from affliction (mursil). See S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:2. (7) To provide.
This sense is found in S‰rah N‰^, 71:11, where we are told that God
“will send rain to you in abundance” (yursili al-sam¥’a ¢alaykum
midr¥ran – more literally, will release the sky upon you).
The original meaning of the root r-s-l is that of gradual emission or
sending out, as in reference, for example, to camels sent out little by little. A similar sense is conveyed by the word ras‰l, a messenger who is
sent out. (In S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:128, the word ras‰l is used to refer to
a single person, while in S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:16 it is used to refer to
more than one). The plural form rusul is used to refer both to God’s
prophets (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:144) and to His angels (see S‰rah H‰d,
11:81).
5) Naba’
The root n-b-¢ denotes movement from place to place. The noun naba’
refers to a report or piece of news that has been brought from one place
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to another, the active participle munbi’ refers to a person who brings
the report, and a nabÏ, or prophet (plural, anbiy¥’) is someone who
brings a report on God’s authority. The verb tanabba’a can mean
either to claim to be a prophet, or to prophesy or predict something,
while the verbal noun is nub‰’ah or tanabbu’. Another sense conveyed
by this root is that of being raised, elevated or prominent. When attributed to a sound or voice, the verb naba’a denotes softness, and means
to make a low sound. Hence, the noun naba’ refers to a report that is
critical in its importance, that is delivered discreetly, or in a low voice,
and that is devoid of all untruth. In order for a khabar to be described
as a naba’, it must display these three qualities.
The root n-b-’, derivatives of which appear in 160 places in the
Qur’an, occurs as a verb in past and present tenses, and as a noun,
plural and singular. All of its occurrences are consistent with the root’s
lexical definition as a true report. These include, for example, S‰rah alTa^rÏm, 66:3 (nabba’at bihi, “she divulged it”), S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:15
(a’‰nabbi’ukum, “Shall I tell you…?”), and S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:15 (la
tunabbi’annahum bi amrihim h¥dh¥, “Of a surety you shall [one day]
tell them the truth of this their affair”).
6) Nubuwwah
The word nubuwwah is derived from the root n-b-’ discussed above.
Nubuwwah, or prophethood, is a kind of ambassadorship among
thoughtful souls for the purpose of enlightening them concerning both
their present life and the life to come. A prophet (nabÏ) is someone who
conveys a message that brings peace to those with astute, perceptive
minds. The prophet occupies a rank below that of an apostle or
messenger (ras‰l). However, the role of prophet is one for which the
individual is chosen, not one he acquires by dint of his own efforts,
since the knowledge this station brings is divine in nature and is not
dependent on human knowledge in any way.
7) ¬m¥n
The root a-m-n denotes two basic meanings: (1) faithfulness and honesty that bring inward peace, the verb being amina/ya’manu, and the
verbal noun being am¥nah, meaning integrity; and (2) affirmation of
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someone else’s truthfulness, the verb being ¥mana/yu’minu, and the
verbal noun being Ïm¥n, or faith (see S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:5). One of the
names of God is Al-Mu’min, “the Preserver of Faith” (S‰rah al-¤ashr,
59:23) who, by preserving people’s faith, protects them from chastisement in the life to come. As for Ïm¥n, or faith, it refers to confidence in
God demonstrated through reverence and submission to God’s Law.
Derivatives of the root a-m-n occur 875 times in the Qur’an, and in
the following senses: (1) Expression of faith in public, and disbelief in
private. This use of the root is found in S‰rah al-Mun¥fiq‰n, 63:3,
which speaks of certain individuals who “[profess that] they have
attained to faith (¥man‰), whereas [inwardly] they deny the Truth
(thumma kafar‰).” (2) Affirming the truth of Islam both in public and
in private. S‰rah al-Bayyinah, 98:7 praises those “who have attained
to faith, and do righteous deeds” (alladhÏna ¥man‰ wa ¢amil‰ al|¥li^¥t). (Cf. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:62). (3) Faith in the one God
combined with polytheism (S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:106). (4) Affirming the
truth of what some other human being says (S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:17). (5)
Believing in falsehoods that can provide no salvation (S‰rah al-Nis¥’,
4:51).
¬m¥n whose object is God entails an affirmation of divine truth
which stands opposed to kufr, or denial of this truth (cf. S‰rah al-Na^l,
16:106). When its object is God, the verb ¥mana/yu’minu is generally
followed by the preposition bi in parallel with its opposite, kafara/yakfuru, which takes the same preposition. By affirming God’s existence
and oneness, the believer (mu’min) renders himself or herself secure (fÏ
ma’man) from divine chastisement. When the object of the verb
¥mana/yu’minu in the Qur’an is something or someone other than
God, it is generally followed by the preposition li, which conveys the
sense of not only affirmation, but following and emulation. ¬m¥n
customarily refers to belief that goes beyond one’s knowledge (which is
also true of God-consciousness, or taqw¥). ¬m¥n involves confession
with the lips, belief in the heart, and action (cf. S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:106
and S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:143). The greater the knowledge that accompanies faith (Ïm¥n), the more action one will engage in, and the more
the action, the greater the certainty. Certainty thus waxes with obedience to the All-Merciful One, and wanes with obedience to evil or
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destructive impulses. One can only attain to Ïm¥n by receiving the light
of knowledge from the lantern of prophethood, stripping oneself of
base desires and caprices, and ceasing to acquiesce in the will of others.
Believers’ knowledge is derived from the flame of divine revelation,
while their will is devoted to God and the life to come. Firmly established in knowledge and right action, such individuals will be among
the leaders who guide others based on God’s commands, and successors to His Apostle in guiding his community worldwide.
8) Ghayb
The root gh-y-b denotes the act of vanishing from sight. It is used of the
sun when it sets, for example. We say gh¥bat al-shams, that is, “the sun
vanished from sight.” The verbal noun ghayb denotes doubt or uncertainty, as well as low or depressed parts of the earth. Similarly, the
noun ghay¥bah refers to the bottom of a well, pit, etc.
Derivatives of this root occur 60 times in the Qur’an in the following senses: (1) “That which is beyond the reach of human perception,”
including: the Day of Judgment (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:3) and death
(S‰rah Saba’, 34:14). God is identified as the One who knows “all that
is beyond the reach of a created being’s perception (al-ghayb) as well as
all that can be witnessed by a creature’s senses or mind (wa alshah¥dah) (S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:9 and S‰rah al-Sajdah, 32:6).” See also
S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:188, S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:59, S‰rah Maryam, 19:78,
and S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:26. (2) The “dark depths” of a well (ghay¥bati
al-jubbi, S‰rah Y‰suf 12:10). (3) Confidentialities, the privacy of one’s
home life. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:34 speaks of righteous women who act as
guardians of “what Allah would have them guard” (lil-ghaybi bi m¥
^afiza All¥hu, Abdullah Yusuf Ali).” In other words, they behave in
their husbands’ absence as they would behave in his presence. (4)
Backbiting (which involves saying hurtful things about people in their
absence). See S‰rah al-¤ujur¥t, 49:13. (11) Knowledge of the unseen
(i.e., divine revelation received). We are told in S‰rah al-TakwÏr, 81:24
that God does not “withhold grudgingly a knowledge of the Unseen”
(wa m¥ huwa ¢al¥ al-ghaybi bi \anÏn).
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:3 states that the God-conscious are those
“who believe in [the existence of] that which is beyond the reach of
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human perception” (alladhÏna yu’min‰na bil-ghayb) and which,
therefore, can only be known through divine revelation. This verse has
been interpreted by some to mean that they believe whether they are
present to you, or absent (in other words, they are not hypocrites). This
relates to S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:94, which speaks of pilgrims to Makkah
being tempted by the game animals available to them (hunting being
prohibited during the pilgrimage) such “that God might mark out those
who fear Him although He is beyond the reach of human perception”
(li ya¢lama All¥hu man yakh¥fuhu bil-ghayb, Asad), or, as rendered by
Yusuf Ali, “that He may test who fears Him unseen” (man yakh¥fuhu
bil-ghayb).
9) Qa\¥’
The root q-\-y relates to the action of mastering or completing something; bringing it to pass, carrying out, executing, and ruling or judging
concerning the law. The verbal noun qa\¥’ can refer variously to a legal
ruling or judgment, or the judiciary. From this root we derive the active
participle q¥\Ï, meaning judge or magistrate, who issues rulings and
implements them. The related noun qa\iyyah, meaning lawsuit, case,
cause or legal question, points to a process of settling, resolution, and
clarification, while the feminine active participle, q¥\iyyah, is used to
refer to death (which finalizes and concludes a life).
Derivatives of the root q-\-y occur 63 times in the Qur’an in the
following senses: (1) To command, instruct, enjoin as a duty. S‰rah alIsr¥’, 17:23 tells us that God “has ordained (qa\¥) that you shall
worship none but Him” (all¥ ta¢bud‰ ill¥ iyy¥hu). (2) To decree or
make known. This meaning of the verb qa\¥ is found in S‰rah al-Isr¥’,
17:4 and S‰rah al-¤ijr, 15:66. (3) To finish or conclude. In S‰rah alNis¥’, 4:103 God tells believers, “when you have finished your prayer
(idh¥ qa\aytum al-|al¥h), remember God...” (fadhkur‰ All¥h). (4) To
bring about, accomplish. This sense of the verb qa\¥ is found in S‰rah
al-Anf¥l, 8:42. (5) To kill, put an end to. S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:15 tells us
that Moses struck a man with his fist and thus “brought about his end”
(qa\¥ ¢alayhi). (6) To settle, decide. S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:41 tells us that a
certain matter “has been decided [by God]” (qu\iya al-amru). Of
Jesus’ miraculous conception, S‰rah Maryam, 19:21 tells us that “it
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was a thing decreed [by God]” (k¥na amran maq\iyyan), while, speaking of how each soul must come within sight of the hell fire, 19:71
describes this reality as “a decree that must be fulfilled” (k¥na…
^atman maq\iyyan). (7) To fulfill a term of service. S‰rah al-Qa|a|,
28:29 tells us of when “Moses had fulfilled his term” of service (qa\¥
m‰s¥ al-ajala) in Midian. (8) To rule, pass judgment on. Describing the
Day of Judgment with the use of the past tense (for rhetorical emphasis), S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:69 tells that when people appear before God,
“judgment will be passed on them all in justice” (qu\iya baynahum bi
al-^aqq). (See also S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:75, and S‰rah al-Naml, 27:78).
(9) To form or create. The verb qa\¥ is used in this sense in relation to
God’s creation of the heavens in S‰rah Fu||ilat, 41:12.
The divine action indicated by the word qa\¥’ is more concrete than
that referred to as qadar. Qadar has to do with divine foreknowledge
or predetermination, while qa\¥’ has to do with the fulfillment, in real
time, of such divine knowledge or predetermination.
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3

Paths of Ma¢rifah:
Reason and Sensation
first: concepts relating to Ma¢rifah
1) The concept of ma¢rifah
t h e r o o t ¢-q-l refers to an impediment in something. Al-KhalÏl
contrasted the ¢aql to ignorance. The verb is ¢aqala/ya¢qilu, the verbal
noun being ¢aql (plural, ¢uq‰l). The active participle ¢¥qil means reasonable, sensible, prudent and the like, its plurals being ¢uqal¥’ and
¢¥qil‰n. An intensified form of ¢¥qil is ¢aq‰l, meaning endowed with
exceptional understanding and intellect. The passive participle ma¢q‰l
means intelligible, reasonable, and understandable, while the noun
¢¥qilah refers to a clan whose members share the burden of paying the
blood money for the tribe if one of its members is guilty of unintentional
homicide. The ¢¥qilah would consist of the cousins of the person who
had committed the murder. The term ma¢qil (plural, ma¢¥qil) refers to
a stronghold or fortress, while charity (|adaqah) has sometimes been
referred to with the term ¢iq¥l, which is a rope used to hobble a camel.
Renowned grammarian al-A|ma¢Ï stated that when attributed to the
gazelle, the verb ¢aqala is used to mean that the gazelle was stranded (as
on a mountain). Similarly, if food has caused someone constipation, it
may be said that al-~a¢¥m ¢aqala ba~nahu, while the phrase u¢tuqila
lis¥nu ful¥n means that so-and-so’s tongue was tied.
When used in the sense of mind, intelligence, or reason, the word
¢aql has numerous denotations. It can mean, for example, knowledge
of the nature of things, be they good or bad, beautiful or ugly, perfect
or imperfect. Similarly, it might refer to the ability to recognize which
of two goods is better, and which of two evils is worse. The passive participle ma¢q‰l, meaning reasonable or intelligible, refers to what has
been retained in one’s heart or understanding. Reason or intelligence is
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referred to as ¢aql because it is what restrains you (ya¢qiluka) from surrendering to your cravings and appetites, just as a ¢iq¥l – a cord used to
hobble a camel – restrains and limits the camel’s movement. Similarly,
it restrains (ya¢qilu) the tongue, thereby preventing its owner from
uttering careless, harmful words out of ignorance and error.
Derivatives of the root ¢-q-l occur 49 times in the Qur’an. There is
no occurrence of the noun ¢aql. However, the root appears repeatedly
in various verbal forms: ¢aqal‰hu (once), ta¢qil‰n and ya¢qil‰n (46
times), na¢qilu (once), and ya¢qiluh¥ (once). The interrogative phrase
afal¥ ta¢qil‰n appears 13 times. Examples of these occurrences include:
S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:80 which, after pointing to God’s power over
life and death and “the alternation of night and day,” asks its listeners,
“Will you not, then, use your reason (afal¥ ta¢qil‰n)?” In S‰rah alNa^l, 16:67 God reminds us of the nourishment He provides through
“date-palms and vines.” He then adds that in these things “there is a
message indeed for people who use their reason” (inna fÏ dh¥lika la
¥yatan li qawmin ya¢qil‰n; cf. 16:13) Likewise, S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:58
states that certain people who mock the call to prayer “do not use their
reason” (l¥ ya¢qil‰n; cf. S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:22). In other words, their
intelligence does nothing to deter them from engaging in morally reprehensible behavior. It has also been suggested that this verse is saying
that they fail to realize the reward they would enjoy if they obeyed God
and His Messenger. The fact that they “do not use their reason” does
not mean that they have no intelligence or understanding, however.
Rather, it means simply that they are failing to respond to God’s call
due either to pride or to a lack of conviction. The evidence against them
stands, however, since, despite their lack of conviction, they do understand the message they have heard.
Philosophers and ethicists view the mind as a non-material essence
that is nevertheless associated with matter in the course of its operation. The expressive entity to which each of us refers as “I”, the mind
has been described as a light in the heart that recognizes truth and falsehood. In sum, the ¢aql may be described variously as: (1) the attribute
that distinguishes human beings from other living creatures, (2) the
capacity by which we recognize the possibility of what is possible, and
the impossibility of what is impossible, (3) knowledge gleaned from
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experience, and (4) an instinctive force by means of which a person is
able to squelch cravings for immediate gratification, but which differs
in strength from one person to another.
2) The concept of ^ajr
The triliteral root ^-j-r denotes the act of hindering, detaining, prohibiting, or denying access to something. One might state that a ruler
^ajar ¢al¥ al-safÏh, that is, he denied a legally incompetent person access
to his wealth and forbade him to dispose of it. The mind is sometimes
referred to with the word ^ijr, since it acts to restrain a person from
behaving in an unseemly manner. Found only once in the Qur’an, this
use of the word ^ijr occurs in S‰rah al-Fajr, 89:5, which refers to those
“endowed with reason” (dhÏ ^ijr). Hence, the roots ¢a-q-l and ^-j-r
share in common the denotation of restraining and holding back.
3) The concept of nuh¥
The root n-h-y denotes: (1) the reaching of a goal or end, and (2) prohibition or restraint. The noun nuhyah (plural, nuh¥) is used to refer to
reason or the mind because it restrains us from engaging in shameful
actions. It has been suggested that another reason the mind is referred
to with the word nuhyah is that reason (al-¢aql) causes one to stop (yantahÏ, derived from nah¥) at what God has commanded rather than
exceeding the limits He has set. The word nuhyah can thus be seen to be
related to the noun nih¥yah, meaning end or limit. Similarly, the verb
anh¥/yunhÏ (verbal noun, inh¥’) may be used synonymously with
ablagha/yublighu (verbal noun, ibl¥gh), meaning to transmit or conduct something to a termination point. The adjective manh¥h is used to
describe someone who is sensible and insightful. Alternate forms of
this adjective include nahÏ and nahin (plural, nahÏn).
Derivatives of the root n-h-y occur twice in the Qur’an. S‰rah >¥h¥,
20:54 declares that Nature holds messages “for those who are
endowed with reason” (li ‰lÏ al-nuh¥). Only those who use their reason
benefit from these messages, since only they take them to heart; only
they comprehend the rational evidence God has placed in the natural
world for the reality of the resurrection of the dead. Such evidence is
found in the way plants are brought back to life after the earth “dies”
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during the winter months, and in the way God brought us into being
out of nothing. In short, people’s minds (al-nuh¥) act to restrain them
(tanh¥hum) from unseemly comport, and stop (tantahÏ) at the limits
God has set for them.
4) The concept of qalb
The root q-l-b has two primary denotations: (1) the essence or best part
of something, and (2) to reverse, topple, or overturn. From the first
denotation we derive the noun qalb (plural, qul‰b), or heart, which is
viewed as the purest, highest and most genuine part of something.
From the second we derive the verb qalaba, meaning to overturn or
turn inside out.
The noun qalb occurs 132 times in the Qur’an. Used to refer to the
mind, we find the term in S‰rah Q¥f, 50:37, which tells us that the
Qur’an is “a reminder for everyone whose heart is wide-awake” (li
man k¥na lahu qalb), or, as Yusuf Ali renders it, “for any that has a
heart and understanding.” S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:14 describes the foes
against which the Muslim community was fighting with the words,
“their hearts are at odds [with one another]” (qul‰buhum shatt¥). So,
although the word qalb can refer to the physical organ located in the
left half of the thoracic cavity, it is used figuratively in the Qur’an to
refer to a person’s emotions, thoughts and feelings. The word qalb is
also used to refer to the seat of reason, knowledge, courage, fear and illness, while the word |adr, meaning chest, has been used to refer to the
seat of cravings, desires, caprice, whim, anger, and the like.
The Qur’an describes the heart in many ways. It speaks of the heart
as capable of rancor; of soundness or illness (S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:52;
S‰rah al-ß¥ff¥t, 37:84 and S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:32), pride and overbearingness (S‰rah Gh¥fir, 40:35), repentance (S‰rah Q¥f, 50:33), sin
and righteousness (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:283, S‰rah al-Mu~affifÏn,
83:14), mercy and harshness (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:159; S‰rah al-¤adÏd,
57:27); tranquility (S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:28), terror (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n,
3:151), understanding (S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:25; S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:46),
blindness (S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:46), revulsion (S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:45);
denial (S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:22), trembling (S‰rah al-N¥zi¢¥t, 79:8), listening (S‰rah al-Ta^rÏm, 66:4), reverence (S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:2; S‰rah
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al-¤adÏd, 57:16), waywardness (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:7; S‰rah alTawbah, 9:117), regret (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:156), hardness (S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:74; S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:13), hypocrisy (S‰rah alTawbah, 9:77); skepticism and faith (S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:45; S‰rah
al-Muj¥dalah, 58:22), and God-consciousness (S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:32;
S‰rah al-¤ujur¥t, 49:3). It speaks of God sealing or closing hearts
(S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:7, S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:101; S‰rah Mu^ammad,
47:24), testing hearts (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 3:154); unifying hearts
(S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:63); and strengthening hearts (S‰rah al-Qa|a|,
28:10). From this sampling of references it will be apparent that the
heart (qalb) is spoken of in the Qur’an as the seat of thought and emotion, knowledge and faith, as well as that of ignorance and suspicion,
doubt and hypocrisy.
5) The concept of lubb
The root l-b-b conveys two primary meanings: (1) that of remaining,
abiding, and steadfastness, and (2) purity, goodness, inner essence.
The verb alabba/yulibbu means to stay or remain (verbal noun, ilb¥b),
while the phrase labbayka which pilgrims in Makkah address to God
has been interpreted to mean, “I will remain steadfastly obedient to
You.” As for the second meaning, it yields derivatives such as lubb,
which means the essence, gist, or best part of something – hence, also,
the mind or heart. From it we derive the adjective labÏb, meaning intelligent and understanding, and the noun labbah, which refers to the
upper part of the chest.
The lubb is reason purged of all impurities and steeped in the highest human ideals. Hence, every lubb may be classified as a ¢aql, but not
every ¢aql qualifies as a lubb. The function of the lubb in the Qur’an is
to convey a reminder that leads to inner purity, openness to the lessons
God has to teach us, and obedience to God’s commands. The plural
alb¥b occurs 16 times in the Qur’an in a reference to those with acute
God-consciousness and discerning, willing hearts and minds. S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:7, for example, speaks of those who believe in God’s revelation and who say, “…The whole [of the divine writ] is from our
Sustainer.” To this the Qur’an adds that no one bears this truth in mind
but “those who are endowed with insight” (‰l‰ al-alb¥b). Those
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referred to in the Qur’an as ‰l‰ al-alb¥b are mentioned in four places in
connection with God-consciousness (see, for example, S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:179). In ten places, ‰l‰ al-alb¥b are mentioned in association
with mindfulness or remembrance (see, for example, S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:269; S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:19; S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:100), and
in S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:111, their mention is associated with “a lesson”
(¢ibrah) addressed to them. In S‰rah Gh¥fir, 40:54, we are told that the
revelations God has sent down are meant “as a [means of] guidance
and a reminder for those who were endowed with insight” (hudan wa
dhikra li ‰lÏ al-alb¥b). After giving details concerning the “law of retribution” (al-qi|¥|), S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:178-179 addresses those who
are “endowed with insight” (‰lÏ al-alb¥b), assuring them that this law
is a source of life for people. Only ‰lÏ al-alb¥b have the discernment to
understand that, despite the harshness of the law of retribution, it
embodies divine wisdom and mercy because, by virtue of the fear it
instills in people’s hearts, it deters them from wrongdoing.
6) The concept of f‰’¥d
The root f-’-d denotes fever, heat and intensity. Thus we might say,
fa’adtu al-la^m, “I roasted the meat.” The heart is sometimes referred
to by the noun f‰’¥d due to its warmth, the while the noun mif’ad refers
to a metal skewer on which meat is roasted. The verb ifta’ada/yafta’idu
means to be afflicted with a fearful heart.
The term f‰’¥d, which is consistently employed in a positive sense,
occurs sixteen times in the Qur’an in the sense of ‘heart’ (qalb). There
has been some disagreement as to what the word f‰’¥d means specifically in relation to the qalb, with some linguists holding that the qalb is
located inside the f‰’¥d (in other words, that the word f‰’¥d refers to
the membrane surrounding the qalb), and others holding that the f‰’¥d
refers to the center of the qalb. Using the plural af’idah, the Qur’an
declares God to be the One who has endowed human beings with
“hearing, and sight, and hearts” (al-sam¢a wa al-ab|¥ra wa al-af’idah)
(S‰rah al-Mulk, 67:23; cf. S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:78).
7) The concept of |adr
The root |-d-r conveys two basic meanings. The first of these is the act
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of coming away from a water source (al-|ud‰r ¢an al-m¥’) after drinking (as opposed to al-wird, the act of coming to water to drink). The
second is the chest (|adr, plural, |ud‰r). Used figuratively, the noun
|adr refers to the highest or most anterior part of something.
The word |adr occurs 44 times in the Qur’an in figurative reference
to the human chest, or bosom, as the seat of the will, the passions, faith,
unbelief, and knowledge. Qur’anic uses of the word qalb refer to the
locus of reason and knowledge; its uses of the word |adr likewise refer
to the seat of reason and knowledge; however, the |adr is also portrayed as the locus of emotions and inward states such as desire,
passion, rage, fear and terror. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:154 tells the Muslim
community that God had allowed certain trials and temptations in
order to “test... and purge (li yuma^^isa) what is in your hearts (m¥ fÏ
qul‰bikum),” since, it goes on to say, “for God is aware of what is in
the hearts [of men]” (dh¥t al-|ud‰r). The fact that both terms – qul‰b
and |ud‰r – are used here indicates a distinction between them in terms
of function. The Qur’an speaks of God’s testing and purging people’s
hearts (qul‰b) as the loci of intelligence, discernment and recollection
based on what has been stored in their bosoms (|ud‰r) by way of surrender to God or unbelief. S‰rah al-¢Ankab‰t, 29:10 asks rhetorically,
“Is not God fully aware of what is in the hearts of all creatures? (|ud‰r
al-¢¥lamÏn)?” The |adr as the locus of faith or unbelief is spoken of in
S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:106, according to which a person can open his or her
heart (|adr) to unbelief (kufr). Similarly, it is into people’s bosoms
(|ud‰r al-n¥s) that deceptive, evil promptings are ‘whispered’ by the
Tempter (S‰rah al-N¥s, 114:4-5). S‰rah al-¢Ankab‰t, 29:49 tells us
that the Qur’an consists of clear messages (¥y¥tun bayyin¥t) that make
their way into the hearts (|ud‰r) of those who have been endowed with
knowledge (alladhÏn ‰t‰ al-¢ilm).
8) The concept of fiqh
The root f-q-h refers to the act of comprehending. The verb is faqaha/
yafqahu and the verbal noun is fiqh. On one level, all knowledge, or
¢ilm, is a kind of fiqh, or understanding. However, the word fiqh has
come to be associated particularly with knowledge of Islamic Law and
the proper distinctions between the permitted and the prohibited, truth
and falsehood.
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The verbal form of the root f-q-h occurs 20 times in the Qur’an in a
sense that is narrower than that of ¢ilm. S‰rah H‰d, 11:91 reports the
words of the people of the prophet Shu¢ayb, who said to him, “O
Shu’ayb! We cannot grasp the purport of much of what you say” (m¥
nafqahu kathÏran mimm¥ taq‰l) (cf. S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:44; S‰rah >¥h¥,
20:28, S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:78; and S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:87). It has been
suggested that the meaning of the phrase m¥ nafqahu here means not
that they did not understand the meaning of what Shu¢ayb was saying
but, rather, that they were not convinced by it. For had they not understood it, they would not have been held accountable for their rejection
of him. The basis for accountability is simply that one understand the
prophet’s message, not that one be persuaded by it. The act of fiqh is
attributed to the qalb; this may be seen in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:179, which
condemns people “who have hearts with which they fail (or, rather,
refuse) to grasp the truth” (lahum qul‰bun l¥ yafqah‰na bih¥). (See
also S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:127 and S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:25).
Lastly, the verb form tafaqqah is used to refer to the pursuit of
knowledge, particularly of one’s religion. S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:122
contains an exhortation to Muslims to familiarize themselves with
Islamic legal rulings, to share this knowledge with others, and to warn
them of the dangers of failing to comply with them.
9) The concept of fahm
The root f-h-m denotes the act of understanding and seeing something
as it really is. The verb is fahima/yafhamu (verbal noun, fahm); the
derivative form of the verb tafahamma/yatafahhamu (verbal noun,
tafahhum) means to come to understand something gradually or in
stages, and the intensive form fahhama/yufahhimu means to cause
someone else to understand. This intensive verb form, which takes
both a direct and an indirect object, is found in S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’,
21:79: “We made Solomon understand the case [more profoundly]
(fahhamn¥h¥ sulaym¥n).” We are told in S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:79 that
God endowed Solomon with unique understanding of a case on which
he and his father David were ruling. The word fahm has likewise been
understood to mean a precise, nuanced grasp of something. In other
words, there are varying levels of understanding or comprehension,
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and not everything that is understood is known. Rather, one might
reach a certain level of understanding via speculation or guesswork.
10) The concept of i^¥~ah
The root ^-w-~ denotes the act of guarding about, protecting, preserving, watching over, surrounding, and taking responsibility for. From
this root we derive the active participle, ^¥’i~, which refers to a wall
(plural, ^Ï~¥n). In conjunction with the preposition bi, the verb form
a^¥~a/yu^Ï~u is used 23 times in the Qur’an in the following senses: (1)
Knowing or comprehending. S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:28 tells us that God
“encompasses [with His knowledge] all that they had [to say]” (a^¥~a
bi m¥ ladayhim), while S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:255 affirms that human
beings cannot encompass any of God’s knowledge apart from His will
(l¥ yu^Ï~‰na bi shay’in min ¢ilmihi ill¥ bi m¥ sh¥’) (cf. S‰rah Y‰nus,
10:39; S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:68; and S‰rah al-Naml, 27:22). (2) Encompassing. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:19 tells us that “God encompasses [with
His might] all who deny the truth” (mu^Ï~un bil-k¥firÏn) (cf. S‰rah
Fu||ilat, 41:54). (3) Destruction. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:81 tells us that
the unrepentant on Judgment Day will be encompassed (i.e., destroyed)
by their sins (a^¥tat bihi kha~Ï’atuhu) (cf. S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:29, 42;
and S‰rah al-¢Ankab‰t, 29:54).
11) The concept of tam^Ï|
The root m-^-| denotes an act of purifying, testing, examination or
refinement. The verb is ma^a|a/yam^a|u (verbal noun, ma^|), or
ma^^a|a/yuma^^i|u (verbal noun, tam^Ï|). The verb ma^^a|a occurs
twice in the Qur’an. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:141 tells us that God tests people with both bad fortune and good in order to “render pure of all dross
those who have attained to faith” (li yuma^^i|a All¥hu al-ladhÏna
¥man‰). Similarly, God declares to the Muslim community in S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:154 that “[all this befell you] so that God might…render
your innermost hearts pure of all dross” (li yuma^^i|a m¥ fÏ qul‰bikum). Hence, by testing believers through affliction and suffering, God
purifies them of their sins and faults.
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12) The concept of tamyÏz
The root m-y-z denotes the separation of one thing from another. From
this root we derive the verb m¥za/yamÏzu (mayz) and mayyaza/
yumayyizu (tamyÏz). The verb mayyaza means to prefer someone or
something over another, to set apart or isolate. The verbal noun tamyÏz
refers to the faculty of discernment – the mind’s ability to recognize distinctions and similarities among entities. Muslim jurists define the age
of discernment as the age at which one can distinguish between what is
beneficial and what is harmful.
The verbal form of this root occurs in four places in the Qur’an,
including S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:37, which tells us that when judging
human beings after death, God will “separate the bad from the good”
(yamÏza All¥hu al-khabÏtha min al-~ayyib), and S‰rah Y¥sÏn, 36:59,
where we are told that on the Day of Judgment God will say to those
who had rejected Him, “…stand aside today, O you who were lost in
sin!” (imt¥z‰ ayyuh¥ al-mujrim‰n).
13) The concept of tafakkur
The root f-k-r denotes the act of meditating, pondering, reflecting on,
or examining over and over. From it we derive the verbs fakkara/
yufakkiru (tafkÏr), meaning to think or cogitate, and tafakkara/
yatafakkaru (tafakkur), meaning to reflect or ponder on evidence or
phenomena toward the formation of an image, understanding or conceptualization. The intensive adjective fikkÏr describes someone who is
thoughtful and meditative. However, due to the process of change that
is involved in tafakkur, it is not attributable to God in His immutability.
Verbal derivatives of the root f-k-r occur eighteen times in the
Qur’an, while the Qur’anic concepts of tadhakkur, tadabbur, ta’ammul, istib|¥r, and i¢tib¥r share some common features with that of
tafakkur. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:191 commends those who keep God in
mind throughout the day and night, and who thus “reflect on the
creation of the heavens and the earth” (wa yatafakkar‰n fÏ khalqi alsam¥w¥ti wa al-ar\). Similarly, the Qur’an urges us to give thought to
the variety in people’s races, languages and cultures, deriving as they
do from one Single Source. S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:21 declares: “And
among His wonders is this: He creates for you mates out of your own
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kind, so that you might incline towards them, and He engenders love
and tenderness between you: in this, behold, there are messages indeed
for people who think (inna fÏ dh¥lika la ¥y¥tin li qawmin yatafakkar‰n)!” Hence, the phenomena of reproduction, marriage and loving
companionship shared by husbands and wives are presented as topics
for reverent reflection.
Other references to the act of reflection are found in S‰rah al-R‰m,
30:8, which asks concerning people who have no awareness of things
ultimate, “Have they never learned to think for themselves (alam
yatafakkar‰)?” In S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:176, the Prophet is urged to tell
people stories that convey spiritual lessons “so that they might take
thought” (la¢allahum yatafakkar‰n). S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:21 tells us, in
a similar vein, that God compares the power of the Qur’an with that of
a force that breaks even mountains asunder. To this He adds, “And
[all] such parables We propound unto men, so that they might [learn
to] think” (la¢allahum yatafakkar‰n).”
14) The concept of tadabbur
The root d-b-r denotes the end, final part, or rear of something. From it
we derive the noun dubur (the opposite of qubul), which refers to the
rear part or back side of something. The intensified verb dabbara/yudabbiru (tadbÏr) means to manage, organize, dispose of, or bring about.
It can also refer to the act of freeing a slave after his/her death (literally,
“from behind”, min dubur). As for the verb tadabbara/yatadabbaru
(tadabbur), it denotes the act of thinking about or investigating something’s final outcomes or ultimate consequences.
Derivatives of the root d-b-r occur 46 times in the Qur’an in the
following senses: (1) Back. In S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:15, God commands the
Muslim fighters to stand their ground against the polytheists, saying,
“do not turn your backs on them” (l¥ tuwall‰hum al-adb¥r). In the following verse (8:16), God warns them that any of them who “turns his
back on them” (yuwallihim... duburahu) in flight will earn God’s condemnation. The same sense of the word is used figuratively in S‰rah
Mu^ammad, 47:25, which describes those who have rejected God’s
message delivered through Muhammad as those who have turned their
backs (alladhÏn irtadd‰ ¢al¥ adb¥rihim) on the truth. (3) The end of
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something. S‰rah Q¥f, 50:40 urges believers to extol God’s glory “at
every prayer’s end” or “after the postures of adoration” (adb¥r alsuj‰d). (4) Departing, receding into the past. S‰rah al-Muddaththir,
74:33 urges us to consider “the night when it departs (al-layli idh
adbara).” (5) The last part of something. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:45 speaks
of how “the last remnant of those folk who had been bent on evildoing
was wiped out” (qu~i¢a d¥bir al-qawmi alladhÏna ·alam‰). (6) Reflection or contemplation. S‰rah al-Nis¥’ 4:82 asks whether people “reflect
on the Qur’an” (afal¥ yatadabbar‰n al-qu’r¥n). (See also S‰rah
Mu^ammad, 47:24). (7) Management, disposal, governance. S‰rah
Y‰nus, 10:31 tells us that it is God Who “governs all that exists” (yudabbiru al-amr). (See S‰rah al-Sajdah, 32:5, S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:68,
and S‰rah ß¥d, 38:29).
15) The concept of tadhakkur
The triliteral root dh-k-r denotes several meanings: (1) male (dhakar)
as opposed to female (unth¥), (2) remembering (dhikr) as opposed to
forgetting (nisy¥n), from which we derive the related meaning of mentioning or invocation (dhikr), which is a kind of remembrance with the
tongue, and (3) honor, renown or good repute. Other derivatives of
this root include the verbs dhakkara, to remind (verbal noun, tadhkÏr),
dh¥kara (mudh¥karah) and istadhkara (istidhk¥r), meaning to study
or recall, and the noun tadhkirah (a memento or keepsake, i.e., something that triggers or preserves a memory).
Derivatives of this root occur approximately 274 times in the
Qur’an, and in the following senses: (1) A divine message or reminder.
The Qur’an is spoken of in S‰rah ß¥d, 38:87 as “a reminder to all the
worlds” (dhikrun li al-¢¥lamÏn). (See also S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:24; and
S‰rah al-Qamar, 54:25), (2) the Qur’anic revelation (S‰rah al-¤ijr,
15:9). (3) Pre-Qur’anic revelation (the revelations given to Jews and
Christians). The Prophet is told by God to tell those who deny the truth
to “ask the followers of earlier revelation” (is’al‰ ahl al-dhikr) for
greater understanding (S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:7). (4) The revelation to
Moses. This sense of the word dhikr is found in S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’,
21:105, which speaks of the Psalms (al-zab‰r) having come “after the
Message (given to Moses)” (ba¢di al-dhikri). (5) Admonition, reminder,
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or warning. This sense of the word dhikr is found in S‰rah ß¥d, 38:1,
which describes the Qur’an as being “full of admonition” (dhÏ aldhikr, Abdullah Yusuf Ali; cf. the verbal form used in S‰rah al-An¢¥m,
6:44). (6) Remembrance of God. Believers are told in S‰rah al-Jum¢ah,
62:9 to “hasten to the remembrance of God (fas¢aw il¥ dhikr All¥h)”
when they hear the call to prayer (cf. S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:124; S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:135; S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:103; S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:152). (7)
Honor or eminence. God tells the Prophet in S‰rah al-Zukhruf, 43:44
to hold fast the revelation he has been given, because it will be “[a
source of] eminence for you and your people” (dhikrun laka wa li
qawmika). (8) To mention. In S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:42, we are told that
Joseph asked a fellow prisoner who would soon be freed to “mention
me to your master” (udhkurnÏ ¢inda rabbika). (9) To observe, remember, or bear in mind. The Children of Israel were exhorted to “bear in
mind” what was contained in the revelation they had received through
Moses (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:63; S‰rah H‰d, 11:24; S‰rah al-N‰r,
24:1; S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:27). This sense of the word is also found in
S‰rah Gh¥fir, 40:44, where, after admonishing his people for their
rejection of God’s message, a certain believer in the time of Moses
warned his hearers of the Day of Judgment. To this he added, “at that
time you will remember (sa tadhkur‰na) what I am telling you (m¥
aq‰lu lakum).”
The verb tadhakkar, meaning “bear in mind” is often paired with
the phrase “those endowed with insight” (‰l‰ al-alb¥b). For this pairing, see, for example, S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:269; S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:19;
and S‰rah ß¥d, 38:29.
The word dhikr has been understood in different senses due to the
way its meaning is specified by its various Qur’anic contexts. As we
have seen, the word dhikr is used variously to refer to obedience,
admonition, the Qur’an, elucidation, mentioning, reflection or contemplation. The act of remembering (tadhakkur) is an attempt to
recover images stored in one’s memory. Especially when one is remembering God, this process brings one into closer touch with his or her
environment. As we saw in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:201, the act of bringing
God to mind gives one a clearer perception of one’s surroundings. In
this context, the concept of dhikr is contrasted with unawareness,
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forgetfulness and oblivion. Remembering (tadhakkur) is similar to
reflection (tafakkur), since reflection involves the contemplation of
what one knows, while remembering involves the summoning of
knowledge that one needs to be mindful of after a time of unawareness
or forgetfulness. As we read in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:201, when those who
are conscious of God are assailed by an evil thought, they “bring God
to remembrance (tadhakkar‰)” (Abdullah Yusuf Ali), and in so doing,
are able to see the world around them more clearly (fa idh¥ hum
mub|ir‰n). The act of remembering (tadhakkur) confirms, preserves,
and renders more effective the knowledge one already possesses, while
the act of reflecting (tafakkur) may increase knowledge as well. The
Qur’anic contexts in which the various forms of the word tadhakkur
occur have to do with the clarification of matters of doctrine, comparisons between those with faith and those who deny the truth, reflection
on final outcomes (judgment, resurrection), and self-examination. As
mentioned, the verb tadhakkar is often associated with the phrase ‰lÏ
al-alb¥b, translated by Asad as “those endowed with insight,” and by
Abdullah Yusuf Ali as “men [sic] of understanding” (S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:269 and S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:19).
16) The concept of ^if·
The triliteral root ^-f-· denotes the act of preserving or observing. It is
used in the sense of memorization, which serves to preserve knowledge, as well as in relation to the preservation of life, safety, food, and
so on. One of the Divine Names is al-¤afÏ·, the Preserver, the One
whose notice nothing escapes on earth or in the heavenly realms, while
angels are sometimes referred to as hafa·ah, meaning guardians or
caretakers who enumerate and record people’s thoughts and actions.
Derivatives of the root ^-f-· occur 44 times in the Qur’an, and in the
following senses: (1) Entrusting to someone’s care. S‰rah al-M¥’idah,
5:44 tells us that some of God’s messages had been entrusted to
people’s care (ustu^fi·‰ min kit¥bi All¥h). (2) Guarding, preserving,
protecting. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:34 speaks of righteous women who guard
the privacy of their conjugal lives, while S‰rah al-ß¥ff¥t 37:7 uses the
noun ^if· in relation to God’s protection of the heavenly spheres. In
S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:12, Joseph’s brothers promise to protect him, saying,
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“We shall guard him well” (inn¥ lahu la ^¥fi·‰n; cf. 12:63). And in
S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:55, Joseph promises to take good care of Egypt’s
resources, saying, “Behold, I shall be a good and knowing keeper”
(innÏ ^afÏ·un ¢alÏm). (3) Witnessing and recording. The phrase ^¥fi·Ïn
kir¥man k¥tibÏn, which translates literally as “noble preservers who
record” refers to the angels God has appointed to watch over people
and record their thoughts and actions (S‰rah al-Infi~¥r, 82:10-11).
Preservation (^if·) is one of the primary functions of the human
mind, which stores knowledge through memory, while memory is one
measure of a person’s intelligence. As such, the process of ^if· refers to
the establishment of what has been understood in one’s mind lest it be
forgotten and lost. This process is followed by emotive response
(shu¢‰r) and understanding, which is followed in turn by remembering
and reflection. God condemns those who simply memorize without
understanding, likening them to “an ass that carries a load of books”
(S‰rah al-Jum¢ah, 62:5). Similarly acquiring knowledge without memorization is like building an edifice on a steep precipice from which it is
liable to slide at any moment into the abyss.
17) The concept of wa¢y
The triliteral root w-¢y denotes the act of holding or containing. Used
figuratively, the verb wa¢¥ refers to the act of retaining something in
memory, hence, knowing it or being aware of it. The verbal noun wa¢y,
generally translated as “consciousness,” refers to the heart’s or mind’s
act of containing or preserving something, while the adjective wa¢iyyun
means knowledgeable, astute and understanding.
Derivatives of this root occur seven times in the Qur’an in the following senses: (1) A container. S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:76 refers to the travel
bags of Joseph’s brothers with the word aw¢iyatihim, and to his brother
Benjamin’s bag with the singular wi¢¥’. (2) Concealment. S‰rah alInshiq¥q, 84:22-23 tells us that God is fully aware of what those who
deny the truth “conceal” (y‰¢‰n). (3) Reflection and contemplation.
S‰rah al-¤¥qqah, 69:12 describes the great flood that occurred during
the time of Noah as a message which “every wide-awake ear might
consciously take in” (ta¢iyah¥ udhnun w¥¢iyah). (4) Withholding.
S‰rah al-Ma¢¥rij, 70:18 uses the verb aw¢¥ to refer to the withholding
of wealth that one has amassed.
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18) The concept of wijd¥n
The triliteral root w-j-d denotes several different meanings. One of
these is to find in the sense of reaching something one has sought.
Another is to find in the sense of discovering or perceiving, as in, “I
found Zayd [to be] generous and noble” (wajadtu zaydan karÏman).
Used in this sense, the verb wajada takes a double object.
Derivatives of the root w-j-d occur in 106 places in the Qur’an, and
in two primary senses: (1) Discovery. We are told in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n,
3:37 that whenever Zachariah visited Mary in the sanctuary, he
“found her provided with food” (wajada ¢indah¥ rizqan).” Similarly,
we read in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:96 that although certain individuals
claim to have a blissful afterlife awaiting them, “you will most certainly
find that they cling to life more eagerly than any other people…” (la
tajidannahum a^ra| al-n¥si ¢al¥ ^ay¥h). A similar sense is found in
S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:104 where we are told that when the polytheists of
the Prophet’s day were urged to respond to his message, they said,
“Enough for us is that which we found our forefathers believing in and
doing (^asbun¥ m¥ wajadn¥ ¢alayhi ¥b¥’an¥).”
19) The concept of nisy¥n
The root n-s-y denotes two basic meanings. The first is that of forgetting as opposed to remembering or memorizing something, while the
second is that of omitting or leaving out. The triliteral verb is nasiya/
yans¥, while the verbal noun is nisy¥n.
Derivatives of the root n-s-y occur 45 times in the Qur’an in two
basic senses: (1) being unaware of or oblivious to, and (2) omitting or
neglecting. The first sense denotes the opposite of remembering, and
from this we derive the adjective nasÏ (forgetful, oblivious), and nisy¥n
(forgetting, oblivion). Nisy¥n has been described as the absence of a
mental image from one’s conscious mind, although it remains somewhere deep in the memory. The act of forgetting, or nisy¥n is
condemned by God in the Qur’an in both of these senses, although it
sometimes occurs unintentionally, in which case it may be excused.
When the act of nisy¥n is attributed to God, it denotes conscious abandonment. In S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:51, for example, God declares that just
as deniers of the truth were heedless of Him during their earthly lives,
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“so We shall be oblivious of them today (fa al-yawma nans¥hum) as
they were oblivious of (kam¥ nas‰) the coming of this their Day [of
Judgment] (liq¥’a yawmihim h¥dh¥).” Another example of the use of
this root is found in S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:115, where God states, “Indeed,
long ago did We impose Our commandment on Adam (wa laqad
¢ahidn¥ il¥ ¥dama min qablu); but he forgot [it] (fa nasiya).”
20) The concept of sahw
The triliteral root s-h-w refers primarily to inattentiveness and passivity. One might say, for example, sahawtu ¢an al-|al¥h, “I was distracted
from (or during) the ritual prayer.” Whereas sahw denotes a minor and
temporary lapse of memory or attentiveness, nisy¥n refers to something’s complete absence from consciousness; nevertheless, the two
words are sometimes used more or less synonymously. The heedlessness involved in sahw is of two types. One type takes place due to
factors outside of a person’s control, while the other, being born of
neglect or rebellion, originates in a person’s will. Hence, like nisy¥n,
some instances of sahw are more blameworthy than others.
The plural active participle, s¥h‰n occurs twice in the Qur’an.
S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t, 51:10-11 speaks in condemnation of those who
guess blindly about things of which they know nothing and “who
blunder along, in ignorance lost” (hum fÏ ghamratin s¥h‰n), while
S‰rah al-M¥¢‰n, 107:4-5 chastises those who pray but “whose hearts
from their prayer are remote” (fawaylun lil-mu|allÏn alladhÏna hum
¢an |al¥tihim s¥h‰n).
21) The concept of ghaflah
The root gh-f-l denotes the act of inadvertently neglecting or omitting
something. The word ghaflah refers to a failure to perceive or comprehend something despite having the wherewithal to perceive or comprehend it. We would say, ghafaltu ¢an al-shay’ to mean, “I accidentally
omitted something,” or “I failed to notice something.” If, on the other
hand, we said, aghfaltuhu, it would mean that I omitted or neglected
something despite its having been mentioned to me. The derivative
verbs taghaffala and tagh¥fala denote the act of pretending not to have
noticed something (in others words, ignoring something deliberately),
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while the form ghaffala refers to the act of causing someone else to fail
to notice something, that is, of concealing it.
Derivatives of this root occur 35 times in the Qur’an in the sense of
distraction or lack of attentiveness due to a lack of wakefulness or diligence. In some situations this has occurred as a punishment from God,
and sometimes due to a failure of memory. The Qur’an negates inattentiveness of God Himself, saying, “God is not unmindful of what you
do!” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:74; cf. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:99, and S‰rah alMu’min‰n, 23:17).
22) The concept of shakk
One denotation of the root sh-k-k is that of interpenetration. One
might say, shakaktuhu bil-ram^, “I pierced it with the spear.” A
second denotation is that of a lack of certainty (the verbal noun
shakkun meaning doubt or suspicion). If we say, shakka ¢alayhi alamru, we mean, “The matter was unclear or doubtful to him.” A third
denotation of the verb shakka is to cohere or be interconnected.
The root sh-k-k occurs fifteen times in the Qur’an in the sense of
uncertainty. We read in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:157 that those who disagree
about the matter of Jesus’ death on the cross are in a state of confusion
or doubt about this (fÏ shakkin minhu). In S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:94, those
who are in doubt concerning (fÏ shakkin mimm¥) the Qur’anic message
are exhorted to ask those who received earlier revelations to give them
greater understanding. S‰rah H‰d, 11:62 relates that after receiving
his message, the people to whom the Prophet ß¥li^ came told him that
they were “in grave doubt” (fÏ shakkin…murÏb) concerning what he
was calling them to do. Similarly, S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:10 asks rhetorically whether there can be “any doubt about [the existence and
oneness of] God, the Originator of the heavens and the earth?” (afÏll¥hi
shakkun, f¥~ir al-sam¥w¥ti wa al-ar\).
23) The concept of rayb
The triliteral root r-y-b denotes suspicion, misgiving and/or alarm. The
verbs r¥ba/yarÏbu and ar¥ba/yurÏbu mean to disquiet, alarm, or fill
with suspicion or misgivings.
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Derivatives of this root occur 37 times in the Qur’an, and in the following senses: (1) Doubt or suspicion. Those involved in financial
transactions are urged in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:282 to have a scribe
record how much money is owed lest the parties to the transaction have
reason to doubt one another (all¥ tart¥b‰). Using the nominal derivative of the root, S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:2 tells us that the divine writ found
in the Qur’an is “without doubt” (l¥ rayba fÏhi). The word rayb is similar to shakk in that they both describe mental states characterized by a
lack of certainty. However, the verbal derivatives of these roots are
used differently. Hence, while we might say, r¥banÏ al-amru (“The
matter made me uneasy, suspicious”), we cannot used the verb shakka
in this construction (shakkanÏ al-amru) to convey the same meaning.
(2) Distress, regret or disquiet. S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:110 tells us that the
transgressions people commit will be “a source of deep disquiet in their
hearts” (rÏbatan fÏ qul‰bihim). (3) The vicissitudes of fate. Every reference to the root r-y-b in the Qur’an has to do with doubt or uncertainty
in the heart with the exception of S‰rah al->‰r, 52:30, which refers to
the uncertainties of life as rayb al-man‰n, where the noun man‰n is a
reference to Death or Fate. Specifically, S‰rah al->‰r, 52:30 relates the
words of skeptics in the Prophet’s day, who said, “[He is but] a poet –
let us await what time will do unto Him (rayb al-man‰n).”
second: sensation-related concepts
All means of perception, outward and inward, innate and acquired,
previously acquired information, whether on one’s own or from others,
as well as certainties that God has revealed through His prophets, contribute to the process of knowledge acquisition. The physical senses are
like windows through which the cognitive faculties look out at the
world. Hence the first path to knowledge acquisition is through sensory
perception. The input received through the senses is recorded, after
which the cognitive processes begin as the perceiver forms an image or
impression of the entity being perceived.
As has been noted, sensation is the first phase of knowledge acquisition. It represents the first interaction between the knowing subject and
the entity to be known. You might smell something without knowing
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what it is that you are smelling, or without recognizing the fragrance.
Hence, physical perception alone is not cognition. In order for cognition to occur, the conscious mind needs also to be involved in the
process. This fact is affirmed by the Qur’an’s statement that, “You will
see them looking at you, but they see not” (tar¥hum yan·ur‰na ilayka
wa hum l¥ yub|ir‰n) (S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:198). The act of looking (na·ar)
consists in directing one’s gaze toward something or someone whereby
one’s eye receives an image of the person or object being looked at. The
physical reception of the image, however, falls short of actual recognition of the person or thing whose image has been recorded. One might
look at one of God’s prophets, for example, yet without recognizing
him as a prophet of God.
The act of looking consists in turning one’s eyes toward a visible
object. The outcome of this action is that of sight (ru’yah or ba|ar),
which may lead to insight (ba|Ïrah), that is, a perception of the inward
nature of the entity seen. However, when there is a disagreement about
the nature or identity of a person or object seen, this is generally not
due to a flaw in the process of sense perception but, rather, due to how
sensory data is interpreted. In other words, the conflict exists in the
realm of cognition. Otherwise, there would be no basis for either
agreement or disagreement, since the basis of our communication is
shared access to the same sensory data.
There can be no cognition without formation of a judgment about
concrete entities. Without the physical senses, reason has nothing to go
on; hence, sensory perception and reason must work together. If the
senses are inoperative, reason too will be rendered inoperative.
We read in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:78 that “God has brought you forth
from your mothers’ wombs knowing nothing – but He has endowed
you with hearing, and sight, and minds, so that you might have cause to
be grateful.” We are told clearly in this verse that human beings come
into this world devoid of all knowledge. At the same time, it points to
the sources of knowledge God has given us in the form of hearing,
vision, and reason. All conceptualization begins with the senses, the
most fundamental of which are hearing and sight. The senses of touch,
taste, and smell are also God-given, of course; however, they are of less
significance epistemologically speaking. One of the first senses that
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come into play after birth is that of touch, which enables the human
infant to experience a wide range of physical entities. However, touch
is incapable of distinguishing colors and sounds. Sight can distinguish
colors, shapes, and numerous other features; hearing can distinguish
sounds; and the sense of taste distinguishes flavors of various kinds,
especially with the aid of the olfactory glands.
On the level of the intangible, a child gradually develops moral discernment, the ability to distinguish between the possible and the
impossible, as well as the ability to generalize such that a judgment that
applies to a given entity is seen to apply similarly to another, identical
entity. Another insight gained as discernment matures is that opposites
cannot coexist in a single entity in the same respect, and that if one of
two opposing propositions is true, then the other must be false. These
fundamental axioms or intuitive propositions gradually crystallize in a
person’s mind and, as they do so, he or she becomes able to deduce
theoretical knowledge from both self-evident truths and concrete
evidence.
t he role of sensation in knowledge acquisition
Sensory data alone does not lead to knowledge; it needs the assistance
of the mind, or reason, whose roles include those of weighing evidence,
analogical reasoning, and generalization. The Qur’an itself presents
sensation and sensory data as doors to knowledge. When we are commanded to look both to “the horizons” and to our inner selves for signs
of God’s existence and majesty we are being told to consider the sensory
evidence that we derive from these realms. We experience the world
around us via sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch, while we receive
the words of the Revelation via sight and hearing. At the same time, a
rigid division of external realities into the categories of tangible and
intangible (the latter being perceptible only through reason) is inaccurate. It should be remembered that the messages brought by the
prophets about the world of the unseen (al-ghayb), including paradise,
hellfire, angels and jinn, are virtually always couched in concrete language which points, in fact, to concrete realities. The same is true of the
blessings enjoyed by those in paradise and the torments suffered by
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those in hellfire, which are physical and tangible. As we read in S‰rah
>¥h¥, 20:96, “I saw what they saw not.” Even the spirit, and the Divine
Essence itself, are entities that can be perceived via sight. We are told in
S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:103 concerning God that, “No human vision can
encompass Him (l¥ tudrikuhu al-ab|¥ru).” The fact that this verse
negates the possibility that human vision can “encompass” (tudriku)
God is, in itself, an affirmation that some vision, however incomplete,
is possible. However, given the fact that such realities are absent from
the world of sense perception as we now know it, the Qur’an refers to
them as al-ghayb, which might be rendered, “the realm of the absent,”
as over against al-shah¥dah, or “the realm of the present.”
The reality from which reason acquires its data thus includes not
only intangible entities, but, in addition, physical, tangible entities that
are perceived through the physical senses. Sensation concerns itself
with the realm outside of human beings, as well as their own physical
beings (our bodies). This realm encompasses everything that can be
heard, seen, smelled, tasted or touched. There is also, as we have seen,
an inward sense, which includes feelings of pleasure and pain, joy and
sadness, love and hatred, all of which are associated in the Qur’an with
the heart (al-qalb). It is the heart that reflects on the signs in the cosmos,
thus acquiring insight and knowledge, and which then reminds others
of the need to engage in the same kind of reflection.
t he realm of sensation
Our senses enable us to experience and examine the things around us
and to distinguish them from each other in such a way that we can
relate to them in the most appropriate and beneficial ways in meeting
life’s challenges. The Creator has endowed our senses with precisely
the right degrees of sensitivity; hence, if they were to be altered in some
way, our perceptions would cease to work to our benefit, and might
actually bring us harm. If our hearing were one hundred times more
acute than it is, we would be able to pick up sounds with higher and
lower frequencies than those we are able to hear at present, and our
world would become a disturbing cacophony. If our vision were sharper
we would be able to see worlds that are presently invisible to us, and we
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might well feel overwhelmed by all the things that had suddenly entered
our range of vision.
The world of shah¥dah, or “the realm of what is present,” is by
definition that which is accessible to the physical senses. If something is
not accessible to the senses, it is by definition not part of ¢¥lam alshah¥dah. In this case, it might be either in the realm of thought and
emotion, or in the realm of the metaphysical, or al-ghayb, which is
“absent.” This is not to say that al-ghayb is not tangible or physical in
any way; rather, as we have noted, it has a tangible, material aspect,
but it is not accessible to our physical senses as they exist at present.
This fact is repeated in various places in the Qur’an. In S‰rah Q¥f,
50:22, for example God addresses the godless on the Day of Judgment,
saying, “You have been unmindful of this [Day of Judgment]; but now
We have lifted from you your veil, and sharp is your sight today.” In
other words, what is not visible to people’s eyes now will be visible to
them on the Day of Resurrection. S‰rah al-¤¥qqah, 69:38-39 also
testifies to this truth in the words, “I call to witness all that you can see,
as well as all that you cannot see!”
What follows is an enumeration of Qur’anic concepts and terms
that relate to sensation in one way or another:
1) The concept of ^ass
The root ^-s-s denotes the following meanings: (1) To kill, from which
we derive the passive participle ^asÏs (from ma^s‰s, on the pattern of
maf¢‰l/fa¢Ïl), which is synonymous with qatÏl, or slain (from maqt‰l).
(2) The sound made by someone who is suspicious, uncertain, or in
pain (^asÏs). (3) To sense, feel, see, know or be aware of. From this
sense we derive the verb a^assa/yu^issu (verbal noun, i^s¥s), the noun
^¥ssah (sense, as in the sense of smell, hearing, etc., plural, ^aw¥ss), as
well as ^¥s‰s, which is synonymous with j¥s‰s, or spy. Thus, one might
liken the five senses (al-^aw¥ss al-khams) to the mind’s “spies”
(^aw¥sÏs/jaw¥sÏs), in that they provide the mental faculties with the
tangible input they need in order to understand, form judgments, and
formulate intellectual and emotional responses to the world.
The root ^-s-s occurs six times in the Qur’an, and in the following
senses: (1) Killing. In S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:152, God tells the Muslim
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fighters that He kept His promise to them when, with His permission,
they were about to destroy their enemies (idh ta^uss‰nahum bi idhnihi). (2) Perception via the senses. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:52 speaks of how
“Jesus became aware of” (a^assa ¢Ïs¥) his enemies’ unwillingness to
believe in the truth (cf. S‰rah Maryam, 19:98). (3) Investigation,
search for information. In S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:87, Jacob tells his sons to
search out information about Joseph and their brother Benjamin, saying, “try to obtain some tidings of Joseph and his brother (tahassas‰
min y‰suf wa akhÏhi).”
2) The concept of shu¢‰r
The root sh-¢-r denotes several meanings. The first of these is a plant.
There is a type of tree referred to as a sha¢rah (plural, sha¢¥r, which also
refers to a forest). A derivative phrase is d¥hiyah sha¢r¥’, meaning “a
great calamity.” A second denotation of this root is the act of feeling,
sensing, or knowing. From this sense we derive the noun shi¢¥r, which
refers to a byword or watchword by means of which fighters on one
side in an armed conflict recognize each other. Related phrases and
words include shu¢‰r, meaning feeling or perception, shi¢r, poetry
(plural, ash¢¥r), layta shi¢ri, meaning, “If only I knew, perceived, or
understood,” sh¥¢ir (plural, shu¢ar¥’), meaning a poet, that is, someone
who is seen as perceiving and understanding things that other people
do not; and sha¢Ïrah (plural, sha¢¥’ir), which is a site or landmark associated with one of the rites of the pilgrimage to Makkah, or one of the
rites themselves.
Derivatives of this root occur in 45 places in the Qur’an, and in the
following senses: (1) Hair or fur (ash¢¥r). This sense of the word is used
in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:80. (2) A poet. S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’, 26:224; and
S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:5. In both of these passages, poets are associated
with lying, error and deceit. (3) Perception or realization. S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:154 exhorts the Muslim community during a time of war,
saying, “And say not of those who are slain in God’s cause, ‘They are
dead’: nay, they are alive, but you perceive it not” (l¥ tash¢ur‰n).
Similarly, God warns people in S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:55 that chastisement might come upon them unexpectedly: “without your being
aware [of its approach]” (wa antum l¥ tash¢ur‰n). (4) Site of a religious
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rite. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:158 refers to the sites of the pilgrimage rites
as sha¢¥’ir All¥h, “the symbols set up by God.”
3) The concept of Ïj¥s
The root w-j-s denotes a fearful perception of something. The noun
wajs refers to apprehension or dread, while the active participle, w¥jis,
refers to a disquieting thought, premonition or foreboding. The phrase
tawajjasa al-~a¢¥m means, “he nibbled on the food.”
The past tense verbal form awjasa occurs three times in the Qur’an
in the sense of an unstated feeling of dread or fear. We read in S‰rah
H‰d, 11:70, for example, that when certain angelic visitors came to see
the prophet Abraham and he noticed that they had not partaken of the
food he had served them,” he…became apprehensive of them” (wa
awjasa minhum khÏfatan). (See also S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:67 and S‰rah alDh¥riy¥t, 51:28).
4) The concept of Ïn¥s
The root a-n-s denotes (1) the state of being familiar with, accustomed
to, or at ease with; as such, it is contrasted with wa^shah, meaning forlornness, loneliness or alienation, and (2) the act of seeing, hearing or
otherwise perceiving something. Derivatives include the adjective anÏs,
meaning affable, friendly, or cordial; as a noun, anÏs refers to a pleasant
companion.
The past tense verb form ¥nasa occurs seven times in the Qur’an,
four of which are in the context of Moses’ seeing the burning bush as he
traveled with his family through the desert. We read in S‰rah al-Qa|a|,
28:29 that Moses “perceived a fire” (¥nasa... n¥ran) on the slope of
Mount Sinai. He then told his family to wait, saying, “Behold, I perceive a fire (innÏ ¥nastu n¥ran).” (See also S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:10 and S‰rah
al-Naml, 27:7). It is from this root that we derive the word ins¥n,
meaning the pupil of the eye, which enables us to see things, and the
collective noun ins, “human beings” who, unlike the jinn, are visible
and tangible. The verbal noun Ïn¥s has thus been said to refer to clear,
unambiguous sight, or the sight of something that brings reassurance
or comfort. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:6 uses the verb ¥nasa in the sense of
knowing, sensing or perceiving. After instructing believers to observe
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the orphans under their care, it instructs them with the words: “if you
find them to be mature of mind (fa’in ¥nastum minhum rushdan), hand
over to them their possessions (fadfa¢‰ ilayhim amw¥lahum)” rather
than squandering them for selfish ends.
5) The concept of lams
The root l-m-s denotes the act of touching or feeling with the hand,
seeking, or perceiving. The verb lamasa or l¥masa is used metonymically to refer to sexual contact, while the sense of seeking or requesting
is conveyed by the verbs iltamasa and talammasa.
Derivatives of the root l-m-s occur five times in the Qur’an, and in
the following senses: (1) Seeking. The verb lamasa is used in this sense
in the statement, “We reached out towards heaven” (lamasn¥ alsam¥’) in S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:8. When, on the Day of Resurrection, the
hypocrites seek light from the believers, they will be told, “Turn back,
and seek a light [of your own] (irji¢‰... faltamis‰ n‰ran)!” (S‰rah al¤adÏd, 57:13). (2) To touch with one’s hands (S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:7).
(3) Sexual intercourse. The verb l¥masa is used in this sense in the
phrase, “have cohabited with a woman” (l¥mastum al-nis¥’) found in
S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:43 (cf. S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:6).
6) The concept of yad
Meaning “hand”, the word yad (plural, aydin or ay¥din) is used
metaphorically in numerous senses.
The word yad and its derivatives occur 121 times in the Qur’an in
the following senses: (1) The actual hand (S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:11). (2)
Legal claim. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:237 uses the word yad in this sense in
the context of discussing the rights of the various parties affected by a
pre-consummation divorce agreement, saying that “he in whose hand
is the marriage-tie” (alladhÏ bi yadihi ¢uqdat al-nik¥^), that is, the
bride’s guardian, can decide to forgo the half of the bridal dower to
which he would be entitled in the case of a divorce. (3) Power. S‰rah
ß¥d, 38:45 refers to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as being “endowed with
inner strength and vision” (‰lÏ al-aydÏ wa al-ab|¥r). (4) Regret. In
S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:149 we read about how the people of Moses “would
smite their hands in remorse” (suqi~a fÏ aydÏhim) when they realized
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their error. (5) Generosity. Describing God’s graciousness, S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:64 states “but wide are His hands stretched out (yad¥hu
mabs‰~at¥n): He dispenses [bounty] as He wills (yunfiqu kayfa
yash¥’).”
Hence, the word yad is used primarily to refer to the actual hand,
although it is sometimes used figuratively to speak of grace, generosity,
or power. The word yad has also been used metaphorically to refer to
the entire person and his or her actions. S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:10 tells us,
for example, that when unrepentant sinners are being chastised in the
afterlife, they will be told, “This is an outcome of what your own hands
have wrought (dh¥lika bi m¥ qaddamat yad¥ka) – for, never does God
do the least wrong to His creatures!” In S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:79, those
who have falsified scriptures are condemned “for what their hands
have written” (mimm¥ katabat aydÏhim). The reference to their hands
having done the writing is a way of emphasizing that they, and not
God, were the authors of this speech. Similarly, S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:30
contains words of condemnation for those who teach misleading doctrines. Of them this verse states, “Such are the sayings which they utter
with their mouths” (dh¥lika qawluhum bi afw¥hihim) as a means of
stressing the fact that what they are saying is their own invention. The
image of the hand, or yad, is likewise used in numerous places to symbolize power, might, authority, high rank, protection, aid, and
benevolent action.
7) The concept of mass
The root m-s-s originally denotes the action of touching something
with one’s hand, while denoting, figuratively, touching or affecting
something or someone in a non-physical manner. The triliteral verb
form is massa/yamussu (verbal noun, mis¥s or masÏs). The passive participle mams‰s is thus used to mean mentally deranged or insane, as
though the person concerned had been ‘touched’ by jinn, while the
active participle, m¥ss, is used to describe a pressing need (^¥jatun
m¥ssah). (Cf. the statement, massat ilayhi al-^¥jah, “There is a great
need for it.”)
Derivatives of this root occur approximately 61 times in the
Qur’an, and in the following senses: (1) Sexual intercourse. S‰rah al-
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A^z¥b, 33:49 instructs men in how to comport themselves if they
marry believing women “and then divorce them before you have
touched them” (min qabli an tamuss‰hunna), and in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n,
3:47, Mary the mother of Jesus asks, “How can I have a son when no
man has ever touched me (wa lam yamsasnÏ bashar)?” (2) To afflict,
affect. In S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:95, we see people declaring, “Misfortune
and hardship befell our forefathers as well” (massa ¥b¥’an¥ al-\arr¥’u
wa al-sarr¥’), while in S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:35, those blessed with Paradise
describe it as a place “wherein no struggle can assail us (l¥ yamussun¥
fÏh¥ na|abun), and wherein no weariness can touch us (wa l¥ yamussun¥ fÏh¥ lugh‰b).” (3) Confusion or mental disorder. S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:275 compares those who indulge in usury to someone
whose mind has been disordered by the ‘touch’ of Satan (alladhÏ
yatakhabba~uhu al-shay~¥nu min al-mass). (4) Contact of one person’s
skin with another’s. This sense is found in S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:97 in the
phrase, l¥ mis¥sa, “Touch me not.”
8) The concept of sam¢
The root s-m-¢ denotes the perception of something via the ear. The
noun sam¢ thus refers to the ability to perceive sounds, and is used to
refer figuratively to the ear, to the understanding, and to obedience to
what one hears.
Derivatives of the root s-m-¢ occur 185 times in the Qur’an, and in
the following senses: (1) The capacity to perceive sounds. It is in this
sense that it is used in S‰rah al-Ins¥n, 76:2, where God describes Man
as a being “endowed with hearing and sight” (samÏ¢an ba|Ïran).
Similarly, God speaks in S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:26 of endowing people
“with hearing, and sight, and hearts” (ja¢aln¥ lahum sam¢an wa
ab|¥ran wa af’idah). (2) Inward reception of the message one hears
with the ear. S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:21 warns people not to be “like those
who say, ‘We have heard’ (sami¢n¥), the while they do not hearken (wa
hum l¥ yasma¢‰n).” This sense of the verb sami¢a is also found in S‰rah
al-A^q¥f, 46:26 quoted above, which goes on to speak of those who
had been endowed with “hearing, and sight, and [knowledgeable]
hearts,” saying, “but neither their hearing, nor their sight, nor their
hearts were of the least avail to them, seeing that they went on rejecting
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God’s messages.” See S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:7, which speaks of God
having “sealed” certain people’s hearts and hearing such that, even if
they hear with their ears, they will not respond with belief.
Negations of the act of sam¢ in the Qur’an refer not to the physical
capacity to pick up sounds, but, rather, to a failure to respond to the
sounds heard and to the message they convey. Those who do not
respond to God or His prophets are described in the Qur’an as “dead.”
As we read in S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:52, the Prophet is told, “you cannot
make the dead hear (innaka l¥ tusmi¢u al-mawt¥): nor can you make
the deaf [of heart] hear this call (wa l¥ tusmi¢u al-|umma al-du¢¥’).”
9) The concept of in|¥t
The root n-|-t denotes silence, or the act of becoming silent in order to
listen to something. The triliteral verb is na|ata/yan|itu, while the
quadriliteral verb is an|ata/yun|itu (verbal noun, in|¥t).
This latter verb occurs in the Qur’an twice in the imperative voice.
Its first occurrence is in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:204, where believers are commanded, when the Qur’an is recited, to “hearken unto it” (istami¢‰
lahu) “and listen in silence” (wa an|it‰). As for the second, it is found in
S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:29, which talks about certain unseen beings who,
when they heard the Qur’an, said to each other, “Listen in silence
(an|it‰)!” The verb an|ata/yun|itu thus refers to the act of becoming
quiet for the purpose of focusing intently on what one is hearing. When
one quiets heart and mind in order to listen attentively and reflect on
what one is hearing, the Qur’an brings mercy to its listeners in the form
of understanding, knowledge and renewed faith.
10) The concept of |amam
The root |-m-m denotes the process of coming together, thereby
closing up an opening or gap. From this we derive the noun |amam,
meaning deafness, the implication that something has stopped up the
passageways through which sound reaches the ear, and |im¥m, meaning a plug or a valve.
The root |-m-m occurs fifteen times in the Qur’an, and in the
following senses: (1) Deafness. The noun |amam is used in this sense in
S‰rah H‰d, 11:24. (Cf. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:25; S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:46).
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(2) Neglecting or refusing to listen to the truth. We are told in S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:70-71 that because of their rebellion and rejection of God’s
messages, the children of Israel “became blind and deaf [of heart]”
(thumma ¢am‰ wa |amm‰). Deafness, or |amam, is thus used figuratively to describe the condition of people who refuse to listen to the
truth and who, if they do hear it, refuse to accept it. Such individuals
are described as “deaf, dumb and blind” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:18 and
171; and S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:97).
11) The concept of udhun
The letters a-dh-n constitute two roots that are close in meaning,
though distinct in pronunciation. The first of these denotes the ear (aludhun), while the other denotes knowledge (idhn). Their meanings are
related in that it is through the ear (udhun) that we gain knowledge
(idhn) via audible sounds. One might say, adhintu bi h¥dha al-amr (“I
learned of this matter”), or that so-and-so ¥dhananÏ, meaning that he
informed me. In this latter case, the quadriliteral verb is ¥dhana/yu’dhinu (verbal noun, Ïdh¥n). Also derived from this root is the quadriliteral form adhdhana/yu’adhdhinu (verbal noun, ta’dhÏn), meaning to
announce that the time for one of the five canonical prayers (salah) has
begun, and the noun adh¥n, which refers to the call to prayer.
Derivatives of this root occur 101 times in the Qur’an, eighteen of
which are references to the physical ear. For example, S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:45 makes reference to the Torah’s law of retribution: “an
eye for an eye, and a nose for a nose, and an ear for an ear…” (wa aludhun bil-udhun). Using the word udhun in a figurative sense, S‰rah
al-Tawbah, 9:61 refers to the way the Prophet’s enemies would mock
him, saying, “He is all ear (huwa udhun),” thereby insinuating that he
would hear hallucinatory sounds and mistake them as revelations. To
this the Qur’an replies, saying, “Say: ‘[Yes,] he is all ear, [listening] to
what is good for you (qul udhunu khayrin lakum)!’” Similarly, S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:25 uses the plural ¥dh¥n to refer not to people’s physical
ears, but to their willingness to listen to God’s messages. Though they
seem to listen to the Prophet, they are actually unresponsive, in their
(spiritual) ears a kind of deafness (fÏ ¥dh¥nihim waqran). A third sense
in which this root appears in the Qur’an is that of proclamation. In a
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description of a potential scene from the Day of Judgment, S‰rah alA¢r¥f, 7:44 tells us that “a voice will loudly proclaim (adhdhana
mu’adhdhinun)” that evildoers are only receiving their just due. A
fourth sense borne by a derivative of this root is that of knowledge or
command. S‰rah Gh¥fir, 40:78 declares that no messenger could perform any miracle “other than by God’s leave (or command) (ill¥ bi
idhn-ill¥h).” The noun adh¥n is used in S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:3 in the
sense of a proclamation, while S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:7 uses the derivative
verb ta’adhdhana in the sense of announcing or proclaiming.
12) The concept of ba|ar
The letters b-|-r make up two roots, one of which denotes knowledge
or perception of something. From this sense we derive the adjective
ba|Ïr, meaning knowledgeable (of, bi) or discriminating with regard to
(bi), and the noun ba|Ïrah, meaning insight, mental vision, or discernment. Given its relation to the concept of clarity and sight, the word
ba|Ïrah can also be used in the sense of evidence or proof. The triliteral
verb is ba|ura/yab|aru (verbal noun, ba|ar), while the quadriliteral
verb is ab|ara/yub|iru (verbal noun, ib|¥r), both meaning to see or
understand, although the former takes the preposition bi (cf. S‰rah
>¥h¥, 20:96), while the latter takes a direct object. The verbal noun
ba|ar (plural, ab|¥r; cf. S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:2) refers to eyesight, whereas ba|Ïrah is the vision of the mind or heart, or an integrated, complete
knowledge of something. The verb istab|ara means to see, or to be
endowed with reason, intelligence and insight, while the verb
taba||ara/yataba||aru (taba||ur) means to reflect on or ponder.
As for the second root composed of the letters b-|-r, it denotes the
sewing together of two pieces of tanned leather or skin, while the noun
ba|rah refers to loose stones.
Derivatives of the first root occur in 150 places in the Qur’an in the
form of the verbal noun and all tenses of the verb, and in the following
senses: (1) The vision of the heart. In S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:43, God asks
rhetorically, “Can you show the right way to the blind (afa ’anta tahdÏ
al-¢umya) even though they cannot see (wa law k¥n‰ l¥ yub|ir‰n)?”
(See also S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t, 51:21). (2) Eyesight. This sense is found in
God’s declaration that He has made Man “a being endowed with
hearing and sight” (S‰rah al-Ins¥n, 76:2; cf. S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:125).
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The adjective ba|Ïr is attributed to God in 42 verses of the Qur’an,
in most of which it appears together with some other attribute or name.
See, for example, S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:1, which describes God as “AllHearing, All-Seeing (al-SamÏ¢ al-Ba|Ïr),” S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:31, which
describes Him as “Fully Aware, All-Seeing (khabÏr ba|Ïr).” Note that
in S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:17, the quality of ba|Ïrah (insight) is linked to that
of khibrah (awareness) in relation to people’s inner states, while only
that of ba|Ïrah is linked to their outward, visible actions. See S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:265, which declares, “God sees all that you do” (wa All¥hu
bi m¥ ta¢mal‰na ba|Ïr).
13) The concept of ru’yah
The letters r-’-y form a root that denotes looking and seeing with the
physical eye or with the eye of the mind. The verbal noun ra’yun (plural,
¥r¥’) refers to what a person sees with his or her mind; hence, an opinion, point of view, idea or belief. The reflexive verb form tar¥’¥ means
to see each other, and the noun ru’yah refers to vision with either the
eye or the heart. However, whereas the noun form ru’y¥ refers to the
kind of vision one would have in one’s sleep, the noun ru’yah refers to
the seeing one does when awake. When the verb ra’¥/yar¥ is used in the
sense of knowing, thinking or perceiving, it takes two direct objects.
Tor example, the statement ra’aytu zaydan kh¥rijan could mean
either, “I thought Zayd had gone out,” or, “I knew Zayd had gone
out.” When, by contrast, it is used in the sense of physical vision, it
takes one direct object only.
Derivatives of this root occur 329 times in the Qur’an, and in the
following senses: (1) Awareness. S‰rah Saba’, 34:6 states that those
“who are endowed with [innate] knowledge are well aware that…
(yar¥ alladhÏna ‰t‰ al-¢ilma).” Similarly, S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:75 speaks
of God’s giving Abraham insight into His dominion over the heavens
and the earth (nurÏ ibr¥hÏma malak‰ta al-sam¥w¥ti wal-ar\). S‰rah alTawbah, 9:105 declares that “God will behold your deeds” (sa yar¥
All¥hu a¢malakum), God’s “seeing” clearly being a reference to His
knowledge. And S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:51 asks, “Are you not aware of those
who… (alam tara il¥ alladhÏna…)?” (cf. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:258;
S‰rah Y¥sÏn, 36:77) (2) Physical vision. S‰rah al-Mun¥fiq‰n, 63:4 uses
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the word ra’¥/yar¥ in the sense of seeing with one’s eyes, saying, “when
you see them (idh¥ ra’aytahum), their outward appearance may please
you” (tu¢jibuka ajs¥muhum) (cf. S‰rah al-Najm, 53:11; cf. S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:13). (3) Reflection or consideration. This sense of the verb
ra’¥ is found in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:79, which asks, “Have, then, they
[who deny the truth] never considered the birds, enabled [by God] to
fly in mid-air (alam yaraw il¥ al-~ayri musakhkhar¥tin fÏ al-jaww)?”
(Cf. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:27). (4) Seeing and hearing. S‰rah al-An¢¥m,
6:68 tells believers: “when you see (idh¥ ra’ayta)” those who disparage
God’s messages, turn away from them unless they begin speaking of
something else.
14) The concept of na·ar
The basic denotation of the triliteral root n-·-r is that of seeing, examining and reflecting on something. It can also refer to the act of waiting
for or expecting something. The active participle n¥·ir can refer to the
eye, while the verbal noun na·ar refers to the process of thinking about,
measuring and assessing something. The phrase na·ara ilayhi means
“He looked at it,” while the statement na·ara fÏ al-amr means, “He
considered or studied the matter.”
Derivatives of this root occur 139 times in the Qur’an and in the following senses: (1) Mercy. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:88 tells us that those who
knowingly reject the truth will not be granted mercy or respite (wa l¥
hum yun·ar‰n) in the life to come. (2) Expect or wait for. S‰rah Y¥sÏn,
36:49 tells us that for evildoers “nothing awaits them beyond (m¥
yan·ur‰na ill¥) a single blast [of God’s punishment] (|ay^atan
w¥^idatan).” (See also S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:158). (3) Consideration or
reflection. Referring to those who deny the resurrection, S‰rah alGh¥shiyah, 88:17 asks, “Do, then, they [who deny resurrection] never
gaze at” (afal¥ yan·ur‰na il¥) the clouds pregnant with water, [and
observe] how they are created?” (For a similar sense, see also S‰rah al¢Ankab‰t, 29:20; S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:137; S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:11; and
S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:101). (4) Beholding. S‰rah al-Qiy¥mah, 75:23
describes the faces of those in Paradise as “Looking towards their Lord
(il¥ rabbih¥ n¥·irah).”
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The verbal noun na·ar refers to the act of approaching something
through vision, whether one’s physical eye, or the eye of the mind
(“look” – S‰rah al-Muddathhir, 74:21; “see” – S‰rah al-Naml, 27:27;
“observe” – S‰rah al->¥riq, 86:5 and S‰rah Gh¥fir, 40:21; “consider”
– S‰rah ¢Abasa, 80:24 and S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:185). The quintiliteral
form inta·ara/yanta·iru (verbal noun, inti·¥r) means to approach
something with anticipation. You might look at (tan·uru il¥ al-shay’)
something, but not see it (wa l¥ tar¥hu). On the other hand, you might
look at it and examine it closely, both with your physical eye and the
eye of your mind.
15) The concept of mush¥hadah
The letters sh-h-d form a root that denotes presence, knowledge, and
the conveyance of knowledge to others. The triliteral verb is shahida/
yashhadu (verbal noun, shah¥dah), while the noun mashhad refers to a
scene, a sight, or a place of assembly. The active participle sh¥hid (plural, shuh‰d) is a witness, as well as a tombstone (which “witnesses” to
the presence of someone buried in a particular spot). The verb shahida
can mean to bear witness or provide testimony as evidence of who is in
the right and who is in the wrong (cf. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:41), while the
noun shah¥dah can refer to someone’s testimony, that is, a definitive
eye-witness report. The noun shahÏd (plural, shuhad¥’) refers to a martyr who dies in witness to a cause, and to whose faithfulness the angels
bear witness. The word shahÏd can also refer to someone whose testimony is reliable, and someone who has knowledge and awareness of
everything around him or her.
Derivatives of this root occur in 160 verses of the Qur’an, and in the
following senses: (1) A witness. This sense is used in S‰rah al-Nis¥’,
4:41 and 4:72; S‰rah al-Bur‰j, 85:7, and S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:69. (2)
Guardian angel. S‰rah Q¥f, 50:21 tells us that on the Day of
Resurrection, every soul will come forward with “an [angel] to drive
(s¥’iq) and an [angel] to bear witness (wa shahÏd).” (3) The Muslim
community. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:143 refers to the Muslim community
as “witnesses” to other people (shuhad¥’ ¢al¥ al-n¥s). (4) Call upon
someone as a witness. This sense is found in S‰rah al->al¥q, 65:2 and
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:23.
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16) The concept of ¢am¥
The letters ¢-m-y form a root that denotes concealment and covering.
The triliteral verb is ¢amiya/ya¢m¥, meaning to be or become blind, and
the verbal noun is ¢am¥, meaning blindness. From this is derived the
male singular adjective a¢m¥, meaning blind or sightless (feminine
singular, ¢amy¥’, and plural masculine, ¢am‰n, ¢umy, or ¢umy¥n.
However, when people use the phrase m¥ a¢m¥hu, meaning, “How
blind he is!”, they are not speaking of physical blindness.
Derivatives of the root ¢-m-y occur 33 times in the Qur’an, and in
the two following senses: (1) Blindness of the heart. As we read in
S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:46, “verily, it is not their eyes that have become
blind – but blind have become the hearts that are in their breasts (wa
l¥kin ta¢m¥ al-qul‰bu allatÏ fÏ al-|ud‰r)!” Similarly, S‰rah al-Isr¥’,
17:72 warns that whoever was spiritually blind in this life “(man k¥na fÏ
h¥dhihi a¢m¥) will be blind in the life to come (fa huwa fÏ al-¥khirati
a¢m¥).” (Cf. S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:19). (2) Blindness of the eyes. Physical
blindness is referred to in S‰rah al-A¢m¥, 80:2 and S‰rah al-N‰r,
24:61.
17) The concept of ¢ayn
The root consisting of the letters ¢-y-n has several denotations. One is
the physical eye (¢ayn, plural, a¢yun, ¢uy‰n, a¢y¥n), the member of the
body that enables us to see. The word ¢ayn can also refer to a spy, or to a
spring of water. From this root we derive the quadriliteral verb ¢¥yana/
yu¢¥yinu (verbal noun, mu¢¥yanah or ¢iy¥n), meaning to see or inspect.
Hence, if one were to say, laqÏtuhu ¢iy¥nan, it would mean, “I met him
in person, face to face.” As for the noun ¢Ïn, it refers to a wild cow, the
wild bull being referred to as a¢yan.
Derivatives of this root occur 65 times in the Qur’an, and in the
following three senses: (1) The eye. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:13, S‰rah
Y‰suf, 12:84, and S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:45 use the term ¢ayn to refer to
the physical eye. (2) A spring of water. This sense of the word ¢ayn is
found in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:60. (3) As a metaphor for care and protection. In S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:39, God tells Moses of His intention that
Moses be “formed under My eye,” that is, under His divine protection
and guidance.
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Ma¢rifah in the Qur’an
first: the definition of Ma¢rifah

- i- lists a set of definitions for ma¢rifah which can be
a l - ta h n aw
summarized as follows: Ma¢rifah is knowledge in the sense of unqualified apprehension, be it a cognition that the individual forms himself or
herself, or belief in a concept or affirmation presented from without. It
includes the apprehension of a simple entity’s essential nature, as well
as a mental affirmation of the various states in which this entity might
exist. It also includes the apprehension of a complex entity, whether as
an original conceptualization or in affirmation of a conceptualization
formed by someone else. Similarly, it includes apprehension of both
the particular and the universal, whether in terms of basic understanding, or in terms of relevant legal rulings. The apprehension of the
particular takes place on the basis of evidence, and after a previous lack
of knowledge and understanding.
1) The linguistic definition of ma¢rifah
According to Ibn F¥ris, the letters ¢-r-f form two roots, one of which
denotes succession, continuity and cohesion, and the other of which
denotes stillness and tranquility. The word ma¢rifah (plural, ma¢¥rif) is
used in opposition to the word nakirah, where ma¢rifah refers to a
specific, known entity, while nakirah refers to an entity that is neither
specified nor known. Moreover, the term ma¢rifah is used in the context of commending someone’s sound opinion, acute perception, or
sharp intelligence.
2) The definition of ma¢rifah based on common usage
The word ma¢rifah is used to refer to a particular member of a species
or group. In other words, it is a term that, by virtue of custom and
unspoken agreement within a linguistic community, has come to refer
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to a specified, known entity. Pronouns, proper nouns, demonstrative
pronouns, and regular nouns preceded by the definite article all serve
to indicate that the entity referred to is ma¢rifah (definite).
God declares in S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t, 51:56, “I have only created
invisible beings and humankind in order for them to worship Me” (m¥
khalaqtu al-jinna wa al-insa ill¥ li ya¢bud‰nÏ). The phrase li ya¢bud‰nÏ
as “to worship me” implies the knowledge of faith, that is, the knowledge by faith of the Divine Being that we worship.
Scholastic theologians and logicians use the word ma¢rifah to refer
to a realization that is preceded by a lack of understanding. It is also
used to refer to the formation of an image in the mind, a firm belief that
corresponds to reality, and the apprehension of a universal or complex
notion.
3) The technical definition of ma¢rifah
The term ma¢rifah occurs 24 times in the Qur’an, and 67 times in various other derivatives of the root ¢-r-f. Most of these instances convey
the sense of knowledge derived through the physical senses and pertaining to observable qualities or features. God declares in S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:146, “They unto whom We have vouchsafed revelation
aforetime know him (ya¢rif‰nahu) as they know their own children
(kam¥ ya¢rif‰na abn¥’ahum).” This sense of the verb ¢arafa is opposed
to the Arabic verb ankara, meaning to deny or refuse to recognize. This
sense of the word is used in S‰rah al-Mu’min‰n, 23:69, where God
asks, “Or is it, perchance, that they have not recognized their Apostle
(lam ya¢rif‰ ras‰lahum), and so they disavow him (fa hum lahu
munkir‰n)?” A somewhat different sense of the verb is found in S‰rah
Mu^ammad, 47:6, which speaks of how God will admit believers “to
the paradise which He has made known to them (¢arrafah¥ lahum).”
The verb ¢arrafa might, in this context, also mean “made beautiful and
pleasant.”
Based on its use in the Qur’an, the verb ¢arafa refers to the act of
acquiring knowledge or understanding via signals or signs that are perceptible in the earthly realm. S‰rah al-Ra^man, 55:41 tells that “those
who were lost in sin shall be known (yu¢rafu al-mujrim‰n) “by their
marks (bi sim¥hum).” The verb ¢arafa is used in S‰rah al-Mu~affifÏn,
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83:24 in the sense of seeing or perceiving. Hence, God tells the Prophet
that when he sees believers in Paradise, he will perceive or see the radiance of bliss on their faces (ta¢rifu fÏ wuj‰hihim na\rat al-na¢Ïm).
Whether the evidence on which knowledge is based is purely rational
in nature or consists of wisdom and testimonies passed down through
others, it will be received in either written or oral form. Knowledge
based on rational evidence is referred to in S‰rah al-Naml, 27:93,
which tells us that God “will make you see [the truth of] His messages,
and then you shall know them [for what they are] (fa ta¢rif‰nah¥).”
(Cf. S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:59.) A similar sense is conveyed in S‰rah alNa^l, 16:83, which tells us that those who deny the truth “are fully
aware of God’s blessings (ya¢rif‰na ni¢mat All¥h), but…they refuse to
acknowledge them” (thumma yunkir‰nah¥).”
second: the nature of Ma¢rifah
1) The concept of the nature of ma¢rifah
Knowledge is a quality that may be predicated of a living being. It is a
relationship that comes into being between a knowing self and a
known object. When we speak of “the nature of knowledge,” we seek
to define or specify the relationship between knower and known and
the process by which it is formed.
The relationship embodied in knowledge is connected to the purpose for human existence on Earth and the matter of human survival.
The relationship between the knowing self and the known object,
which is formed within the consciousness of a discerning human being,
may take the form of ideas or doctrines.
What concerns here in particular is the relationship between knowledge and existence. Which of the two is prior: essence, or existence?
And if knowledge is acquired, then is what we come to know the
essence of something? Or is it simply a form or an archetype? Further,
is what we come to know on the level of universals, or of particulars?
Where do universals exist? And what type of existence characterizes
them? What are the tools or means of acquiring knowledge? And how
do we acquire it?
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2) The nature of ma¢rifah in the Qur’an
Based on the foregoing we may say that knowledge as presented in the
Qur’an consists of facts, precepts and rulings, as well as realizations
and conceptualizations which we form about this or that entity as a
result of what we receive via our sensory perceptions and/or our reason. The knowledge of which we speak here is a certain, indubitable
apprehension that admits of no doubt and in relation to which there is
no possibility of error or illusion.
(a) The source of ma¢rifah
Everything finds its source in God Almighty. It is God who has brought
all things into existence, including the cosmos and the laws that govern
it. Knowledge is a divine creation and a grace with which He blesses
human beings by virtue of the propensities and potentials that He has
implanted within them. God has given us a natural desire to search for
truth and means of acquiring knowledge. He “has brought you forth
from your mothers’ wombs knowing nothing – but He has endowed
you with hearing, and sight, and minds, so that you might have cause to
be grateful” (S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:78). The gifts of hearing, sight and reason are thus among the conditions that make it possible for knowledge
to be acquired.
Differences of opinion among Muslim schools of thought concerning how knowledge comes about have emerged from differences in
their ways of understanding the Qur’anic verses that speak about the
source of human knowledge. One such verse has to do with God’s
teaching of Adam: “And He imparted unto Adam the names of all
things. Then He brought them within the ken of the angels and said:
‘Declare unto Me the names of these [things]’ (S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:31).” By challenging the angels in this way, God was demonstrating
Adam’s superiority to them in knowledge, the special dignity that had
been bestowed upon Adam, and God’s majesty and power. This story
indicates that the origin of knowledge lies in the initial receipt of information by our primal ancestor.
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(b) Intuitive and acquired ma¢rifah
Based on the aforementioned Qur’anic account concerning Adam,
scholars have raised certain questions about what it was that Adam
learned: Did God teach him all knowledge, or only its basic principles?
Did God teach Adam by introducing the necessary knowledge into his
mind while granting him the capacity for language, after which both
language and knowledge would be acquired through a human instructional process? Further, what is the process by which language is
taught and learned, and how is one’s first knowledge gleaned?
(c) The first tier of ma¢rifah obtained by the first human being
The Qur’anic statement quoted earlier that God “imparted to Adam
the names of all things” suggests that God taught Adam language that
signified the natures of things or that triggered the mental images associated with them. The understanding of a name requires us first to have
comprehended its referent, that is, the entity it names. Without a referent, a name has no meaning. Hence, the entity named – the referent –
has to be conceptualized first. A name’s referent can be either a selfexistent entity or a quality that inheres in something else such that
when the name is mentioned, this quality comes automatically to mind.
Human ma¢rifah subsequent to primordial cognitions
Not all acquired ma¢rifah is based on logical evidence. This does not
mean that the mind is inactive in some types of acquired knowledge.
Rather, it means simply that the human capacity for knowledge acquisition is broader and more inclusive than the rational or logical
faculties. A person might, for example, be provided with clear, sound,
and comprehensible logical premises, yet remain unconvinced of the
truths or facts to which these premises point.
Human beings have an inborn propensity to seek goodness, a
propensity that helps them in turn to grasp and embrace truth. This
innate capacity, which is marked by an inherent logic that goes beyond
the codified logic of the mind, is reflected in the two basic kinds of evidence that God adduces for His oneness. The first of these is evidence
from the physical universe, which is perceived by looking at the outside
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world, while the second is perceived by looking into ourselves. As God
declares in S‰rah Fu||ilat, 41:53, “We shall make them fully understand Our messages [through what they perceive] in the utmost
horizons [of the universe] and within themselves, so that it will become
clear unto them that this [revelation] is indeed the truth.” Similarly, we
read in S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t, 51:20-21, “And on earth there are signs [of
God’s existence, visible] to all who are endowed with inner certainty,
just as [there are signs thereof] within your own selves: can you not,
then, see?” However, the mere availability of such evidence, outward
and inward, is insufficient to bring about knowledge. We ourselves
have to engage with the evidence in such a way that it leads to understanding and faith. There are individuals who dull their innate
receptive and perceptive capacities through acts of disobedience. Such
people render themselves incapable of benefiting even from the evidence they have at their disposal. Hence, rather than helping them,
such evidence simply serves to condemn them for their refusal to
receive it.
The Qur’an’s frequent use of the Arabic term la¢alla, meaning “perchance”, or “in the hope that…” in relation to the topic of ma¢rifah is
another indication that fulfillment of the external conditions for
acquiring knowledge is no guarantee that the individual will necessarily learn and arrive at the truth. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:219, for example,
reads: “God makes clear unto you His messages, so that you might
reflect…” (la¢allakum tatafakkar‰n; cf. 2:266). Similarly we read in
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:242, “God makes clear unto you His messages, so
that you might [learn to] use your reason” (la¢allakum ta¢qil‰n; cf.
S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:151). The ma¢rifah individuals can acquire thus
depends on their readiness to receive it. The Qur’an depicts different
tiers of knowledge or understanding. The first tier takes place on the
level of physical perceptions made possible through the bodily senses
and the conclusions reached through reason on the basis of these perceptions. The second tier might be termed special guidance which
comes about through divine revelation. Those receptive to the divine
light form such knowledge in gradually ascending levels, as opposed to
the gradually descending levels experienced by those who are deluding
themselves.
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The acquisition of knowledge is thus related to human attitudes, or
the will to benefit from the evidence one has. The initial tier, which
consists in the realities around us and within us, is available to every
able-bodied and able-minded adult. As God has declared, “We would
never chastise [any community for the wrong they may do] ere We have
sent an apostle [to them]” (S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:15). Similarly, we are told
in S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:165 that God has sent messengers as bearers of
both glad tidings and warning “so that people might have no excuse
before God…” Hence, no one is excluded from this first tier of knowledge but those who, due to their young age or loss of mental faculties
(through sleep or insanity), are not held morally accountable.
The second tier of knowledge, which leads to guidance, depends on
the individual’s attitude or readiness. As for the third tier of knowledge
which entails an increase in guidance, faith and God-consciousness, it
follows from the second, with the difference that this third tier is an
added grace that comes from God alone and has nothing to do with
human action or intervention.
The worldly sciences have two purposes. The first of these purposes
pertains to this earthly realm, which is to impart knowledge that can be
obtained by the believer and the nonbeliever alike by simply availing
themselves of the resources God has placed at everyone’s disposal. The
believer, however, earns greater merit in that his or her reward will be
not simply in this world, but in the next as well, in addition to the fact
that he or she will be granted greater success in his or her efforts. As for
the second purpose, it is to enable the believer to earn greater merit in
the afterlife. The nonbeliever is deprived of this other-worldly reward.
As we read in S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:44, “When they had forgotten all that
they had been told to take to heart, We threw open to them the gates of
all [good] things until – even as they were rejoicing in what they had
been granted – We suddenly took them to task: and lo! they were
broken in spirit.”
As for the believer, the more he or she learns about how to go about
day-to-day affairs in this life, the stronger his or her faith becomes, and
the higher the rank he or she is promised in the life to come.
Mastery of a task requires the fulfillment of two conditions: ability
and wisdom. Ability consists in possessing both the basic material
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means and human resources needed, and the wherewithal to protect
and preserve these resources. As for wisdom, it consists in knowledge
and its good use and management. As God declares in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f,
7:96, “if the people of those communities had but attained to faith and
been conscious of Us, We would indeed have opened up for them blessings out of heaven and earth…”
The Qur’an presents human beings’ purpose on earth as that of
stewardship (istikhl¥f), which is a form of servanthood. Secular philosophy, by contrast, conceives of the human purpose in essentially
materialistic terms. Consequently, the highest form of knowledge from
the Qur’anic perspective is faith in God. Unbelief (kufr) is thus contrasted not only with faith (Ïm¥n), but with knowledge (ma¢rifah, ¢ilm).
This is why the Qur’an treats the issue of knowledge in relation to the
heart (al-qalb, al-lubb, al-f‰’¥d) more that it does in relation to any
aspect of the human being. It is clear, then, that what the Qur’an
intends by the term ‘knowledge’ is not simply a theoretical grasp of
concepts and information but, rather, an awareness that is grounded in
primordial human nature and the willingness to submit to God’s rule.
The search for knowledge is a process that involves all human perceptions, both the physical and the nonphysical, as well as previously
acquired knowledge, whether it was received from others, or divine
revelation, as a result of which we might classify knowledge into three
types: (1) innate, (2) intuitive and (3) theoretical. Innate knowledge is
something with which a human being is born, such as an infant’s
instinctual knowledge of how to nurse from his or her mother.
Intuitive knowledge includes perceptions and cognitions that take
place as a matter of course, without the need for investigation or reasoning. One’s sense of touch, for example, conveys a burning sensation
if one touches fire. The individual thus gains experience with fire
which, together with other interactions with his or her environment,
builds up a reservoir of acquired knowledge that requires no conscious
thought and reasoning. The physical senses might thus be likened to
the windows of the mind onto the material, tangible world. As for theoretical knowledge, it requires study, investigation and intentional
reasoning. The memory records the sensory data affirmed through
concrete experiences. This data, together with information received
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from others, then becomes the material on the basis of which the mind
goes to work forming and developing ideas and concepts.
The Qur’an affirms the importance of receiving knowledge from
those who have gone before us, and calls upon us to integrate the
knowledge gleaned through the Qur’an itself and the revelations
received from earlier messengers of God and passed down through
their followers. This integration takes places through a dual process of
confirmation (ta|dÏq) and sifting (haymanah). (See S‰rah al-M¥’idah,
5:48 and S‰rah al-Sh‰r¥, 42:13.) The sifting process consists in
approving every portion of earlier revelations that has not been
corrupted or falsified.
(d) The object of ma¢rifah as presented in the Qur’an
is not essences, but attributes
Some scholars view philosophy as a process of generalization whereby
individual manifestations of behavioral values, expressions of knowledge, and fields of learning in all their variety are traced back to a
unifying source. The function of philosophy is to extract the implicit
dimensions of the judgments we make, the ideas we form, and the
beliefs we embrace, and give them direct, open expression. This conceptualization of philosophy supports the view that philosophical
thought is intimately bound to religion or, rather, that the philosophical enterprise emerged as a kind of intellectual critique of religious and
moral beliefs.
The Qur’an guides us to the evident realities from which we stand to
benefit on the levels of both knowledge and action. However, it does
not encourage us to delve into issues that cannot serve as a basis for
what we do. This may be seen in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:189, which reads,
“They will ask you about the new moons. Say: ‘They indicate the periods for [various doings of] mankind, including the pilgrimage.’”
Eminently practical, the answer provided here sidesteps the questioners’ curiosity about other matters, such as why the moon appears like a
mere thread at the beginning of the month, after which it fills out to
form a full moon, after which it goes back to its former state. A similar
point is conveyed in different terms by S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:101, “O
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you who have attained to faith! Do not ask about matters which, if they
were to be made manifest to you…, might cause you hardship,” and
S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:85, “They will ask you about [the nature of] divine
inspiration. Say: ‘This inspiration [comes] at my Sustainer’s behest;
and [you cannot understand its nature, since] you have been granted
very little of [real] knowledge.’” The essential nature of things is
known only to God.
What distinguishes the Islamic approach is that it acknowledges
things’ existence in the dual realms of ‘the unseen’ (al-ghayb) and ‘the
seen’ (al-shah¥dah), that is, in one realm that is accessible to human
reason and sensory perception, and in another that lies beyond these
human capacities. The Islamic thought system recognizes human
beings’ ability to perceive various entities’ existence and attributes;
however, it denies our ability to know things’ essential natures, holding that such knowledge is not required for us to fulfill our purpose in
life.
The bond the Qur’an affirms between knowledge and the knowing
human being is neglected by the so-called “scientific” research methods of this age, which destroy or deny the connection that God has
drawn between us and the universe we live in. People are part and parcel of the cosmos, and their lives will be sound only when their hearts
beat to its rhythm. The faith-based approach in no way diminishes the
ability of the scientific method to bring us understanding of individual
facts. On the contrary, it augments this understanding by connecting
the facts to one another.
(e) Ma¢rifah and existence
The Qur’an calls upon us to begin with existence as the basis for
ma¢rifah. There is no such thing as abstract research or abstract knowledge. Rather, faith is a phenomenon that emerges into consciousness
from deep within the self. In any given society, doctrine is taught and
life is lived in accordance with it even before the individual reaches the
stage of conscious awareness. The individual believes in a doctrine
before formulating a theory of knowledge, or ma¢rifah. The role of
ma¢rifah is to enable people to examine their convictions and beliefs so
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that if they are convincing they can affirm them, and if they are unconvincing, they can reject them. This process is affected, of course, by
environmental factors and upbringing as well as by innate disposition.
Ma¢rifah entails awareness of what one believes. The origins of
beliefs in the Qur’an are likewise the origins of human knowledge.
Beliefs originate out of reflection on existent entities. As such, existence is the vessel that both contains and transcends the realm of
ma¢rifah, while ma¢rifah is the awareness of what belief requires on the
level of conduct and way of life.
The Qur’an awakens primordial human nature by inspiring faith in
God as the sole Creator of the universe. It follows that the existence of
God Almighty, and existence in general, are prior to human beings and
human understanding. Existence is the cause and knowledge is one of
its effects. The Qur’an thus affirms an externally existent entity which
is independent of the knowing self and its perception or understanding.
S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:30 tells us that: “Thy Sustainer said to the angels:
‘Behold, I am about to establish upon earth one who shall inherit it.’”
In the following verse we are told that God “imparted to Adam the
names of all things (2:31).” These two verses indicate that the heavens,
the earth and the angels all exist independently of human beings, and
that they were created before us. Hence, the existence of these entities
was one source of human ma¢rifah.
Moreover, external realities vis-à-vis human beings may be divided
into two categories. The first consists of entities that belong to the
realm of sensory perception, and which surround human beings in the
world of nature, including plant life, animal life, inanimate beings, and
other people. The second consists of entities that belong to the realm
that transcends sensory perception, including the Eternal Tablet (allaw^ al-ma^f‰·), which is the eternal prototype for the earthly Qur’an,
Heaven and Hell, and the divine throne. The Qur’anic revelation was a
wake-up call to human beings to “read” in the name of the Lord who
created them, and who created the realm of existence of which they are
a part, saying: “Read in the name of your Sustainer Who has created,
created man out of a germ-cell! Read – for your Sustainer is the Most
Bountiful One, Who has taught [man] the use of the pen, taught man
what he did not know” (S‰rah al-¢Alaq, 95:1-5).
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As we have noted, existence is far broader than the realm of human
knowledge. The Islamic teaching concerning the dual realms of what is
inaccessible to human perception (al-ghayb) and what is humanly perceptible and knowable (al-shah¥dah) is central to the Qur’an. This
teaching serves as one of the most powerful arguments for the relativity
of knowledge and the finiteness, in both quantity and quality, of
human understanding. God has made clear that the understanding and
perceptive capacities God has granted us are for the purpose of
enabling us to fulfill our role as stewards and vicegerents on Earth, a
role which, in turn, is designed to help us achieve our ultimate purpose
of being God’s servants and worshippers. The human being with the
greatest knowledge of all was the Prophet Muhammad, whom God
commanded: “Say: ‘O my Sustainer, cause me to grow in knowledge!’”
(S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:114). Similarly, we are reminded in S‰rah Y‰suf,
12:76 that “above everyone who is endowed with knowledge there is
One who knows all.”
third: the realm of Ma¢rifah
As we have seen, knowledge is divided by the Qur’an into two realms:
that of al-ghayb, and that of al-shah¥dah (cf. S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:9). In
relating to the world, we believe in the realm of al-ghayb by an act of
faith without seeing it with our own eyes or sensing it in a tangible way;
nor can our reason grasp its details or the manner in which it operates.
Consequently, we might say that we have two different kinds of faith,
one of which applies to the concrete world around us, and the other of
which applies to the realm of al-ghayb. When relating to the former, we
use both our physical senses and our minds, but in relating to the latter,
our physical senses have no direct role to play. It bears noting here that
God speaks of the universe in the Qur’an as consisting of numerous
worlds. S‰rah al-F¥ti^ah, 1:2 reads, “All praise is due to God alone, the
Sustainer of all the worlds.” From this we may conclude that there are
numerous worlds, but that all of these worlds belong either to the
realm of the humanly perceptible (al-shah¥dah), or the humanly
imperceptible (al-ghayb).
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1) The relationship between al-ghayb and al-shah¥dah
The realm of al-shah¥dah is often referred to in the Qur’an as al-¥f¥q
(“the horizons”), which is manifested in the world of nature, while alghayb is often spoken of with reference to the inner, spiritual world of
al-anfus, (literally, “the selves”), with these complementary realms
often being mentioned in tandem. This is as it should be, since reflection on the outward signs manifested in the realm of al-shah¥dah can
give us greater faith in what the Qur’an teaches about the realm of alghayb, while belief in al-ghayb can help us remain stronger and more
hopeful in the face of life’s challenges and difficulties, including situations in which we have to cope with the reality of death.
2) The world of al-ghayb
(a) The dictionary definition of ghayb
The root consisting of the letters gh-y-b denotes the act of concealing
something. The verb gh¥ba/yaghÏb (verbal nouns, ghayb, ghaybah,
ghuy‰b) thus means to be concealed from view. It is used to speak of
the sun’s setting, since when the sun sets it disappears from sight.
Derivatives of this root are used figuratively to refer to realities that are
known only to God. The related noun ghay¥bah refers to a depression
in the ground, or to the bottom of something such as a well. It is used in
S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:10, where one of Joseph’s brothers tells the others to
throw Joseph “into the dark depths of this well” (fÏ ghay¥bat al-jubb).
As for the noun ghÏbah, it is used to refer to slander or backbiting,
which is something one only dares engage in when the object of the person being spoken of is absent.
(b) The usage-related definition of ghayb
The word ghayb is used customarily to refer to something hidden, concealed or protected and, more specifically, to realities that are
inaccessible (“absent”) to the physical senses and/or are not self-evident to the mind. Al-I|fah¥nÏ defined al-ghayb as that for which is no
evidence, of which there is no outward sign, and of which no created
being has any knowledge. Since God is All-Knowing, nothing that
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exists belongs, from His perspective, to the realm of ghayb; rather,
everything belongs, where God is concerned, to the realm of shah¥dah,
or that which is perceptible and comprehensible.
Derivatives of the root gh-y-b occur 53 times in the Qur’an; these
include four instances of the plural al-ghuy‰b, and one instance of
ghaybah. The masculine plural active participle gh¥’ibÏn (singular,
gh¥’ib) is used in S‰rah al-Naml, 27:20 in the sense of ‘absent’. The
feminine singular form of the same participle (gh¥’ibah) refers in S‰rah
al-Naml, 27:75 to something concealed or hidden: “…for there is
nothing [so deeply] hidden (gh¥’ibah) in the heavens or on earth but is
recorded in (His] clear decree.” The noun ghayb is used in S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:3 to mean “that which is beyond the reach of human
perception.” In other words, al-ghayb can only be perceived via God’s
messengers and prophets, and denial of its existence is tantamount to
atheism. S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:34 speaks highly of wives who “guard in
[the husband’s] absence what God would have them guard” (^¥fi·¥tun
lil-ghaybi bi ma ^afaza All¥hu).
There are certain aspects of the realm of al-ghayb about which God
has given us some knowledge. For example, the Qur’an includes the
names of God (asm¥’ All¥hi al-^usn¥), which tell us a great deal about
God’s nature; it also gives us information about the nature of life in the
hereafter which we would otherwise have no way of knowing. Other
aspects of the realm of al-ghayb are shrouded in complete mystery, and
about these human beings can know nothing. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:59,
for example, states that God has “the keys to the things that are beyond
the reach of a created being’s perception (maf¥ti^ al-ghayb),” and
“none knows them but He.”
There are, in addition, two other types of al-ghayb, one of which is
locational in nature, and the other temporal. The locational type of alghayb includes things we know nothing about because they are
geographically remote from us, while the temporal type includes
events that are either in the remote past, or in the unknown future.
When future events become present to us, however, they remain in the
realm of al-ghayb for people who are geographically remote from it.
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(c) Features of al-ghayb
The world of al-ghayb represents the world of the intangible.
However, even the tangible world might include certain aspects that
are unknowable due to the types of geographical or temporal remoteness mentioned above. In addition, there are certain things God
chooses not to disclose to anyone but a select few. S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:2627 tells us that God alone “knows that which is beyond the reach of a
created being’s perception, and to none does He disclose aught of the
mysteries of His Own unfathomable knowledge unless it be to an apostle whom He has been pleased to elect.”
As for God’s knowledge, it encompasses everything without exception in both the realm of the seen and the unseen. As we read in S‰rah
Saba’, 34:3: “Not an atom’s weight [of whatever there is] in the heavens or on earth escapes His knowledge; and neither is there anything
smaller than that, or larger, but is recorded in [His] clear decree.”
(d) Means for coming to know al-ghayb
Sensory perceptions can point beyond themselves to the world of the
intangible, including the realities of lordship, divinity, divine attributes
and prophecy. The mind is capable of grasping some universals, such
as the existence of God and prophecy. However, neither sensory perception nor reason is capable of attaining a detailed knowledge of the
world of al-ghayb, which can only be known fully through Divine
Revelation. This fact is a consistent feature of the Islamic epistemological system. As God tells the Prophet in S‰rah al-Sh‰r¥, 42:52,
And thus, too, have We revealed to you a life-giving message, [coming] at
Our behest. [Before this message came to you,] you did not know what
revelation is, nor what faith [implies]: but [now] We have caused this
[message] to be a light whereby We guide whom We will of Our servants.

In its call to believe in the world of the unseen, the Qur’an urges people to pursue scientific research. In other words, it encourages us to use
the epistemological tools at our disposal to reflect on the evidence for
God’s creative power. It reminds us that this evidence is dispersed
throughout the Earth and the heavenly realms, as well as inside of us.
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As we read in S‰rah Q¥f, 50:6-8, “Do they not look at the sky above
them – how We have built it and made it beautiful and free of all faults?
And the earth – We have spread it wide, and set upon it mountains
firm, and caused it to bring forth plants of all beauteous kinds, thus
offering an insight and a reminder unto every human being who willingly turns unto God.”
(e) The principles of al-ghayb
The realm of al-ghayb, which constitutes a source of knowledge for
human beings, has certain principles associated with it. These principles can be summed up as follows: (1) Existence has a beneficial
purpose or end. (2) The laws of the cosmos are not subject to the
human will. (3) The existence of God is the most important element of
the world of al-ghayb with respect to human beings. (4) The afterlife
constitutes the final outcome of the actions people have committed
during their lives on Earth. (5) Life on Earth takes place in a realm of
action and the pursuit of righteousness. (6) Though known to God, a
person’s individual fate (whether he or she is guided aright or falls into
error) is a product of the choices he or she makes of his or her own free
will. Consequently, there is no justification for passivity, defeatism or
fatalism.
Divine Revelation is the source from which people derive the
knowledge they need of the realm of al-ghayb. Revelation and human
reason complement each other and work together to form human
beings’ attitudes toward the world and the extent to which they fulfill
their purpose in life. For this reason, the Islamic epistemological
method steers clear of dualistic oppositions between religion and the
state, reason and written tradition, or traditionalism and modernity.
3) The world of al-shah¥dah
As we have seen, the terms al-ghayb and al-shah¥dah customarily
appear in association with each other. Referring to the realm of sensory
perception and those entities or concepts we can grasp with our minds,
the realm of shah¥dah is perceived and understood by means of
balanced cooperation between reason and the physical senses. By
means of this kind of cooperation and balance, human beings can
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relate constructively to the world around them and achieve great
things in fulfillment of their roles as God’s stewards on Earth. In this
process, human beings are expected to conduct themselves decisively
and rationally, and to make proper use of the laws embedded within
the universe based on a sound understanding of causality and the need
for harmony among the various parts of the cosmic system.
(a) The lexical definition of the root sh-h-d
The letters sh-h-d form a root that denotes presence, knowledge, and
the conveyance of knowledge to others. The verb shahida/yashhadhu
denotes the act of witnessing or bearing witness, which implies the
presence of the witness to the events or truths to which he or she is testifying. The noun shah¥dah denotes both the act of witnessing or
bearing witness, and the testimony itself. The active participle sh¥hid
refers to a witness, and the verbal noun mush¥hadah refers to the act of
seeing with one’s own eyes. One of the names of God is al-ShahÏd,
which means, “the One Whose knowledge nothing escapes,” because
He is present to all and everything at all times. When speaking of God’s
absolute knowledge (¢ilm), we refer to Him as al-¢AlÏm. When such
knowledge is construed as encompassing matters that are hidden, concealed or mysterious, we refer to Him as al-KhabÏr, and when it is
construed as encompassing matters that are visible and evident, we
refer to Him as al-ShahÏd.
(b) The usage-based definition of sh-h-d
Derivates of the root sh-h-d occur 124 times in the Qur’an, and in the
following senses. In S‰rah al-Bur‰j, 85:7 the word shuh‰d (plural of
sh¥hid) is used to refer to those who are ‘witnesses’ to what they themselves are doing to others. The word shah¥dah can refer to an act of
witnessing that takes place via physical sight, or via insight or understanding. In either case, the word denotes a definitive report that
constitutes evidence in favor of what the witness is saying. The verb
shahida is used in S‰rah al-Zukhruf, 43:19 in the sense of knowing
about something by virtue of having seen it with one’s own eyes. Of
those who claim that the angels are females, God asks rhetorically,
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“did they witness their creation (ashahid‰ khalqahum)?” (Cf. S‰rah
al-Kahf, 18:51.) The same verb, shahida, is used in S‰rah al-Baqarah,
2:84 in the sense of bearing witness or testifying to the truth of something. And the word shah¥dah is used in S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:9 to refer to
“all that can be witnessed by a creature’s senses or mind.”
(c) Categories of shah¥dah
The realm of existence that can be understood through human reason
is referred to in the Qur’an by the terms al-¥f¥q (‘horizons’) and alanfus (‘souls’ or ‘selves’). These terms are found in S‰rah Fu||ilat,
41:53 quoted earlier, where God states, “We shall make them fully
understand Our messages [through what they perceive] in the utmost
horizons [of the universe] (fÏ al-¥f¥q) and within themselves (wa fÏ
anfusihim), so that it will become clear unto them that this [revelation]
is indeed the truth.” In a discussion of the meaning of the term al-¥f¥q,
al-Shawk¥nÏ quotes Ibn YazÏd, a leading early scholar of Islam, as stating, “Al-¥f¥q are the signs observed in the sky.” Commentators
Qat¥dah and al-™a^^¥k defined the term as referring to “God’s deeds
among the people of the world.” ¢A~¥ understood it to refer to “astronomical, meteorological and terrestrial entities and phenomena,
including the sun, the moon, the stars, night and day, winds, and the
like.” Ibn KathÏr for his part interpreted the phrase al-¥f¥q as referring
to “the Muslim conquests and Islam’s triumph over other regions and
religions.” As for al-R¥zÏ, he opined that the term denoted “astronomical and planetary signs, the signs of day and night, in light, shadow and
darkness, the four elements [fire, water, earth and air], and the three
compounds known as mineral, animal and vegetable.”
(d) The relationship between the realms of al-¥f¥q and al-anfus
It is clear that these two realms are closely linked based on the fact that
whenever one of them is mentioned in the Qur’an, the other is mentioned as well. One example of this pairing is found in S‰rah al-Kahf,
18:51. Referring to the angels, God declares, “I did not make them witnesses of the creation of the heavens and the earth, nor of the creation
of their own selves.” Another such pairing is found in S‰rah al-
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Dh¥riy¥t, 51:20-21 quoted earlier: “And on earth there are signs [of
God’s existence, visible] to all who are endowed with inner certainty,
just as [there are signs thereof] within your own selves: can you not,
then, see?”
The Qur’an thus emphasizes the interconnection and complementariness of these two spheres: the fact that the universe has been placed
at human beings’ disposal negates the notion that there is an inherent
struggle or conflict between human beings and the rest of the cosmos.
On the contrary, in order for human beings to be good stewards of the
Earth and to “colonize” Earth in pursuit of happiness and prosperity,
they must strive for a sound understanding of both “the horizons” (al¥f¥q) and of the human psyche and its legitimate needs (al-anfus). The
better we understand the universe, the better able we are to make good
use of it. Hence, human progress and development depend on the ability
to know and relate to both the outer world (al-¥f¥q) and our inner
worlds (al-anfus). In this way only can we strive for the common good
of humanity.
fourth: qur’anic criteria for Ma¢rifah
The Qur’an demonstrates a concern for disciplined thought on the
levels of both ethics and knowledge. Ethical integrity as it relates to
knowledge, important though it is, is insufficient. It is not enough for a
scholar to have pure motives for his work without also conveying
information accurately and completely. Nor is it enough to be academically disciplined in terms of accuracy and thoroughness without
putting one’s knowledge to the proper ethical uses. Rather, we need to
hold ourselves to strict standards both ethically and academically in
our pursuit of knowledge. The Qur’an seeks to guide us toward beneficial knowledge within the proper boundaries. In order to achieve true
epistemological progress, which requires integration of our various
sources of knowledge, we must demonstrate proper respect for both
the Divine Law and human reason. We need to formulate rules that
will both facilitate and regulate scholarship by ensuring that our
research methods are sound and free of debilitating errors.
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1) Qur’anic ethical standards of ma¢rifah
The importance of ethical standards in relation to knowledge lies in the
fact that such standards guide the choices we make as to how we will
put such knowledge to use. The Qur’an speaks of ethical values either
in terms of legal rulings, or in terms of human beings’ innate moral consciousness. People do not, of course, always obey their consciences.
Nevertheless, conscience remains deeply embedded in the human psyche. Consequently, one tends to be intuitively aware of having violated
a moral principle. The purpose of knowledge is to empower human
beings to be God’s vicegerents by bringing prosperity both to themselves and to the Earth in keeping with God’s commands, and it is the
Qur’an that informs us of what these commands are. The precepts set
down in the Qur’an provide us with guidelines for relating to others
and to the wider Cosmos in such a way that we use our God-given
knowledge constructively rather than destructively.
(a) Prohibiting strife and contention
Competition in the sense of aspiration is one thing, and conflict and
strife are another. Aspiration has a noble, laudable purpose (cf. S‰rah
al-Mu~affifÏn, 83:26), whereas strife and contention lead to nothing
but division. As God has said, “do not be at variance with one another,
lest you lose heart and your moral strength desert you.” There are two
types of disagreement. The first type is permissible. In fact, it is one of
the hallmarks of the Islamic academic and intellectual heritage, having
served to fuel an intellectual revolution and the accumulation of vast
epistemological wealth. Differences of opinion among Muslim scholars over questions of scriptural and theological interpretation have
helped to deepen our understanding of the truth and to achieve significant benefits in the theoretical and practical realms alike. However,
numerous verses of the Qur’an criticize the behavior of Jews and
Christians whose rulings and judgments violated principles of which
they had clear knowledge. God warns in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:105, “Be
not like those who have drawn apart from one another and have taken
to conflicting views after all evidence of the truth has come unto them;
for them tremendous suffering is in store.” One of the most devastating
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things that can happen to the general populace and the intellectual elite
alike is for them to succumb to the spiritual weaknesses that led to the
demise of bygone civilizations. One such weakness consists in knowledge losing its moral foundations and high-minded aims, with the
result that it goes from being knowledge of God and a source of virtue
to being a destructive force that tears at the fabric of the society and
destroys its religious unity.
We know from the study of intellectual and doctrinal history that
there are numerous potential causes of difference and disagreement.
Whenever societies take steps in the direction of progress and higher
civilization, the rifts among their members tend to widen. The result is
the emergence of competing schools of thought, religions, sects and
denominations. None of this is evil in and of itself. However, such
developments turn destructive when people surrender to selfish
whims. God warned the Prophet in S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:145 that if he
followed the “(vain) desires” (ahw¥’, plural of haw¥) of those who
opposed his way, he would be a wrongdoer. To submit to Divine
Revelation is to stand opposed to mere human caprice and vain desire.
God asks rhetorically in S‰rah Mu^ammad, 47:14, “Is then one who is
on a clear [path] from his Lord no better than one to whom the evil of
his conduct seems pleasing, and such as follow their own lusts (ittaba¢‰
ahw¥’ahum)?”
The Qur’an and the Sunnah are the two primary sources of knowledge for the Muslim community. Hence, disputes that arise from
opposition to what is taught by Divine Revelation are caused by people
going the way of their own caprices, whether out of love for worldly
gain, hatred for people of faith, or intellectual hubris. In S‰rah alQa|a|, 28:78 we read about how a certain wealthy man of Moses’ day
defiantly declared, “[My wealth] has been given to me only by virtue of
the knowledge that is in me!” Knowledge is, first and foremost, a gift
from God, and should be recognized as such. Apart from this recognition, knowledge becomes a veil that blinds us to our need for our lives
and relationships to be ordered by the Divine Law.
(b) Objectivity
By “objectivity”, I am referring to the act of stepping back from one’s
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emotions and prejudices in relation to an issue or question concerning
which a decision or judgment needs to be made. Thus defined, objectivity requires honesty and humility. Another concomitant of
objectivity is academic integrity, which includes a commitment to
practices such as attributing statements to their proper sources and not
reading one’s own thoughts or intentions into what another person has
said. Consequently, objectivity can be quite difficult to achieve and
maintain.
The term ‘objectivity’ as such does not appear anywhere in the
Qur’an. However the concept of objectivity as defined above is alluded
to in numerous places in the Qur’an as a necessity for making sound
judgments and relating fairly to others. An example of objectivity presents itself in the balanced way in which, when God speaks about
various communities, including the Jews and the Christians, He points
to both their strengths and their weaknesses, their virtues and their
vices. We read in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:75: “And among the followers of
earlier revelation there is many a one who, if you entrust him with a
treasure, will [faithfully] restore it to you; and there is among them
many a one who, if you entrust him with a tiny gold coin, will not
restore it to you unless you keep standing over him.” (Cf. S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:110-113.) Hence, although it has become popular to equate
‘objectivity’ with non-adherence to any value system or doctrinal consideration, one could not describe someone who adheres to the
standards of Islamic law as lacking in objectivity. Rather, the Qur’an
calls upon believers to strive for impartiality and fairness while cautioning against the dangers of neglecting these noble virtues. The
Muslim is expected to relate to whatever subject or issue he or she studies without overreacting and without prejudice for or against one
group or another depending on worldly fortunes or status, venal
desires and ambitions, or baseless caprices and passions.
(c) A warning against suppression of the truth
God warns, “...do not overlay the truth with falsehood, and do not
knowingly suppress the truth” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:42). Elsewhere,
God warns those who do engage in such concealment of the great spiritual torment that lies in store for them: “Verily, as for those who
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suppress aught of the revelation which God has bestowed from on
high, and barter it away for a trifling gain – they but fill their bellies
with fire. And God will not speak unto them on the Day of Resurrection, nor will He cleanse them [of their sins]; and grievous suffering
awaits them” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:174).
Those who are obliged to answer a question are forbidden to conceal or suppress what they know. However, in particular situations
and when dealing with certain individuals, one may be duty-bound to
suppress certain information because those to whom one is speaking
would be unable to comprehend this information, and would thereby
be liable to misconstrue it and, worse still, disbelieve God and His
Messenger.
(d ) The dangers of being selective in the search for knowledge
Addressing the children of Israel, God asks, “Do you, then, believe in
some parts of the divine writ and deny the truth of other parts? What,
then, could be the reward of those among you who do such things but
ignominy in the life of this world and, on the Day of Resurrection, commitment to most grievous suffering?” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:85). This
admonition reminds us of the need to develop an inclusive view of
whatever subject we are studying. Rather than falling into narrow,
atomistic, compartmentalized views of reality, we need to adhere to a
method that provides us with a balanced mix of experience and information. At the same time, we should be diligent about purging our
thought systems of foreign, extraneous, or spurious elements and
ideas.
(e ) Speculation and surmise
The Qur’an places no store by beliefs based on mere conjecture no matter how many people happen to subscribe to them. Truth is not
measured by the number of people who embrace it any more than falsehood is identified by the scarcity of its followers. As we read in S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:116, “if you pay heed to the majority of those [who live]
on earth, they will but lead you astray from the path of God: they follow but [other people’s] conjectures, and they themselves do nothing
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but guess.” Similarly, S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:78 urges us not to depend
on “unlettered people who have no real knowledge of the divine writ,
[following] only wishful beliefs and depending on nothing but conjecture.” It is clear, then, that true knowledge requires that we demand the
kind of accuracy and precision that will lead to certainty.
(f ) The prohibition of falsification and lying
In S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:71 God says, “O followers of earlier revelation!
Why do you cloak the truth with falsehood and conceal the truth of
which you are [so well] aware?” A similar admonition comes in S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:79: “Woe, then, unto those who write down, with their
own hands, [something which they claim to be] divine writ, and then
say, ‘This is from God,’ in order to acquire a trifling gain thereby; woe,
then, unto them for what their hands have written, and woe unto them
for all that they may have gained!” Deliberate corruption of holy writ
is a moral transgression. This sort of transgression is spoken of in
S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:78, which reads, “Behold, there are indeed some
among them who distort the Bible with their tongues, so as to make
you think that [what they say] is from the Bible, the while it is not from
the Bible.” When sound knowledge is set aside, it is bound to be
replaced by untruths. If, however, the epistemological method being
followed is based on sources that yield solid facts, the results we obtain
will be accurate and sound, uncontaminated by the vices of cheating,
deception, hypocrisy, and pedantry. We are admonished in S‰rah alNa^l, 16:116, “Do not utter falsehoods by letting your tongues determine [at your own discretion], ‘This is lawful and that is forbidden,’
thus attributing your own lying inventions to God.”
2) Scientific standards of truth in the Qur’an
(a) Refuse to accept claims not backed up by evidence
The Qur’an affirms the importance of verifying the accuracy of any
information on which we are going to base an attitude or position. This
verification takes place based on two types of evidence that we will
term revelational and rational. Revelational evidence is evidence
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derived from the Qur’an or the Sunnah of the Prophet, while rational
evidence consists of indisputable rational premises. In numerous verses
of the Qur’an we encounter demands for evidence for claims people
make on controversial matters. In response to those who worship
beings other than God and appeal to tradition in support of their practice, God commands the Prophet, “Say: ‘Have you any [certain]
knowledge which you could proffer to us? You follow but [other people’s] conjectures, and you yourselves do nothing but guess’” (S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:148). Similarly we read in S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:4, “Say:
‘Have you [really] given thought to what it is that you invoke instead of
God? Show me what these [beings or forces) have created anywhere on
earth! Or had they, perchance, a share in [creating] the heavens? [If so,]
bring me any divine writ preceding this one, or any [other] vestige of
knowledge – if what you claim is true!’” Claims devoid of proof avail
nothing. As we read in S‰rah al-Naml, 27:64: “Could there be any
divine power besides God? Say: ‘[If you think so,] produce your
evidence – if you truly believe in your claim!’” A similar message is conveyed by S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:15: “These people of ours have taken to
worshipping [other] deities instead of Him, without being able to
adduce any reasonable evidence in support of their beliefs; and who
could be more wicked than he who invents a lie about God?” For other
references to evidence that God provides for the truth of His message,
see S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:83, S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:211, S‰rah al-M¥’idah,
5:110, and S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:104.
(b) Do not delve into matters of which you have no knowledge
This is a cardinal Qur’anic rule for those who aspire to sound thinking
and sound research, which requires that we know both our strengths
and our limitations. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:68 admonishes the Prophet to
turn his back on those who speak ignorantly about God’s messages,
while S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:36 instructs all and sundry as follows: “And
never concern yourself with anything of which you have no knowledge: verily, [your] hearing and sight and heart – all of them – will be
called to account for it [on Judgment Day].”
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(c ) Make careful use of words
Sound academic research requires the precise use of terms. This point
is made in another context in S‰rah al-¤ujur¥t, 49:14, which reads,
“The Bedouin say, ‘We have attained to faith.’ Say [unto them, O
Muhammad]: ‘You have not [yet] attained to faith; you should [rather]
say, “We have [outwardly] surrendered” – for [true] faith has not yet
entered your hearts.’” In S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:104, the Muslim community is addressed with the words: “O you who have attained to
faith! Do not say [to the Prophet], ‘Listen to us,’ but rather say, ‘Have
patience with us,’ and hearken [unto him], since grievous suffering
awaits those who deny the truth.” (Or, as Yusuf Ali translates the same
passage, “O ye of Faith! Say not [to the Messenger] words of ambiguous import, but words of respect; and hearken [to him]: To those
without Faith is a grievous punishment.”)
Believers are expected to speak respectfully and not to use words
that could lead either to misunderstanding or to wrongdoing. It should
always be remembered that the circumstances, the timing, the environment, the situation, and the person to whom one is speaking all play a
role in how one’s words will be perceived and, hence, the effect they
will have. Conversely, when words or statements are taken out of their
original context, serious misunderstandings, errors and confusion can
result. It is a given, then, that the Muslim academic or researcher must
take special care in the way in which he or she uses language, recognizing that words are defined by their contexts as much as they are by
lexicons, and that other people’s language should be interpreted based
on the way in which they themselves understand it.
Just as specialists in this or that field of knowledge develop an inhouse jargon that would be incomprehensible to an outsider, the
people of this or that community or society come, over time, to attribute new meanings to the words and expressions they use in day-to-day
interactions. In order to be recognized as competent in a given field,
one has to have mastered that field’s special terminology or jargon.
Similarly, the academic or scientific methodology which we glean from
the Qur’an teaches us not to form judgments about people until we
have made certain that we understand the meanings of the words with
which they communicate.
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Terminology plays a pivotal role in virtually all forms of intellectual
creativity and in the discussions and debates to which they give rise.
The more a field broadens and the more issues ramify, the more critical
terminology becomes for conveying facts clearly and succinctly and for
streamlining the exchange of ideas. On the other hand, one danger of
newly evolving terminology, particularly in this age of doctrinal, intellectual and cultural clashes, is that it has the potential to crowd out the
traditional terms used in academic and cultural spheres to the point
where, little by little, it replaces the Islamic beliefs, notions, and moral
values to which these traditional terms originally gave expression.
(d ) Strive for a proper fit between your field of
study and your scientific method
The importance of such a “good fit” is alluded to in S‰rah al-Zukhruf,
43:19, which reads, “And [yet] they claim that the angels – who in
themselves are but beings created by the Most Gracious – are females:
[but] did they witness their creation? This false claim of theirs will be
recorded, and they will be called to account [for it on Judgment Day]!”
The idolaters of the Prophet’s day were espousing an epistemological
view according to which the angels are females. Elsewhere we are told
that these same people attributed “daughters” to God: “Or, [if you
believe in God, how can you believe that] He has daughters, whereas
you yourselves would have sons?” God challenges their claim by asking whether they had been present at the angels’ creation. What this
means is that the claim that the angels are females and that they are
God’s daughters can only be shown to be valid or invalid, true or
untrue, by appeal to empirical evidence. The only empirical evidence
that would fill the bill in such a situation would have been for the
people making the claim either to have witnessed the angels’ creation,
or to have seen these angels at some later time, neither of which was a
requirement they could fulfill. It could only be concluded, therefore,
that those making this claim were engaged in unfounded speculation.
In this connection, S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:100-101 reads, “And yet, some
have come to attribute to all manner of invisible beings a place side by
side with God – although it is He who has created them [all]; and in
their ignorance they have invented for Him sons and daughters!
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Limitless is He in His glory, and sublimely exalted above anything that
men may devise by way of definition: the Originator of the heavens and
the earth! How could it be that He should have a child without there
ever having been a mate for Him – since it is He who has created everything, and He alone knows everything?” Such people’s claims lacked
any basis in fact, nor were they founded on any scientific method
appropriate to their epistemological field, since the realm about which
they were making their claim was that of al-ghayb, which lies beyond
the ken of human perception. Worse still, they attributed perfection to
themselves and imperfection to God!
The importance of a proper fit between the field of knowledge one
is dealing with and the scientific method one employs cannot be
stressed too highly. No scientific progress occurs without research, and
scientific research depends on method. Sound method yields sound
research; faulty method yields faulty research.
(e ) Strive for a proper fit between the epistemological
field in question and your intellectual capacities
It goes without saying that intellectual capacities have their limitations. This is true on both the level of intelligence or reason in general,
and on the level of individual abilities, which vary from one person to
another. The Qur’an makes clear that there are certain matters that are
beyond the reach of human understanding or knowledge. These include
the Divine Essence, the nature of Spirit, when the Day of Resurrection
will come, the world of the angels, the inner workings of the Universe,
how successful we will be in our livelihoods, what our lifespans will be,
and the ultimate fates of both individuals and nations. We have not
been equipped to know these things, nor are we held responsible for
doing so. As we read in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:187:
They will ask you [O Prophet] about the Last Hour: “When will it come to
pass?” Say: “Verily, knowledge thereof rests with my Sustainer alone.
None but He will reveal it in its time. Heavily will it weigh on the heavens
and the earth; [and] it will not fall upon you otherwise than of a sudden.”
They will ask you – as if you could gain insight into this [mystery] by dint of
persistent inquiry! Say: “Knowledge thereof rests with my Sustainer alone;
but [of this] most people are unaware.”
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A similar message is found in S‰rah Luqm¥n, 31:34:
Verily, with God alone rests the knowledge of when the Last Hour will
come; and He [it is Who] sends down rain; and He [alone] knows what is in
the wombs: whereas no one knows what he will reap tomorrow, and no
one knows in what land he will die. Verily, God [alone] is All-Knowing,
All-Aware.

Muslims must bind their reason to their religion; in other words,
they must use their minds, but with awareness of the limits of the mind
in the face of mysteries to which God has not granted us access.
Otherwise, we may squander our mental energy on pursuits that yield
no benefit. Muslims should inquire into those things God has urged
them to gain knowledge of, and they should do so in keeping with the
limits set down in the Divine Law as given in the Qur’an and the
Sunnah of the Prophet. Only then will the Muslim community be able
to protect itself from error and achieve the good both in this life and the
next.
(f ) Achieve a thorough grasp of the issue at hand
Formulation of an appropriate ruling on an issue requires an accurate
understanding of that issue. This understanding is built in turn on a
thorough acquaintance with all its aspects, since otherwise, the ruling
might be invalidated by factors that were not taken into consideration
in the beginning. This is why inclusive thinking is so vital. Judging an
idea, person, group or school of thought based on a partial examination will lead to a decision, attitude or ruling that is unfair in one way
or another, which is in violation of what God has commanded us in
S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:8: “O you who have attained to faith! Be ever
steadfast in your devotion to God, bearing witness to the truth in all
equity; and never let hatred of anyone lead you into the sin of deviating
from justice. Be just: this is closest to being God-conscious. And remain
conscious of God: verily God is aware of all that you do.”
The Qur’an speaks harshly of those who form judgments based on
incomplete knowledge: “Nay, but they are bent on giving the lie to
everything the wisdom whereof they do not comprehend, and ere its
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inner meaning has become clear to them. Even thus did those who lived
before their time give the lie to the truth: and behold what happened in
the end to those evildoers” (S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:39). As for a fair and
sound judgment, it is based on both complete understanding and a
charitable motive. Hence, rulings set forth in the Qur’an may be followed by a statement such as: “God wants to make [all this] clear unto
you, and to guide you onto the [righteous] ways of life of those who
preceded you, and to turn unto you in His mercy: for God is AllKnowing, Wise” (S‰rah al-Nis¥’, 4:26).
When a ruling is based on a thorough comprehension of the issue at
hand and when it is applicable to all the forms such an issue might take,
this helps to prevent unfair generalization of such a ruling to situations
or people to which, or whom, it does not apply. If the cause that gave
rise to some past ruling recurs in another situation, the same ruling will
apply; otherwise, it will not. Therefore it is of great importance to
distinguish between one situation and another lest our rulings be misapplied. A principle related to this is that only the person guilty of a
crime should be punished for it. As we read in S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:18:
No bearer of burdens shall be made to bear another’s burden; and if one
weighed down by his load calls upon [another] to help him carry it, nothing
thereof may be carried [by that other], even if it be one’s near of kin. Hence,
you can [truly] warn only those who stand in awe of their Sustainer
although He is beyond the reach of their perception, and are constant in
prayer, and [know that] whoever grows in purity, attains to purity but for
the good of his own self, and [that] with God is all journeys’ end.

It follows, then, that if a scholar makes an error, we have no right to
hold other scholars accountable for it. Similarly, if one member of a
group, sect or religion commits an error or even a crime, this does not
give us the right to issue a blanket judgment against all other members
of this group or religion. Rather, the ruling or verdict applies only to
the guilty party and to the relevant situation. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:110115 makes clear that although some “followers of earlier revelation”
are iniquitous,
they are not all alike: among the followers of earlier revelation there are
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upright people, who recite God’s messages throughout the night and prostrate themselves [before Him]. They believe in God and the Last Day, and
enjoin the doing of what is right and forbid the doing of what is wrong, and
vie with one another in doing good works: and these are among the righteous. And whatever good they do, they shall never be denied the reward
thereof: for, God has full knowledge of those who are conscious of Him.
(cf. S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:40)

The Muslim should derive knowledge from the proper sources
while at the same time being open to the knowledge and experience of
others. Different types of knowledge are derived from different
sources. Revelational knowledge, for example, is derived from Divine
Revelation, while human knowledge is derived from a variety of other
sources. When a question arises about this or that, the Qur’an directs
the inquirers to the appropriate source of knowledge. In S‰rah alAnbiy¥’, 21:7, God says to the Prophet, “For [even] before your time,
We never sent [as Our apostles] any but [mortal] men, whom We
inspired – hence, [tell the deniers of the truth,] ‘If you do not know this,
ask the followers of earlier revelation.’” If the type of knowledge we
are seeking has to do with the material world, then it makes most sense
to seek this from those who possess this type of knowledge rather than
from someone else. Similarly, the tools and methods we employ in
gathering information should be suitable to the type of knowledge we
are after. So long as the knowledge people possess is of benefit and its
uses are in keeping with the Divine Law, we are called upon to pursue
greater understanding of their cultures, their academic disciplines, and
the learning they have accumulated over the centuries so that we, too,
can spread blessing through the creative use of information and its
applications.
In S‰rah al-Kahf, 18:65-66, we read about how Moses, encountering a servant of God who had been given special wisdom (identified in
commentaries as Khidr), asked if he could follow this servant and learn
from him even though he (Khidr) was less well-known, and possibly of
lower rank, than was Moses. Similarly, we find Adam’s son Cain
expressing the need to learn from the example of a crow, even though a
bird might be considered a lower form of life than a human being. After
killing his brother Abel, Cain saw a raven which showed him how to
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bury his brother, and he learned from the raven’s concrete example.
We read in S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:31:
Thereupon God sent forth a raven which scratched the earth, to show him
how he might conceal the nakedness of his brother’s body. [And Cain]
cried out: “Oh, woe is me! Am I then too weak to do what this raven did,
and to conceal the nakedness of my brother's body?” – and was thereupon
smitten with remorse.

We also find that the Queen of Sheba, before surrendering herself to
the one God worshipped by Solomon, was possessed of a profound
wisdom which God Himself affirms in the Qur’an. The Qur’an quotes
her as saying, “Verily, whenever kings enter a country they corrupt it,
and turn the noblest of its people into the most abject. And this is the
way they [always] behave” (S‰rah al-Naml, 27:34).
When gleaning information from others, we need to distinguish
between what constitutes ‘cultural invasion’ and cultural exchange.
The fear of subjecting themselves to cultural hegemony by others has
prevented many Muslims from benefitting from sound knowledge and
exploring the horizons that would have enabled them to overcome
backwardness of various sorts and contribute to positive, constructive
change in their societies. However, a truly progressive scientific
approach is prepared to glean knowledge from whatever source necessary so long as the knowledge it contains is accurate and lends itself to
the service of the good, and this regardless of the character of the person or group that serves as this source. As we have seen, the Qur’an
calls upon Muslims to derive benefit from earlier revelations by affirming whatever knowledge they supply provided that it is in congruence
with the Islamic message. Some of the contents of earlier revelations,
according to Islamic teaching, have suffered corruption, as a result of
which discernment is in order so as to make it possible to adopt what is
still sound in these messages and to reject what has been corrupted or
falsified. Muslims are to study, analyze and critique the contents of
earlier revelations in such a way that they draw from them what is
good, true and beneficial.
The Qur’an was revealed both to complete and to abrogate previous revelations. God tells the Prophet in S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:48, “And
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unto you [O Prophet] have We vouchsafed this divine writ, setting
forth the truth, confirming the truth of whatever there still remains of
earlier revelations and determining what is true therein.” S‰rah alA^q¥f, 46:12 reads, “And yet, before this there was the revelation of
Moses, a guide and a [sign of God’s] grace; and this [Qur’an] is a divine
writ confirming the truth [of the Torah] in the Arabic tongue, to warn
those who are bent on evildoing, and [to bring] a glad tiding to the
doers of good.” In the same vein, S‰rah al-ßaff, 61:6 reads, “And [this
happened, too,] when Jesus, the son of Mary, said: ‘O children of
Israel! Behold, I am an apostle of God unto you, [sent] to confirm the
truth of whatever there still remains of the Torah, and to give [you] the
glad tiding of an apostle who shall come after me, whose name shall be
Ahmad.’” This passage is a confirmation that successive revelations
represent an accumulation of knowledge, with the later building upon
what was left by the earlier. Similarly, it illustrates the phenomenon
whereby the Qur’an confirms all of the knowledge that was brought in
earlier times through divine revelation because such knowledge is
intended for everyone. Islam’s revealed precepts and doctrines, being
marked by the highest levels of certainty, stand in judgment over other
teachings and serve as a criterion by which we are to judge the truth of
other revelations and sources of knowledge.
This is the approach that should be taken to the heritage passed
down to us by bygone nations and civilizations, as well as to our own
Islamic scientific heritage. Our Islamic academic heritage undoubtedly
contains both truth and error, since it consists of human interpretations. Such interpretations, the aim of which was to arrive at truth, left
a massive body of writings that have both benefited and burdened later
generations. Our job is to sift through what we have; whatever we find
to be in agreement with the revealed message, we should accept, and
whatever conflicts with it, we should set aside.
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5
¢

Ilm in the Qur’an

¢ilm i s o n e of the most frequently occurring terms in the Qur’an,
as are derivatives of other roots denoting similar or related concepts.
¢Ilm, generally translated as ‘knowledge’, is the only thing God commanded the Prophet to pray to receive more of. Arriving at a definition
of ¢ilm requires a discussion of numerous themes, including both the
lexical meaning of the term ¢ilm and its customary uses. We first come
to a discussion of the word’s lexical definition and the features that set
it apart from other terms within the same semantic field, as well as the
ways in which it is linked to such terms in various contexts.
first: the definition and types of ¢Ilm
1) The lexical definition of ¢ilm
¢Ilm is the opposite of jahl, or ignorance. It refers to perception or
knowledge in general terms. ¢Ilm might also be defined as the confident
belief that something is as it truly is. Philologists have proposed that the
word ¢ilm derives its meaning from the word ¢al¥mah, meaning sign,
symbol or signal. The term ma¢lam (plural, ma¢¥lim) refers to a signpost, guidepost, landmark or distinguishing feature of a place or an
object. Unlike most other verbal nouns, the word ¢ilm can be pluralized
(¢ul‰m), in which connection it denotes a field of study or academic discipline. The active participle ¢¥lim (plural, ¢ulam¥’) refers to a scientist
(literally, a ‘knower’ or ‘one who knows’), while the related word ¢alÏm
means knowledgeable and, when referring to God, All-Knowing (cf.
S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:101: “He alone knows everything” – wa huwa bi
kulli shay’in ¢alÏm). The verb ¢alima/ya¢lamu (which can take a direct
object or be followed by the preposition bi) means to be aware of, to
sense, to know, to master, to comprehend, or to be certain of. Speaking
of the person who turns his back on truth, S‰rah al-¢Alaq, 96:14 asks,
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“Does he, then, not know (alam ya¢lam) that God sees [all] (anna All¥h
yar¥)?” Used in the sense of ‘distinguish’, the verb appears in S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:220, which reminds us that God “knows the person who
means mischief from the person who means good” (ya¢lamu al-mufsid
min al-mu|li^).
2) The usage-based definition
Most definitions of ¢ilm identify it as a certain belief that corresponds
to reality, a definitive judgment that is not subject to doubt. All such
definitions distinguish between ¢ilm and takhayyul, that is, fantasy or
imagination. ¢Ilm is accurate to the extent that it corresponds to actual
reality. The definition of ¢ilm as a perception of something as it actually
is includes two possibilities. In one of these, it refers to a perception of
the nature or essence of something, and in the other, it refers to a judgment regarding the presence or absence of an attribute in someone or
something. The first usage is illustrated in the statement, “you may not
know them, [but] God knows them (l¥ ta¢lam‰nahum, All¥hu
ya¢lamuhum)” (S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:60). As for the second type of usage,
it takes two direct objects, as in the phrase, “and if you have thus ascertained that they are believers… (in ¢alimtum‰hunna mu’min¥t)”
(S‰rah al-Mumta^anah, 60:10). Al-Jurj¥nÏ defined ¢ilm as “a certain
belief that corresponds to reality.” God refers to Himself in the Qur’an
as al-¢®lim (the One who knows) and al-¢AlÏm (the All-Knowing). The
Qur’an attributes the verb ¢alima/ya¢lamu to God, and describes God
as possessing ¢ilm. God is also described as ¢all¥m al-ghuy‰b (S‰rah alM¥’idah, 5:109), which means that nothing is hidden from His
knowledge or perception: He knows what was, what is, what will be,
what is not, and how things that are not would be if they were. God is
aware of the faith of believers, the unbelief of unbelievers, and the sins
of the disobedient. However, God’s knowledge of what people will do
in the future does not rob of their freedom; hence, each individuals
remains responsible for his or her actions, words and beliefs. God’s
¢ilm is the cause behind the existence of the world (al-¢¥lam), which is,
in turn, the cause behind the ¢ilm of human beings. God’s ¢ilm encompasses all aspects of existence, both outward (·¥hir) and inward (b¥~in).
Being eternal, God’s knowledge is not dependent on events in time.
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Nor is it acquired through the senses or reasoning as is the knowledge
of human beings.
3) Divisions of ¢ilm
Scholars have divided ¢ilm into two categories. The first is that of ¢ilm
qadÏm, that is, timeless or eternal knowledge, which can be predicated
of God alone. The second is ¢ilm ^adÏth, or temporal knowledge, which
is predicated of creatures. Temporal knowledge is further divided into
the dual categories of intuitive, which refers to the kind of elementary
knowledge that one gains through one or more of the five senses and
which requires no conscious thought or reflection; and acquired
knowledge, which is obtained via conscious mental effort and a deliberate learning process. This is the import behind the saying of the
Prophet: innam¥ al-¢ilmu bi al-ta¢allum, “Knowledge comes through
learning.” The differences among individuals with respect to acquired
knowledge are alluded to in S‰rah al-Ra¢d, 13:17, which states that
God “sends down water from the skies, and the channels flow, each
according to its measure.” In other words, people vary in their Godgiven ability to take in and ‘channel’ information and knowledge. The
type of knowledge classed above as ¢ilm \ar‰rÏ, or intuitive knowledge,
is available to all able-bodied and able-minded individuals. The laws
God has revealed to human beings over the ages have been revealed on
the level of intuitive knowledge, that is, in language that is accessible to
people of all levels of intelligence. For this reason, all people of mature
mind are equally accountable for their response to the basic requirements of their religion. As for the minute details concerning the
components and conditions for acts of worship, grammatical questions, analysis of linguistic structures and the like, these belong to the
category of acquired knowledge, or ¢ilm muktasab.
Lastly, ¢ilm is divided into the dual categories of theoretical (na·arÏ)
and practical (¢amalÏ). Theoretical knowledge is knowledge that, once
it has been acquired on the level of understanding, is complete. This
category includes knowledge of physical realities such as scientific
facts. As for practical knowledge, it is knowledge which, in order to be
complete, must be applied in practice; this category includes, for example, knowledge of rites of worship.
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second: levels and criteria of ¢Ilm
1) Levels of ¢ilm
The outside world (al-¢¥lam al-kh¥rijÏ) is what makes ¢ilm possible.
Since the senses are the only means we have of communicating with the
tangible realm, the first stage of accessing knowledge is that of sensation (i^s¥s), which is the interaction of the senses with tangible entities
through the reception of data from sensory stimuli. This sensory data is
transferred to the psyche in an ascending progression from simple, primary receptive processes to something more complex. This is followed
by idr¥k, or cognition, which involves a representation of the external
reality to the perceiver. This representation is stored in the mind; this is
then followed by tadhakkur, or recollection, in which the individual
attempts to recover on the conscious level what remains of the data
stored in the previous stage. When the desired images are restored to
the conscious mind there occurs a process of fahm, or understanding,
which is generally associated with a word or expression you have
heard someone utter.
A further level of understanding might be referred to as fiqh, which
involves a comprehension of what the person addressing you intends
through what he or she is saying to you. Beyond this we have a level
referred to as dir¥yah, or cognizance, which is the knowledge that
results from repeated introductions to the subject at hand. YaqÏn, or
complete certainty, applies to the state in which you have learned
something so thoroughly that no other possibility is imaginable to you.
The term dhihn, usually rendered simply as mind or intellect, refers to
the willingness to acquire knowledge one does not yet have, while fikr
refers to the mental process of shifting back and forth between concepts and ideas on one hand, and the phenomena, principles or facts
that demonstrate the validity of such concepts and ideas on the other.
As for ^ads, sometimes translated as ‘intuition’, it refers to what distinguishes the act of thinking. The term dhak¥’, usually rendered as
‘intelligence’, refers to the power of intuition, while fi~nah, or perceptiveness, refers to the ability to attend to the content one needs to
know; and kays, or ‘subtlety’, is the ability to deduce what is most useful or beneficial. The term ra’y refers to the process of conjuring and
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reflecting on the premises one has been presented with, while tabayyun
refers to the process of arriving at clarity concerning something that
was ambiguous or obscure. The term istib|¥r, similarly, refers to
knowledge gained through reflection, while the term i^¥~ah refers to a
thorough grasp of something from all angles. The term ·ann refers to
the process of adopting a position not as a certainty but, rather, with an
awareness that there are two sides to the issue at hand, neither of which
is clearly superior to the other. And lastly, the term ¢aql refers to an
essence by means of which you perceive intangible realities through the
mediation of sensory perception.
Ibn al-Qayyim proposed another division of the levels of ¢ilm which
begins with the higher levels and descends to the lower. The order in
which he lists these levels is as follows: (1) The level at which God
speaks directly to His servant, unmediated, when the servant is in a
state of wakefulness. This highest level of knowledge is spoken of in
S‰rah al-Nis¥’ 4:164, which tells us that “God spoke His word unto
Moses.” (2) The level of revelation reserved for God’s prophets. God
told the Prophet Muhammad, “Behold, We have inspired you just as
We inspired Noah and all the prophets after him” (S‰rah al-Nis¥’,
4:163). (3) The level that involves the sending of an angelic messenger
to a human being to convey what God has commanded him to convey.
These first three levels of ¢ilm are reserved for God’s prophets alone. (4)
The level of inspiration at which it is as though God were addressing
someone in actual words. This level is lower than that bestowed on
prophets and apostles, which involves the giving of a new law of divine
origin. The Prophet attributed this level of knowledge to ¢Umar ibn alKha~~¥b, saying, “Among the nations that came before you there were
inspired individuals. If anyone in our community fits this description,
it is ¢Umar ibn al-Kha~~¥b.” (5) The level that involves conveying
understanding to others. S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:78-79 speaks of this
level of knowledge, telling how God gave special understanding to
Solomon in relation to a case that was brought before him. (6) The level
of general explication. This level involves explicating the truth and distinguishing it from falsehood based on proofs, evidence and signs so
that truth becomes visible to the heart just as physical entities are visible to the eye. This level constitutes the evidence on the basis of which
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God will call us to account on the Day of Resurrection. Until or unless
this evidence reaches people, God will not chastise them or cause them
to go astray. S‰rah al-Tawbah, 9:115 assures us that “God would
never – after having invited them to His guidance – condemn people for
going astray before He has made [entirely] clear to them of what they
should beware.” (7) The level of knowledge that involves special guidance of some sort. This guidance is generally marked by providential
leading, God-given success, chosenness, and protection from disappointment and betrayal. This phenomenon is alluded to in S‰rah
al-Qa|a|, 28:56, where God tells the Prophet, “You cannot guide
aright everyone you love: but it is God who guides…” (cf. S‰rah alNa^l, 16:37). (8) The level at which one is caused to hear what God
wants one to hear. S‰rah al-Anf¥l, 8:23 affirms that “if God had seen
any good in them, He would certainly have made them hear…” (cf.
S‰rah F¥~ir, 35:22). (9) The level of enlightenment (ilh¥m). S‰rah alShams, 91:7-8 tells us that God has “enlightened” the soul concerning
its iniquitous tendencies as well as its capacity for God-consciousness
(alhamah¥ fuj‰rah¥ wa taqw¥h¥). (10) The level that involves receiving a truthful vision from God. The beginning of the divine revelations
which the Prophet received are said to have begun with a “truthful
vision” (ru’y¥ |¥diqah).
2) The criteria of sound ¢ilm
As was noted earlier in this discussion, ethical rectitude in relation to
¢ilm, however necessary it is, is not sufficient; by the same token, academic discipline and rigor are not sufficient by themselves, since no
amount of rigor or accuracy will render research acceptable if it conflicts with recognized standards of virtue and morality. The most
important criteria by which one must abide in relation to ¢ilm include
the following:
Objectivity. Scientific theories and hypotheses must be based on
thorough research derived from definitive, demonstrable evidence.
Researchers must distance themselves from personal emotions and
sensitivities, especially when studying the humanities and social sciences, which are affected significantly by individual interpretations.
Objectivity is a fundamental measure of one’s ability to arrive at truth
and to be fair in one’s judgments.
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Academic integrity. This criterion concerns itself with the protection of human rights on all levels. It is expressed in S‰rah al-Shu¢ar¥’,
26:183, which commands us: “Do not deprive people of what is rightfully theirs; and do not act wickedly on earth by spreading corruption.” One aspect of academic integrity is the practice of giving credit
to those from whom one has received information and/or whose
research has paved the way for one’s own. Another aspect of academic
integrity is complete truthfulness, which is a fundamental expression
of one’s respect for self and others. The Qur’an is replete with verses
that address the matter of truthfulness. We read, for example, in S‰rah
al-Tawbah, 9:119, “O you who have attained to faith! Remain
conscious of God, and be among those who are true to their word!”
Similarly, S‰rah al-Zumar, 39:33 identifies those who bring the truth
and accept the truth wholeheartedly with the truly God-conscious.
Hence, truthfulness is intimately linked with consciousness of God and
faith.
The ethics of polite disagreement. God commands us in S‰rah alNa^l, 16:125 to invite others to the path of God “with wisdom and
goodly exhortation, and argue with them in the most kindly manner.”
The practice of arguing “in the most kindly manner” requires that one
not be rude or harsh in dealing with others. The Prophet himself was
reminded that if he had treated his followers harshly, they would have
scattered from around him when God addressed him, saying: “it was
by God’s grace that you dealt gently with your followers: for if you had
been harsh and hard of heart, they would indeed have broken away
from you” (S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:159). When discussion and debate are
undertaken for the purpose of bringing benefit and communicating
truth, there is no place for belittlement and provocation of one’s opponent, or attempts to impugn his or her motives. On the contrary, we
should commend our opponent on his or her learning and accomplishments, and express ourselves politely and gently. The Qur’an forbids
us to goad others. S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:53 reads, “Tell My servants that
they should speak in the most kindly manner [unto those who do not
share their beliefs]: verily, Satan is always ready to stir up discord
between people...” The prophets are known to have been considerate
and tactful in their dealings with others, including even their mortal
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foes, as they set forth the truth. God commanded Moses and Aaron,
“go forth, both of you, unto Pharaoh: for, verily, he has transgressed
all bounds of equity! But speak unto him in a mild manner, so that he
might bethink himself or [at least] be filled with apprehension” (S‰rah
>¥h¥, 20:43).
Putting Evidence before Theorization and Rule Formation
Verifying one’s sources and quoting from them correctly will not be
sufficient if those sources are themselves unreliable. Consequently, the
Qur’anic approach to research is to demand evidence for the accuracy
of whatever claim is being presented. One of the marks of those committed to the pursuit of truth is that they do not formulate a belief until
after examining the evidence. As for those in the grip of falsehood, they
base their belief on either their own whims and fancies, or on what they
have been taught to believe by others. They then go in search of
evidence that will lend their beliefs an appearance of validity and legitimacy. In this way they attempt to evade having to confront the truth
and receive true guidance.
Evidence may be derived from the Qur’an and the Sunnah, from
rational argumentation, or from sensory data. Each issue and question
being examined calls for specific methods, approaches, and types of
evidence; hence, the evidence or procedure appropriate to one question
or field of study might not be appropriate for another. In S‰rah alAn¢¥m, 6:148 God commanded the Prophet: “Say: ‘Have you any
[certain] knowledge which you could proffer to us? You follow but
[other people’s] conjectures, and you yourselves do nothing but
guess.’”
It should be remembered that evidence goes by many names in the
Qur’an. In the verse just cited, for example, it is referred to as ‘knowledge’ (¢ilm). Elsewhere it is referred to as ‘proof’ (burh¥n; cf. S‰rah
al-Mu’min‰n, 23:117), for example, ‘authority’ (sul~¥n; cf. S‰rah
Y‰nus, 10:68), and ‘argument’ (^ujjah; cf. S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:83),
‘sign’ (¥yah; cf. S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:211), evidence of the truth (bayyinah; cf. S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:7), and ‘means of insight’ (ba|¥’ir; cf. S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:104).
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Careful Use of Scientific language
A researcher must have a good grasp of the terminology relating to his
or her field of specialization given the impact it has on people’s attitudes and feelings. Technical terms come into being in order to meet a
need; then, given their ability to influence people’s understanding of
things, they evolve the potential to bring either benefit or harm.
Technical terms are keys to knowledge; as such, they can exert either a
positive or a negative impact on people’s thinking and behavior. A
single term can convey several different ideas combined, some of them
explicit, others implicit, some conscious, others subliminal. A given
word may direct the mind toward meanings with which it has been previously associated while, at the same, giving these meanings new
associations. When a term is used, it comes embedded in a whole host
of related circumstances and expectations, thoughts and feelings,
hopes and fears, times and places, specializations and civilizations, all
of which help determine its import. Hence, anyone who attempts to
understand it outside of its context is bound to fall into error and
confusion.
The Right Fit Between Intellectual Capacities and One’s Field of Study
The tools of knowledge available to human beings have limited capacities and a finite scope. There is, for example, a range of frequencies that
the human ear is unable to detect. Human beings also have a limited
range of vision; there are colors that the human eye cannot distinguish,
and images too tiny or far away to be seen with the naked eye. The
mind, too, is limited in what it can absorb and comprehend. Hence,
another rule of academic pursuit is not to delve into matters that are
beyond one’s capacity to understand thoroughly, since to do so would
be waste of time and energy. On this point we read in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f,
7:187:
They will ask you [O Prophet] about the Last Hour: When will it come to
pass? Say: “Verily, knowledge thereof rests with my Sustainer alone. None
but He will reveal it in its time. Heavily will it weigh on the heavens and the
earth; [and] it will not fall upon you otherwise than of a sudden.” They will
ask you – as if you could gain insight into this [mystery] by dint of persistent
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inquiry! Say: “Knowledge thereof rests with my Sustainer alone; but [of
this] most people are unaware.”

third: the qur’an’s comprehensive view of ¢Ilm
As presented in the pages of the Qur’an, ¢ilm encompasses both this
world and the next. It concerns itself with the questions that occupy us
as human beings, most particularly how the creation came into existence, how it has developed, and the end it can anticipate; the oneness
of God; and the universe in all its fullness – Earth, the heavenly realm,
the stars, the planets. The Qur’an calls upon its readers to reflect on
these cosmic phenomena, saying, “He it is who has set up for you the
stars so that you might be guided by them in the midst of the deep darkness of land and sea: clearly, indeed, have We spelled out these
messages unto people of [innate] knowledge!” (S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:97).
The comprehensive nature of the Qur’anic concept of ¢ilm manifests itself with special clarity in S‰rah al-¢Alaq, 96:1, where God
commands, “Read in the name of your Sustainer, who has created…”
When read in its broadest sense, this verse may be understood to be
addressed to all human beings – believer and unbeliever, righteous and
unrighteous. As al-Shawk¥nÏ notes in his commentary on this verse,
the verb “read” requires that there be something which “is read.”
However, the object of the command to “read” is not mentioned,
which signals that it might include any number of things.
The act of reading being spoken of here begins with God’s command; the means by which it takes place is provided by God, and the
end, or purpose, for which it is done is centered in God. This being the
case, it excludes racist, bigoted purposes, blind adherence to tradition,
and unthinking prejudice in favor of a particular race, ethnic group,
school or philosophy. The act of reading as presented here takes on a
universal dimension, since the message we are being instructed to read
and deliver to others is addressed to the entire world and deals with all
of people’s needs both in this life and the next.
The One who commands us to read is Our Creator, our Sustainer,
and our Lord. Being intimately familiar both with what He has created
and what is best for that creation, God is supremely qualified to determine what approach we will take to this reading of ours. A thoughtful
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reading of the Qur’an reveals that the ¢ilm it speaks of revolves around
three principle themes. The first of these is the oneness of God in His
lordship and sovereignty, His names and His attributes, and the worship-related questions that follow from these. The second theme is the
Cosmos, and the divine wisdom and mysteries it manifests. And the
third theme is the peoples of the world and the ways in which they
relate to the Creator and the creation.
Each of these themes is associated with specialized fields of study.
The first has given rise to the fields of Islamic theology and jurisprudence in their respective specializations and branches; the second, to
the natural sciences; and the third, to the humanities. The interrelated
dimensions of existence as presented and treated in the Qur’an yield an
inclusive picture of ¢ilm. This conceptualization of ¢ilm leads neither to
an atheistic materialism, nor to a utopian, earth-denying asceticism.
Rather, it affirms a moderate stance that strikes a balance between
these two extremes. As we are told in S‰rah al-Mulk, 67:15, God “has
made the earth easy to live upon: go about, then, in all its regions, and
partake of the sustenance which He provides: but [always bear in mind
that] unto Him you shall be resurrected.”
fourth: categories of Ma¢rifah
The Qur’an calls upon Muslims to think scientifically about all aspects
of life, both in this world and in the next. Given this inclusive understanding of ¢ilm, some scholars have divided it into three categories: (1)
theology and jurisprudence, (2) the natural sciences, and (3) the
humanities.
Theology and jurisprudence. Theology and jurisprudence treat the
principles and rites of the religion, that is, doctrine and forms of worship. The purpose of these areas of study is to enable Muslims to
understand their purpose and end in life, and how to relate to their
Lord and to the rest of creation. God declares in S‰rah al-Dh¥riy¥t,
51:56, “I have not created the invisible beings and men to any end
other than that they may [know and] worship Me.” In order to achieve
this purpose, we need to understand the tasks before us, including
the commands and prohibitions we have received from God. These
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commands and prohibitions then need to be applied in a studied, scientific manner; as a consequence, there are numerous branches of Islamic
legal, theological and doctrinal studies. These include the field of
jurisprudence, which is the study of Islamic Law and the ways in which
rulings are derived from its foundations and principles in relation to
forms of worship, financial transactions, personal transactions, penalties for violations of the law, and so on.
The natural sciences. A pursuit common to all nations and civilizations, the natural sciences are related to the way in which we manage
our earthly affairs. The knowledge gleaned through the natural sciences is cumulative; hence, those who come later build on what was
discovered by those who came before them. New discoveries and
accomplishments in the realm of the natural sciences provide us with
additional evidence of God’s greatness and bounty toward us; they
also provide a foundation on which to build an advancing civilization.
Every Qur’anic command to investigate or reflect on plant life, animal
life, the heavenly realms, the earth, or ourselves is implicitly related to
the natural sciences. Indeed, human beings’ ability to exercise their
God-given powers on earth, be they economic, financial, industrial,
cultural or scientific, is dependent on the knowledge they acquire
through such disciplines and their practical applications.
Muslims’ efforts to spread the message of Islam and establish God’s
religion on earth do not take place in some fantasy realm but, rather, in
the context of our earthly existence and our relations with other communities. When Muslims are backward and decadent, this does nothing
to promote the Islamic message. The importance of seeking not simply
the world to come, but the good of the present world, is affirmed in
S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:77, where God commands us to “seek…[the good
of] the life to come, without forgetting your [rightful] share in this
world.” We seek our “rightful share in this world” by, among other
things, studying the various facets of the material world so as to put
them to the most beneficial uses for all.
The humanities. The field known as “the humanities” encompasses
a number of disciplines, including Sociology, Psychology, Political
Science, History, Economics, and others. The Qur’an has provided us
with definitive answers concerning the origin and nature of human
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beings, the purpose for our existence, freedom and responsibility,
social relations, human interaction with the natural environment and
its effects, and the extent and limitations of human power and authority over the rest of the world. Hence, fields of study such as those listed
above were not classified separately in the early days of Islam. In the
modern West, by contrast, these topics have become the subjects of distinct academic disciplines.
When looking at studies done in the fields of Sociology, Psychology,
Political Science, History, Economics, and related areas, we should
bear in mind that what is beneficial for human beings in one place or
society is not necessarily beneficial for them in some other location or
community. Studies done in a Western setting may not be applicable in
an Eastern setting, and vice-versa. No sociological, psychological, or
economic study should be taken out of context; rather, its results and
conclusions should be examined with a view to the cultural, historical,
political, religious, and socioeconomic milieu in which the study took
place, and any extrapolations made from it should be made with care.
fifth: a comparison between Ma¢rifah and ¢Ilm
In order to determine the precise distinctions between ma¢rifah and
¢ilm, we must delve into scholars’ discussions of these terms, which
touch on matters both linguistic and doctrinal. Given the fact that
scholars tend to use terms arbitrarily and in the service of their own
ideas, we will need to trace these terms back to their linguistic roots so
as to define them accurately and assign them to the correct semantic
fields. ¢Ilm is characterized by differing degrees of certainty and uncertainty; moreover, it involves a thought process that requires both
intelligence and presence of mind. ¢Ilm might be superficial and
abstract; conversely, it might be thorough, detailed and concrete. For
this reason, there are numerous words that are used more or less synonymously with both ¢ilm and ma¢rifah. Each of these synonyms is
related in one way to knowledge as a whole, and in another, to a specialized niche of some sort. In what follows we will attempt to trace the
most important Qur’anic synonyms for these two terms and identify
the features that distinguish each one from the rest.
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Lexical and Usage-Related Differences
In order to get a clearer picture of the relationship between the terms
ma¢rifah and ¢ilm, we will need to examine each one’s lexical definition
and usages, and then compare them on this basis.
(1) Lexical differences
The term ¢ilm came to be applied to certain kinds of knowledge based
on the meaning of the word ¢al¥mah, which refers to a sign or signal
that points to or identifies something or someone. As for the term
ma¢rifah, it is used primarily in contrast to the word nakirah, which
refers to something or someone unknown or unidentified. Similarly,
the word ¢irf¥n, meaning recognition or acknowledgment, is used in
contrast to jahl, meaning ignorance or lack of awareness, while the
verb ta¢arrafa, when used with a direct object, means to explore or discover. Ma¢rifah refers to knowledge that follows upon an absence of
knowledge, either because one had never known about the entity in
question, or because one had once known about it but had then forgotten what one knew. In the second situation, it would be as though the
information one once had had disappeared from one’s mind, but was
then brought up from the subconscious. As for the verb ¢arafa/ya¢rifu,
it takes a single direct object. One might say, for example, ¢araftu ald¥r, “I recognized the house.” The verb is used in a similar sense in
S‰rah Y‰suf, 12:58, where we are told that while Joseph recognized his
brothers “he knew them” (¢arafahum) after their long separation, they
did not recognize him (wa hum lahu munkir‰n). The verb ¢alima/
ya¢lamu, by contrast, requires two direct objects when used in the sense
of recognition. As we saw earlier, it is used in this manner in S‰rah alMumta^anah, 60:10, “if you recognize them as believers… (in ¢alimtum‰hunna mu’min¥t).”
The point of similarity between the verbs ma¢rifah and ¢ilm is that
both refer to a kind of knowledge and awareness. Ma¢rifah, however,
has an active and personal dimension that is not present in the concept
of ¢ilm, which is more purely theoretical. So, for example, it might be
said ma¢rifat All¥h (the knowledge of God) refers to a confirmed ¢ilm of
God coupled with action that is a reflection of this ¢ilm.
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(2) Usage-related differences
Some view ma¢rifah as more specialized or specific than ¢ilm, in that
ma¢rifah refers to an awareness of the distinctive nature of something
as contrasted with other entities. The term ma¢rifah denotes the act of
distinguishing someone or something known from someone or something unknown, while the term ¢ilm does not. Ma¢rifah also refers to a
knowledge or awareness at which one arrives via a process of thinking
and reflection, and is used to refer to the recognition or knowledge of
something or someone whose outer effects can be perceived, but whose
inner essence cannot be known. Thus one might say, ¢araftu All¥h, “I
know/came to know God.” One might also say, ¢araftu zaydan, “I recognized Zayd,” without meaning that one knows Zayd’s inner essence.
Ma¢rifah is further distinguished from ¢ilm by the fact that whereas
ma¢rifah is used in contradistinction to a lack of recognition (ink¥r) or
ingratitude (ju^‰d), ¢ilm is used in contrast to ignorance (jahl) and
caprice or lust (haw¥). S‰rah al-M¥’idah, 5:83 speaks of people’s eyes
overflowing with tears when they hear God’s word “for they recognise
the truth (mimm¥ ¢araf‰ min al-^aqq),” while we read in S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:146 that the Jews and Christians of the Prophet’s day
“know it [the truth] as they know their own children” (ya¢rif‰nahu
kam¥ ya¢rif‰na abn¥’ahum).” As for the verb ¢alima/ya¢lamu, it is used
more frequently to refer to knowledge of facts, as in the Qur’an’s
exhortation in S‰rah Mu^ammad, 47:19: “Know, then, [O man,] that
there is no deity save God (fa¢lam annahu l¥ il¥ha ill¥ All¥h).”
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6

Tools for Acquiring Knowledge
in the Qur’an
a m o n g t h e physical senses through which we receive sensory
data as a means of obtaining knowledge, the two that receive the most
attention in the Qur’an are hearing and sight, as well as their associated
organs: the ear and the eye. As for the sense of touch mediated through
the hands, its role in knowledge acquisition is presented as a support or
aid to visual perception via writing or holding something for the sake
of examining it.
first: the function of the senses in
knowledge acquisition
As we have seen, scholars generally classify ¢ilm as either intuitive or
acquired. The physical senses serve to convey data to the brain and, as
such, they represent the first stage of cognition. According to many
researchers in philosophy and other fields, the senses are subject to
error and, as a consequence, cannot provide us with certainty. On this
point they are in agreement with a number of ancient philosophers,
some of them Muslim thinkers the likes of Ab‰ ¤¥mid al-Ghaz¥lÏ, Ibn
¤azm, and others. In support of the claim that the senses are unreliable, some thinkers have appealed to S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:39, which
reads, “But as for those who are bent on denying the truth, their [good]
deeds are like a mirage in the desert, which the thirsty supposes to be
water – until, when he approaches it, he finds that it was nothing.”
Numerous other references support this line of thinking as well. The
physical senses are, in fact, relative rather than absolute. However,
they are still capable of providing certainty when they are in agreement
with logic and common sense. At the same time, the five senses cannot
take in all possible data. Hence, if someone were given some additional
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sense over and above the five we already enjoy, he/she might discover
many things of which he had never been aware before. As has been
noted, our surroundings are replete with images that we are unable to
perceive with the naked eye and frequencies that are either too high or
too low for us to hear. As we read in S‰rah al-¤¥qqah, 69:38-39, “I
call to witness all that you can see, as well as all that you cannot see!”
There are those who even go so far as to claim what we perceive
with our physical senses is nothing but fantasy and illusion. As for the
Qur’an, it does not cast doubt on either sight or hearing, although it
acknowledges that certain factors might impair these senses. In S‰rah
al-¤ijr, 15:15, we are told that if skeptics of the Qur’an had been given
a veritable staircase to heaven on which to ascend, “they would surely
have said, ‘It is only our eyes that are spellbound! Nay, we have been
bewitched!’” In other words, a person’s sight might be rendered ineffective because his or her mind has been clouded, or because his or her
eyes are under a magic spell. Elsewhere God speaks of sealing people’s
hearts in such a way that they are no longer able to hear. Speaking of
those who are not heedful of His message, God declares in S‰rah alA¢r¥f, 7:100: “if We so willed, We could smite them [too] by means of
their sins, sealing their hearts so that they cannot hear [the truth].” The
hearing spoken of in this verse is not physical; rather, it refers to the
ability to receive the truth in one’s heart and respond to it. Indeed,
whenever the Qur’an refers to the senses in a negative manner or
speaks of them being incapacitated, it is referring to a level of perception higher than that of the physical. More specifically, it is referring to
God’s dulling of human beings’ receptivity to truth as punishment for
having willfully ignored His guidance despite having heard, seen, and
understood the evidence in its favor. In a situation such as this, individuals who choose to disregard the guidance that has come to them via
their inward sense of right and wrong will not be given any further,
more profound guidance such as that received by prophets and
apostles.
God has given us the physical senses so that each of us, within his or
her own limitations and circumstances, may benefit from them. The
gift of the physical senses has been given to all people without exception, although individuals differ in the extent to which they put them to
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good use, and although one sense might be sharper than another in a
given individual. At the same time, however, the senses are not the only
path to knowledge that we have been given, and sole dependence on
the physical senses is fraught with peril. God has given people three
means by which to attain to knowledge, and holds us responsible for
their use. As we read in S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:78, “God has brought you
forth from your mothers’ wombs knowing nothing – but He has
endowed you with hearing, and sight, and minds, so that you might
have cause to be grateful.” It is clear, then, that unlike certain philosophical schools of thought, the Qur’an casts no doubt on the
reliability of the senses, nor does it deny their importance. It is equally
clear, on the other hand, that the Qur’an gives the senses no greater
importance than it does the faculty of reason; in this respect, Islam
parts ways with radical empiricists who place the physical senses above
all else. The Islamic position on the senses is one of moderation whereby
the senses are viewed as the source of the ‘raw material’ which is then
put to use by other means of perception and cognition.
second: hearing and sight in the qur’an
1) The ear and hearing in the Qur’an
The Arabic feminine noun udhun (plural, ¥dh¥n) refers to the ear in
both human beings and animals. Speaking of those who care nothing
for the truth, God says in S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:179,
And most certainly have We destined for hell many of the invisible beings
and men who have hearts with which they fail to grasp the truth, and eyes
with which they fail to see, and ears with which they fail to hear. They are
like cattle – nay, they are even less conscious of the right way: it is they, they
who are the [truly] heedless!

The sense of hearing is mentioned 139 times in the Qur’an, more
frequently than any of the other physical senses. As noted in an earlier
section, the sounds one hears may or may not lead to understanding.
Speaking of certain nations of bygone times, God states in S‰rah alA^q¥f, 46:26: “We had endowed them with hearing, and sight, and
[knowledgeable] hearts: but neither their hearing, nor their sight, nor
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their hearts were of the least avail to them, seeing that they went on
rejecting God’s messages.”
The word sam¢ or hearing is associated in the Qur’an with numerous
related concepts and processes, including: perception, understanding,
reason, responsiveness, acceptance, and obedience. The verb sami¢a/
yasma¢u takes a single direct object. As for the active participle s¥mi¢,
or hearer, it is more inclusive than the word mukh¥~ab, which refers to
the person being spoken to, since you may hear a message that is not
addressed to you in particular. The noun sam¢ may be used to refer not
only to the act of hearing but to the ear as well. We read in S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:6-7, “Behold, as for those who are bent on denying the
truth – it is all one to them whether you warn them or do not warn
them: they will not believe. God has sealed their hearts and their hearing (sam¢ihim)….” Similarly, the word sam¢ is used to refer not only to
the act of hearing, but to the process of understanding what has been
heard and responding to it in obedience. As we read in S‰rah al-Anf¥l,
8:31, “And whenever Our messages were conveyed to them, they
would say, ‘We have heard [all this] before (q¥l‰ qad sami¢n¥).’” In
other words, they had heard the message with their ears, but they had
not responded with acceptance and obedience. Sam¢ associated with
understanding and positive response is also illustrated in S‰rah al-Jinn,
72:1-2, where we are told that after hearing the Qur’an recited, certain
‘invisible beings’ said to others of their kind, “Verily, we have heard a
wondrous discourse, guiding towards consciousness of what is right;
and so We have come to believe in it...” (Cf. S‰rah al-R‰m, 30:52 and
S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:51.)
It will have been seen, then, that the kind of sam¢ that is commended
in the Qur’an is accompanied by understanding, obedience to God’s
commands, refraining from acts that have been forbidden, and so on.
Without understanding, obedience and faithful response, the sam¢ may
as well not have taken place. This applies equally to believers and unbelievers. Turning away from the truth is equated with turning away
from what one has heard such that someone who rejects the truth is, in
essence, deaf. We read in S‰rah Luqm¥n, 31:7: “For, whenever Our
messages are conveyed to such a one, he turns away in his arrogance as
though he had not heard them – as though there were deafness in his
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ears...” Such a person has heard the message with his or her physical
ears; however, he or she might as well not have heard the message,
since it was not met with belief or obedience; hence, the purpose for
which the message was addressed to him or her was not achieved.
2) The eye and seeing in the Qur’an
The Arabic noun ¢ayn refers first and foremost to the physical eye. Used
metaphorically, it may refer also to the essence of the object perceived
via the eye or other sensory organs. What concerns us in this context is
the role played by the eye in cognitive processes. God asks rhetorically
of the person who does not seek the truth through the senses he has
been given, “Have We not given him two eyes…and shown him the
two highways [of good and evil]?” (S‰rah al-Balad, 90:8,10). The
function of the eye as presented in the Qur’an is that of seeing (S‰rah ®l
¢Imr¥n, 3:13; S‰rah al-A¢r¥f, 7:179; S‰rah al-Anbiy¥’, 21:61).
References to eyes abound in the Qur’an in a variety of contexts:
God’s causing people’s eyes to be dulled (S‰rah Y¥sÏn, 36:66); the eye
being gladdened (S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:51); turning one’s eyes on the
things of this world (S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:131); one’s eyes holding someone
in contempt (S‰rah H‰d, 11:31); eyes overflowing with tears (S‰rah alTawbah, 9:92); eyes being veiled from the remembrance of God (S‰rah
al-Kahf, 18:101); eyes rolling in terror (S‰rah al-A^z¥b, 33:19); and
eyes delighting in a sight (S‰rah al-Zukhruf, 43:71).
An action mentioned frequently in the Qur’an with relevance to the
eye is that of na·ar (the verb being na·ara/yan·uru), meaning ‘to look’.
The action of looking involves focusing one’s eyes steadily on something in such a way that one can form a thorough and accurate image of
the entity being looked at. Consequently, the word na·ar is often used
to refer to a process of reflection and examination. It is possible to look
at something in the sense of directing one’s eyes toward it without actually perceiving it or seeing it. When used with the preposition fÏ (na·ara
fÏ), the verb conveys the sense of investigating or carefully studying
something; used with the preposition li or with a direct object, the verb
na·ara is used to refer to the act of having mercy or compassion on.
These, however, are only a few of the numerous ways and senses in
which the verb na·ara/yan·uru is used in the Qur’an.
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3) A comparison between sam¢ and ba|ar in the Qur’an
(a) The differences between sam¢ (hearing) and
ba|ar (sight) in the view of scholars
Scholars have differed over which of the two, sam¢ or ba|ar, is superior.
Some scholars argue for the superiority of sam¢ (hearing) over ba|ar
(sight). In favor of this view they cite S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:42-43: “And
there are among them such as (pretend to) listen to you: but can you
cause the deaf to hearken even though they will not use their reason?
And there are among them such as [pretend to) look towards you: but
can you show the right way to the blind even though they cannot see?”
According to these scholars, the passage just quoted associates ‘deafness’ with a refusal to use one’s reason; however, it associates a failure
to look not with a loss of the use of reason, but only with a loss of sight.
Other scholars, by contrast, view ba|ar as superior to sam¢. These
scholars argue that the best of all blessings bestowed by God on human
beings is the beatific vision (al-na·ar il¥ All¥h), which takes place via
the sense of sight. They also argue that the reality perceived via sight is
more complete and perfect than that perceived via hearing, just the
locus of sight is more honorable than the locus of hearing.
(b) The pairing of sam¢ and ba|ar in the Qur’an
The Qur’an mentions sam¢ and ba|ar either separately or jointly in 36
places (see, for example, S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:31, and S‰rah al-Na^l,
16:78). There are several reasons the Qur’an tends most frequently to
mention hearing and sight together when discussing the various paths
of knowledge available to human beings. These reasons are as follows:
(1) Hearing and sight are among the most important means of attaining to knowledge about God. (2) Hearing and sight are the two most
important pathways between knowledge and reason. (3) The loss of
these two senses deprives the individual to a significant extent of the
ability to obtain knowledge through the spoken and written word. (4)
Hearing enables one to perceive sounds in both light and darkness, and
despite the presence of certain barriers between speaker and listener.
As for sight, it requires the presence of light and the absence of physical
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barriers. Furthermore, a person is more likely to wake up from a sound
than from the presence of light. The sense of hearing is the first to be
activated when one wakes from sleep, and the last to be deactivated
when one goes to sleep (since the sense of hearing continues to operate
even when one has one’s eyes closed).
(c) The reasons for the Qur’an’s mention of hearing before seeing
It will be noted that hearing tends to be mentioned prior to sight when
the two are paired in the Qur’an. The reason for this order appears to
lie in the tendency to list the superior of two entities prior to the inferior
and this phenomenon has been viewed as evidence of the Qur’an’s
literary and rhetorical miraculousness. The consistency of this order in
the Qur’an has been cited as evidence of hearing’s superiority over
sight in relation to knowledge acquisition. The arguments for such
superiority are taken, moreover, not only from the Qur’an, but from
other realities as well. One notes that numerous verses of the Qur’an
pair sam¢ (hearing) with ¢aql (reason) without a similar pairing between
ba|ar (sight) and ¢aql. This first pairing is found in S‰rah al-Mulk,
67:10, where inhabitants of hell fire are quoted as saying, “Had we but
listened [to those warnings], or [at least] used our own reason, we
would not [now] be among those who are destined for the blazing
flame!” Similarly, the divine names al-SamÏ¢ (the All-Hearing) and al¢AlÏm (the All-Knowing) are paired in the Qur’an (see S‰rah alBaqarah, 2:127,137,181, etc.), whereas the divine name al-Ba|Ïr (the
All-Seeing) is not paired with al-¢AlÏm.
On the purely epistemological level, hearing may be viewed as
superior to sight for a number of reasons: (1) Hearing plays a more
important role in holding people accountable before God. (2) Hearing
is capable of conveying events both present and future, whereas sight
can only convey what is present and visible to the eye. (3) You can hear
sounds that are not immediately present to you; in order to see something, however, the object must be directly before you, or at least
within the range of your peripheral vision. (4) One’s sense of hearing
operates night and day, in the darkness and in the light. The first sense
that becomes active when a person wakes up is the sense of hearing,
even if the person has his or her eyes closed. (5) Someone who has lost
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his or her hearing also loses the ability to speak due to the inability to
hear himself or herself (not to mention others) and, hence, to carry on
meaningful dialogue.
(d) Reasons for mentioning ba|ar before sam¢ in the Qur’an
The places in which sight (ba|ar) is mentioned before hearing (sam¢) in
Qur’anic pairings of these terms are generally associated with censure,
impairment, and punishment, whereas the places in which hearing
is mentioned before sight are associated with commendation. This
reversed order does not negate the superiority of the sense of hearing;
on the contrary, it confirms it. Passages in which sight is mentioned
before hearing include 7:179, which condemns people who “eyes with
which they fail to see, and ears with which they fail to hear”; S‰rah
H‰d, 11:24 speaks of “the blind and deaf and the seeing and hearing,”
asking, “Can these two be deemed alike in [their] nature?” S‰rah alIsr¥’, 17:97 warns of the fate of those who have rejected God’s messages
saying: “We shall gather them together on the Day of Resurrection,
[they will lie] prone upon their faces, blind and dumb and deaf, with
hell as their goal.” In a similar vein, S‰rah al-Sajdah, 32:12 describes
the condition of those who had turned away from God on earth and
who, on the Day of Resurrection, hang their heads before God and cry,
“O our Sustainer! [Now] we have seen, and we have heard! Return us,
then, [to our earthly life) that we may do good deeds…”
third: the Qalb in the qur’an
The physical senses are completed in the knowledge-acquisition
process by the qalb, generally rendered as the heart. Closely related
terms used in the Qur’an are f‰’¥d, lubb, and ¢aql. The function of the
qalb is that of comprehension, just as the function of the udhun is hearing and the function of the ¢ayn is sight. The qalb, or f‰’¥d, is paired
with the senses of hearing and sight in approximately 20 verses of the
Qur’an, all of which portray the qalb as being an internal apparatus
whose role complements that of the outer senses, particularly hearing
and sight. This complementary relationship is suggested by the fact
that these entities are mentioned in association with each other in
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S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:78, which speaks of God endowing us with “hearing
[ears], and sight [eyes], and hearts [minds]” (al-sam¢a wa al-ab|¥ra wa
al-af’idah).
1) The concept of the qalb in the Qur’an
Scholars have equated the qalb with the f‰’¥d, with reason (¢aql), and
with the inward essence (‘heart’) of a thing. From the root q-l-b we
derive the verb taqallaba/yataqallabu (verbal noun, taqallub), meaning to fluctuate or vary. The adjective qullab refers to someone who is
adaptable, versatile, and of varied skills and talents.
The word qalb is used in the Qur’an to denote three things: (1)
Reason (¢aql). This meaning is illustrated in S‰rah Q¥f, 50:37, which
reads: “In this, behold, there is indeed a reminder for everyone whose
heart is wide-awake – that is, [everyone who] lends ear with a conscious mind.” (2) Opinion or point of view (ra’y). This meaning is
illustrated in S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:14 which, in talking about those who
oppose truth, states that “their hearts are at odds [with one another]:
this, because they are people who will not use their reason.” (3) The
physical organ itself. S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:46 thus refers to “the hearts
that are in their breasts.”
The word qalb can thus be used to refer to one’s powers of reason,
just as the word udhun (ear) can be used to refer to the sense of hearing,
and the word ¢ayn (eye) can be used to refer to the sense of sight.
2) Qur’anic terms synonymous with qalb
The epistemological concepts in the Qur’an may be divided into two
types. The first has to do with sensory organs (eyes, ears, and the like),
while the second has to do with their functions (sight, hearing, and so
on). A function might be mentioned alone without the organ that performs it, since the purpose for its mention is not to convey information
about the body as such, but to convey knowledge and encourage
action. In other situations, the sensory organ might be mentioned
alone by way of allusion to its function. Thus, for example, the heart
(qalb) might be mentioned in an allusion to reason, the allusion becoming clear from the surrounding context.
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In what follows I discuss entities to which the Qur’an attributes
some of the cognitive functions of the qalb, thereby indicating that
these entities are viewed as synonymous with the word qalb.
(a) F‰’¥d
As was noted in an earlier discussion, the root f-’-d denotes fever, heat
and intensity, and the heart (qalb) is sometimes referred with the noun
f‰’¥d due to its warmth. Unlike the term qalb, however, the word f‰’¥d
is used consistently in reference to the non-material dimension of the
heart. It is in this non-material sense that the word f‰’¥d is used in
S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:36, where God declares that “never concern thyself
with anything of which thou hast no knowledge” for our “hearing (alsam¢) and sight (wa al-ba|ar) and heart (wa al-f‰’¥d) – all of them – will
be called to account for it [on Judgment Day].”
Ibn Ashur observed that the term af’idah (plural of f‰’¥d) is
frequently used in the Qur’an to refer to reason or the mind. At the
same time, however, the word f‰’¥d is sometimes used in reference to a
specific cognitive or perceptive capacity. This can be deduced from the
way it is paired, as in S‰rah al-Isr¥’, 17:36 above, with the faculties of
hearing and sight. In other words, the term f‰’¥d may be seen here not
to be referring to the physical sensory organ itself (the heart that pumps
blood throughout the body), but rather to the ‘heart’s’ spiritual or
intellectual function. When the term sam¢ and ba|ar are paired with the
word qalb, the pairing is most always in a negative context, that is, one
that refers to ingratitude, hardness of heart, etc., whereas the term
f‰’¥d is paired with these same functions in contexts of gratitude, faith
and the like.
A comparison between the Qur’anic verses containing the words
f‰’¥d and qalb indicates that the f‰’¥d is associated with spiritual
vision and the ability to distinguish a true vision from a false one; we
read in S‰rah al-Najm, 53:11 that “The [servant’s] heart did not give
the lie to what he saw” (m¥ kadhdhaba al-f‰’¥du m¥ ra’¥),” whereas
the term qalb, by contrast, is associated with waywardness, denial,
conjecture, blindness, and hypocrisy. The word f‰’¥d is also associated
in places with emptiness. We read in S‰rah al-Qa|a|, 28:10 that after
casting the infant Moses into the river at God’s command, “the heart of
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Moses’ mother became empty” (a|ba^a f‰’¥du ummi m‰s¥ f¥righan).
Asad renders this phrase with the words, “an aching void grew up in
the heart of the mother of Moses.” Virtually all commentators agree
that the “void” or “emptiness” described here is an allusion to the fear
Moses’ mother was experiencing. In S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:43 we read
that on the Day of Judgment, evildoers will be “running confusedly to
and fro, with their heads upraised [in supplication]…and their hearts
an abysmal void” (wa af’idatuhum haw¥’). The phrase af’idatuhum
haw¥’ means literally, “their hearts [will be] air.” In a positive context,
God tells the Prophet that the reason He has related to him the stories
of earlier prophets was to make his heart (f‰’¥d) firm (S‰rah H‰d,
11:120).
Both the f‰’¥d and the qalb are described in the Qur’an as subject to
tumultuous change. In relation to those who have refused to believe in
His messages, God declares in S‰rah al-An¢¥m, 6:110, “We [too] shall
turn to [confusion] their hearts and their eyes (nuqallibu af’idatahum
wa ab|¥rahum).” And in S‰rah al-N‰r, 24:37, the Day of Judgment is
referred as “the Day on which all hearts and eyes will be convulsed”
(tataqallabu fÏhi al-qul‰bu wa al-ab|¥r).
(b) Lubb
As mentioned in the earlier discussion of the triliteral root l-b-b and its
derivatives, the word lubb is often used in the plural (alb¥b) to speak of
people who have been granted special understanding of God’s ways
and messages. Referred to as ‰lÏ al-alb¥b (“those endowed with
insight”), these are individuals who exercise conscientious obedience
to God and whose reflection on revealed texts enables them to discern
the divine wisdom that is manifested in God’s laws but which is not visible to others. Moreover, because of the deeper understanding they
have been given, such individuals are held more strictly accountable
for their attitudes and actions than others would be.
(c) Ab|¥r
The noun ab|¥r (plural of the noun ba|ar, meaning sight) occurs in
S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:13 in the phrase ‰lÏ al-ab|¥r, those “who have eyes
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to see.” According to al-R¥ghib, the related term ba|Ïrah refers to the
perceptive faculty of the heart. It is rarely used to refer to the organ of
sight, that is, to the physical eye. Similarly, the verb ba|ura is rarely
used to refer to the physical act of seeing unless it is associated somehow with the vision of the heart. The noun ba|Ïrah denotes inward
powers of perception, and is rarely understood in any other sense. Al>abarÏ interpreted the phrase, ‰lÏ al-ab|¥r to mean “those possessed of
keen understanding.” The function of ba|Ïrah (“insight”), that is, the
light by means of which the heart “sees”, is to engage in reflection. As
such, ba|Ïrah enables one to see the truth of what he or she has received
through God’s messengers. Consequently, it is ba|Ïrah that delivers
one from uncertainty, either through faith or through direct vision.
And while the ba|Ïrah is associated with the moral lessons derived
from God’s messages, the lubb is associated with the act of bringing
these lessons to mind. Speaking of those who do not heed God’s messages, S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:46 asks, “Have they, then, never journeyed
about the earth, letting their hearts gain wisdom, and causing their ears
to hear? Yet, verily, it is not their eyes that have become blind (l¥ ta¢m¥
al-ab|¥r) – but blind have become the hearts that are in their breasts
(wa l¥kin ta¢m¥ al-qul‰b allatÏ fÏ al-|ud‰r)!”
(d) ßadr
As seen earlier, the word |adr refers to the uppermost or foremost part
of something. It can also refer to the beginning of something, as in the
phrase, |adr al-isl¥m, which refers to the early years of Islam. Similar
phrases are |adr al-nah¥r (the early part of the day), |adr al-layl (the
early part of the night), |adr al-shit¥’ (early winter) and |adr al-|ayf
(early summer). In keeping with its definition as the uppermost or anterior portion of something, the noun |adr is used to refer to the chest in
both human beings and animals and, more specifically, to the rib cage.
The triliteral root |-d-r and its derivatives occur 44 times in the
Qur’an. The ways in which these words are used in the Qur’an indicates that the |adr plays a role in the process of knowledge acquisition
in relation to the heart as the seat of perception. The |adr contains the
qalb, which contains the f‰’¥d, which contains the lubb. The |adr is to
the heart what the white of the eye is to the pupil, what a courtyard is to
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a house, or what the environs of Makkah are to Makkah. For just as it
is the white of the eye on which follicles form when someone suffers
from trachoma, it is the |adr into which doubts, misgivings, temptations and other disturbing thoughts enter. The |adr is also the seat of
lusts, cravings, and other promptings of the lower self, while at the
same time being the locus of faith, surrender to God, learning and
knowledge.
The following passages illustrate some of the ways in which the
word |adr is used in the Qur’an. S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:106 warns of the
fate that will meet someone “who willingly opens up his heart to a
denial of the truth” (man shara^a bil-kufri |adran). Conversely, S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:125 tells us that when God wills to guide someone, “his
bosom He opens wide with willingness towards self-surrender [to
Him]” (yashra^ |adrahu lil-isl¥m). When announcing to the Prophet
that He has a revelation to bestow upon him, God said in S‰rah alA¢r¥f, 7:2, “So let your heart be oppressed no more (l¥ yakun fÏ |adrika
^arajun). S‰rah H‰d, 11:5 assures us that no matter how we may try to
hide from God, He “He has full knowledge of what is in the hearts [of
men]” (innahu ¢alÏmun bi dh¥t al-|ud‰r; cf. S‰rah al-Mulk, 67:13).
S‰rah al-¤ajj, 22:46 tells us that when people are astray, it is not their
physical eyes that are blinded but, rather, “the hearts that are in their
breasts” (al-qul‰b allatÏ fÏ al-|ud‰r).
As has been mentioned, the |adr is identified as the seat of troubling, anxious thoughts. We read in S‰rah al-N¥s, 114:5 that Satan
“whispers in people’s hearts” (yuwaswisu fÏ |ud‰ri al-n¥s). Speaking
of those who question God’s messages without evidence to support
their doubts, S‰rah Gh¥fir, 40:56 states that “in their hearts is nothing
but overweening self-conceit” (in fÏ |ud‰rihim ill¥ kibrun). Speaking of
a time of war and tribulation, S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:154 declares that
God allowed this hardship in order to test what was in their hearts (li
yabtalÏ All¥hu m¥ fÏ |ud‰rikum). S‰rah al-¢®diy¥t, 100:10 speaks of
how, on the Day of Judgment, “all that is [hidden] in people’s hearts”
(m¥ fÏ al-sud‰r) will be revealed. S‰rah al-¤ashr, 59:13 speaks of the
fear in the hearts of the unbelievers (fÏ |ud‰rihim), while S‰rah Y‰nus,
10:57 declares that God’s messages contain a cure for the ailments in
people’s hearts (shif¥’un li m¥ fÏ al-|ud‰r).
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3) The motions and states of the heart in the Qur’an
The functions of the heart can be divided into two main categories:
cognitive and emotive. The cognitive category includes processes relating to knowledge and conceptualization: thinking, reflecting, idea
formation, recollection of information one has learned in the past, and
the acquisition of new information. As for the emotive category, it has
to do with the will: desires and intentions, inclinations and disinclinations. In this realm there exists a gradation from a mere inclination, to
attachment, to enslavement. The will gives rise to intention or determination, which is a decision of the heart to use one’s bodily members in
the commission of a given act, be it praiseworthy or blameworthy. If no
action results, the intention remains in the realm of wishing or craving.
Only when a decision takes firm root does it become determination
and develop into action.
The Qur’an speaks of the heart (the qalb) in numerous ways. It
describes actions undertaken by the heart as well as attributes that
make it a multifaceted world unto itself. The heart is the seat of mental
images and knowledge, of feelings and sentiments; in some situations
the heart combines the cognitive and the emotive, while adding a deeper
dimension to both.
Cognition and Perception
This realm includes conceptualizations, images, and ideas, the aptitude
for knowledge and learning, the internal thought processes that arise
out of experience, and the ability to discriminate, memorize, recall,
and produce information.
The Will
The will encompasses temperament and mood, which include cravings, sentiments, desires, and inclinations. The realm of the will
includes the dualities of seeking out and abandoning, love and hate,
intimacy and alienation, as well as awareness of right and wrong, possibility and impossibility. Will and determination are what emerges
after a thought process that yields certainty, faith, belief, and inner
peace.
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As discussed in an earlier section, some Qur’anic statements relating to the qalb describe processes that arise from the heart itself or
actions undertaken by the heart (fearing, trembling, and the like),
while others describe processes which the heart undergoes (such as
being sealed, strengthened, examined, and so on).
To live sound lives, human beings need four things: (1) knowledge
of what is beneficial and desirable and, therefore, to be sought after, (2)
knowledge of what is harmful and undesirable and, therefore, to be
avoided, (3) a means of achieving what is beneficial and desirable, and
(4) a means of avoiding what is harmful and undesirable. Our wills
tend to be subject to our desires and whims, and the impressions and
notions formed based on our sense perceptions. However, conceptualizations formed based on sensory experience are subject to refinement
and alteration as our awareness increases and we develop greater powers of discernment. Given these powers, we are able to decide whether
to suppress a desire or to satisfy it, and to act accordingly. Human
action is thus based on three foundations: cognition (“What actions
are called for and/or possible?”), will (“What do I choose to do?”), and
ability (“What action am I capable of?”).
4) The importance of the qalb in knowledge acquisition
God has created the qalb as the seat of both knowledge and will. It is
the site of both our perception of reality as it is, and our conception of
how it should be (our ideals). Knowledge and action both grow out of
thought processes. Thought processes give rises to conceptions, which
give rise in turn to decisions, which lead to action. When an action is
repeated, this results in the formation of habits. Along with knowledge
and will, each of us has worldly attachments, inborn character traits,
and life experiences that have contributed to our psychological makeup. Given the complexity of our makeup as human beings, it is impossible for us to fully control the thoughts that come to us, of course, and
we are sometimes beleaguered by thoughts that seem to assault us
against our wills. However, we have been given the gifts of reason and
faith, which enable us to distinguish which thoughts to welcome and
act upon, and which ones to resist and suppress. When put to use, these
gifts make it possible for us to live our lives fully, and to give everyone
his/her due, and everything its due.
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Wahy
. (Revelation) and
Nubuwwah (Prophethood)
i f w e h o l d that there is a need for revelation – wa^y – what we
are saying is that there is a need for a point of contact between the
realms of al-shah¥dah and al-ghayb. If we assume the reality of what is
referred to as wa^y, or divine revelation – the speech of the Creator
which has taken the form of the messages sent to us through the
prophets – then on this basis we may categorize people on the basis of
their relationship to this revelation. These categories include: (1) those
who have received God’s messages and believed in them and obeyed
them, (2) those who have received these messages and rejected them for
whatever reason, and (3) those who have not received these messages.
People’s relationship to the messages of divine revelation holds implications for the ways in which they relate not only to their Maker, but to
one another.
There has been disagreement down the ages over who the Creator
is, what the Creator’s attributes are, and, assuming there to be a divine
revelation, whether to take the Creator’s revelation as a source of
knowledge and a basis for people’s ways of life such that they are willing to appeal to the divine revelation as their authority in relation to all
aspects of their existence. In other words, their difference has been over
whether to treat the divine revelation as the sole source of truth, or
whether to draw on other sources as well. The Qur’an’s response to
this dispute is to ask: “Say: ‘Can any of those beings to whom you
ascribe a share in God's divinity create [life] in the first instance, and
then bring it forth anew?’ Say: ‘It is God [alone] who creates [all life] in
the first instance, and then brings it forth anew. How perverted, then,
are your minds!’” (S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:34).
Throughout human history people have tended to seek knowledge
through two sources. The first of these is the material world (the
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cosmos), and the second is the spiritual realm. This spiritual realm has
included the spiritual experiences and expertise of those recognized as
righteous, trustworthy, learned individuals. Some civilizations looked
to the heavenly spheres and the movements of the stars and planets as a
source of guidance. Some treated idols as symbols of spiritual realities
given their inborn desire to worship and seek the unknown. Idol worship has also taken the form of giving free reign to one’s instinctual
urges rather than looking outward for guidance. Of such people the
Qur’an speaks when it asks: “Have you ever considered [the kind of
man] who makes his own desires his deity?” (S‰rah al-Furq¥n, 25:43).
As has been mentioned, there is an age-old dispute over whether
human beings stand in need of a divine revelation which constitutes the
sole source of trustworthy knowledge and guidance – in other words,
the sole path to knowledge of al-ghayb: the realm that lies beyond the
reach of human perception. Given agreement on the need for such a
divine revelation, there has arisen the issue of who could be viewed as a
trustworthy conduit or transmitter of revelation. In other words, what
prophet or divine messenger could be affirmed to be sinless and infallible, and which message could be vouched for as the one genuine divine
revelation? In this connection we read in S‰rah Y‰nus, 10:37, “Now
this Qur’an could not possibly have been devised by anyone save God:
nay indeed, it confirms the truth of whatever there still remains [of earlier revelations] and clearly spells out the revelation [which comes] – let
there be no doubt about it – from the Sustainer of all the worlds.”
The Qur’an, as divine revelation, and the Prophet as its conduit,
might be viewed as bridges between al-ghayb and al-shah¥dah. Both
the Qur’an and the Prophet are material entities to which people can
gain access through their senses, but which point beyond themselves to
a realm out of reach of human sensory perception. A prophet and the
message he brings are thus intermediaries between the human and the
divine.
Based on the foregoing, we can identify four purposes of divine
revelation and prophethood: (1) The conveyance of good news and
warning. As God says to the Prophet in S‰rah Saba’, 34:28, “Now [as
for thee, O Muhammad,] We have not sent thee otherwise than to
mankind at large, to be a herald of glad tidings and a warner.” (Cf.
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S‰rah al-A^q¥f, 46:9.) (2) To bring people out of the darkness of ignorance and error and into the light of right guidance. As God announces
in S‰rah Ibr¥hÏm, 14:1, He has sent down the Qur’an in order to
“bring forth all mankind, by their Sustainer’s leave, out of the depths of
darkness into the light.” (3) To resolve disputes among people. Thus
God tells the Prophet, “And upon you [too] have We bestowed from on
high this divine writ for no other reason than that you might make clear
unto them all [questions of faith] on which they have come to hold
divergent views, and [thus offer] guidance and grace unto people who
will believe” (S‰rah al-Na^l, 16:64). (4) To define people’s relationship to God in terms of the ways they are to worship and obey Him,
and how they are to relate to each other.
Divine revelation is only bestowed on a prophet. Consequently,
there is a need for prophets to serve as conduits through which divine
revelation is conveyed to people at large. It is God alone who determines who will be chosen as a prophet. As we read in S‰rah Gh¥fir,
40:78, “And it was not given to any apostle to bring forth a miracle
other than by God’s leave.” This verse might also be understood to
mean that no apostle can bring a divine message to others but by God’s
leave. Similarly, as we are told in S‰rah al-Jinn, 72:26-27, “He [alone]
knows that which is beyond the reach of a created being’s perception,
and to none does He disclose aught of the mysteries of His Own
unfathomable knowledge, unless it be to an apostle whom He has been
pleased to elect.” Ever since the days of Adam confirmation of an individual’s status as a prophet has been demonstrated via well-attested
proofs. As we read in S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:33, “Behold, God raised
Adam, and Noah, and the House of Abraham, and the House of ¢Imran
above all mankind.” God graces prophets with miracles that are initially for the benefit of the prophet themselves, as a means of reassuring
them that they are, in fact, God’s messengers, and that revelation is
being bestowed on them. Once they are certain of their role and identity, prophets will have the boldness to deliver the message they have
been entrusted with. At this point, then, the miracles a prophet has
been given to perform serve as a reassurance not only to the prophet,
but to the people to whom his message is being communicated. In the
story of Moses, for example, we are told that before sending him to
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Pharaoh, God enabled Moses to perform the miracle of throwing his
staff down and seeing it turn into a serpent. It was only after this that
God commanded Moses to go to Pharaoh (S‰rah >¥h¥, 20:17-24) with
“the divine writ – and [thus] a standard by which to discern the true
from the false” (S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:53; cf. 2:176; S‰rah al-Isr¥’,
17:9).
A true prophet of God, though human, is a person of exceptional
character: prudent, virtuous, obedient, and chosen by God to deliver
His revealed message. A prophet must of course speak the language of
the people to whom he has been sent, and demonstrate his claim to be a
prophet by performing miracles that would be impossible without
divine intervention. The prophet’s miracles thus become a source of
certainty for those who witness them, as they can be sure that his message is a revelation from God.
Once a prophet has delivered the divinely revealed message to the
people to whom he has been sent, his audience will be divided into
groups depending on what their response to him and his message has
been. Those who have heard his message and witnessed his miracles
will be divided among those who affirm his identity as a prophet and
his message as a divine revelation, and those who reject his message
and his miracles. Others might not even have heard of a given prophet
or believe in the phenomenon of prophethood. In order to demonstrate
the truthfulness of his message and the genuineness of his identity, a
prophet needs two types of evidential proof. One consists of proof of
the possibility and necessity of prophethood and divine revelation. The
second is proof that he himself is a prophet who is delivering a divine
revelation from its very Source. To this end a prophet is sent with two
types of signs: verbal and nonverbal. The verbal signs consist of a
spoken and/or written revelation, while the nonverbal signs consist of
supernatural feats, usually termed miracles, that could only be performed by someone who has been given special power and authority
from God.
A divinely revealed message will be comprehensive in nature in the
sense that it encompasses all parts of the perceptible realm in which
people live. It also connects the perceptible realm with the realm that
lies beyond the grasp of human perception. Of this latter realm, there
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are parts that God has revealed only to His angelic messengers. Other
parts, God has revealed to the angels and the prophets. Still others, He
has made known to people through His apostles. And lastly, there is a
part that God reveals to no one, and of which He alone is knowledgeable. This part is referred to in the Qur’an as “the keys of the unseen
(maf¥tÏ^ al-ghayb), the treasures that none knows but He ….” (S‰rah
al-An¢¥m, 6:59; cf. S‰rah ®l ¢Imr¥n, 3:40). As a divinely given source
of knowledge, the divine revelation granted to human beings encompasses only a fraction of al-ghayb, while the created universe, likewise
a source of knowledge, consists of elements that are perceptible to
human beings, and others that are not.
In sum, the sources of knowledge available to us might be classed as
either uncreated, or created. As a source of knowledge, wa^y speaks of
both entities that lie beyond the grasp of human perception, and of
realities that human beings can grasp with their senses and their minds.
As such, wa^y is something that can be perceived, studied, understood
and reflected on. It is also, and equally importantly, something to be
acted upon as a means of drawing nearer to God, and establishing
justice on Earth. As God declares in S‰rah al-¤adÏd, 57:25, “Indeed,
[even aforetime] did We send forth Our apostles with all evidence of
[this] truth; and through them We bestowed revelation from on high,
and [thus gave you] a balance [wherewith to weigh right and wrong],
so that people might behave with equity.”
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notes
1 The Arabic term ta¢jÏz, translated here as impossibility, refers to the use of the
imperative not to give an actual command, but to demonstrate the impossibility of
what is being “commanded.” Thus, for example, when the Qur’an exhorts skeptics to produce a surah like what is found in the Qur’an (see, for example, S‰rah
al-Baqarah, 2:23), the intent is not actually to command them to do this, since they
would be unable to do so even if they tried. Rather, the intent is to make the point
that such a feat would be unachievable.
2 As in the case of ta¢jÏz, the term irsh¥d refers here to the use of the imperative
voice for a purpose other than that of giving an actual command. For example,
when the Qur’an exhorts people who have lent money to write down the transaction, it is simply advising them to do so as a matter of good practice, but not
commanding them to do so (see S‰rah al-Baqarah, 2:282).
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This study aims to provide a broad glossary of key Qur’anic
terms and set forth these terms’ meanings, both semantically
and linguistically, within their Qur’anic context. The format
is organised in such a way as to facilitate ease of understanding, guiding the lay reader carefully and logically through
the various nuances of usage and meaning. The meaning of a
given Qur’anic term will vary depending on the manner and
the context in which it is used, and on the issues and questions
in relation to which reference is made to it, and just as a
concept gives rise to a term, so also does the term and its usage
act to shape the concept. These and other aspects of the
Divine communication are mapped and explored, leaving us
with a greater appreciation of the Qur’an’s depth and what
makes it a linguistic and literary miracle.
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There is no way to understand the Qur’an properly, or to
elucidate as accurately as possible the meaning of its verses,
without studying Qur’anic terminology and concepts. Taken
together these sum up the universal truths of the Faith (the
great moral code), not only animating the text and giving it
incredible life, precision, and flexibility, but also enriching the
communication of the Qur’anic message through their
beautiful and comprehensive nature.
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